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Effect of Tip Gap and Squealer
Geometry on Detailed Heat
Transfer Measurements Over a
High Pressure Turbine Rotor
Blade Tip
The present study explores the effects of gap height and tip geometry on heat transfer
distribution over the tip surface of a HPT first-stage rotor blade. The pressure ratio (inlet
total pressure to exit static pressure for the cascade) used was 1.2, and the experiments
were run in a blow-down test rig with a four-blade linear cascade. A transient liquid
crystal technique was used to obtain the tip heat transfer distributions. Pressure measure-
ments were made on the blade surface and on the shroud for different tip geometries and
tip gaps to characterize the leakage flow and understand the heat transfer distributions.
Two different tip gap-to-blade span ratios of 1% and 2.6% are investigated for a plane tip,
and a deep squealer with depth-to-blade span ratio of 0.0416. For a shallow squealer
with depth-to-blade span ratio of 0.0104, only 1% gap-to-span ratio is considered. The
presence of the squealer alters the tip gap flow field significantly and produces lower
overall heat transfer coefficients. The effects of different partial squealer arrangements
are also investigated for the shallow squealer depth. These simulate partial burning off of
the squealer in real turbine blades. Results show that some partial burning of squealers
may be beneficial in terms of overall reduction in heat transfer coefficients over the tip
surface.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1731416#

Introduction
In an attempt to increase thrust to weight ratio and efficiency of

modern gas turbines, there is a push towards higher turbine oper-
ating temperatures. The benefits are attributed to the fact that
higher temperature gases have a higher energy potential. How-
ever, the detrimental effects on the components along the hot gas
path can offset the benefits of increasing the operating tempera-
ture. The high pressure turbine~HPT! first stage blade is subject to
extremely harsh environments. The tip region through exposure to
hot leakage gases leads to loss of performance and life through
oxidation, erosion, rubbing against stationary outer casing, and
high local thermal stresses.

The cause for tip failures is fairly well understood and can be
explained as follows. A clearance gap between the rotating blade
tip and stationary shroud is necessary to allow for the blade’s
mechanical and thermal growth during operation. Unfortunately,
the gap allows for leakage flow from the pressure side to the
suction side of the blade surface. The gas accelerates as it passes
through the small gap. This leads to enhanced heat load to the
blade tip region. Leakage flow, or clearance flow, also leads to
undesirable aerodynamic losses. In fact, one third of the aerody-
namic losses through the turbine section can be attributed to leak-
age flow. The effects of leakage flow are increased thermal load-
ing and reduced aerodynamic performance, which affects
durability and life of the component. At these elevated tempera-
tures, the turbine blades are also at risk of undergoing oxidation,
TBC spallation, thermal fatigue, and creep.

Bindon @1# studied tip clearance loss, using a linear cascade,
and concluded that the losses varied linearly with gap size. Bin-
don separated the total tip clearance loss into three components,

and remarked that each loss component made different contribu-
tions to the total loss: internal gap loss 39%, suction corner mix-
ing loss 48%, endwall/secondary loss 13%. Using static pressure
measurements and flow visualization, Bindon observed a separa-
tion bubble on the blade pressure edge that mixes with a high-
speed leakage jet induced at midchord. However, Bindon pre-
sented results in an atmospheric linear cascade. The leakage flow
was not pressure driven and this created a different type of leak-
age vortex than what would occur for a pressure driven leakage
flow. Yaras et al.@2# also observed the presence of a separation
bubble away from the leading edge and concluded that flow to-
wards the leading edge had little effect on overall losses. In Yaras’
study, a high-speed test rig was used. Yamamoto et al.@3# also
found that leakage vortices were sensitive to incident angle and
the blade tip gap height.

One of the earliest heat transfer studies on turbine blade tip
models by Mayle and Metzger@4# established that the effects of
relative motion between a blade model and the shroud have neg-
ligible effects on heat transfer data. Metzger et al.@5# and Chyu
et al.@6# investigated the effects of varying the recess depth on the
tip heat transfer of a blade tip model. It was determined that tip
heat transfer was reduced under the presence of a cavity. The
cavity simulated the squealer tip geometry. Leakage flow was re-
duced until the depth reachedD/W50.2.

Yang and Diller@7# were the first to perform heat transfer mea-
surements on a realistic blade tip, with a recessed tip, in a blow-
down cascade wind tunnel. They reported that convective heat
transfer coefficients were not dependent on tip gap height or local
Mach number; however, the conclusions were based on data taken
with a single heat flux gage in one location on the tip. They based
all their observations on a single measurement point. Bunker et al.
@8# published the first study with detailed blade tip heat transfer
measurements on actual blade tips. The measurements were made
for a first-stage power generation blade using a steady-state liquid
crystal technique. Bunker et al.@9# varied the curvature of the
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blade tip edges~rounded and sharp!. The blades were exposed to
a pressure ratio of 1.45 and had a total turning ratio of 110 deg.
They found that the blade with a tip edge radius had greater leak-
age flow and higher heat transfer coefficients. Bunker et al.@9#
also reported that an increase in freestream turbulence intensity
increased the heat transfer coefficient. The authors observed an
area of low heat transfer toward the blade leading edge, referred to
as the sweet spot. Ameri and Bunker@10# used CFD simulations
to reproduce the results for the same blade geometry shown by
Bunker et al.@9#. They concluded that the assumption of periodic
flow was invalid for tip heat transfer calculations because the
entire passage had to be modeled. Their numerical results for the
radiused edge showed better agreement with the experimental data
than those of the sharp edge.

Recently, Azad et al.@11# performed an experiment in which
three different clearance gaps (C/H51, 1.5, 2.5%! were used.
They used a GE-E3 engine blade and a pressure ratio of 1.2 in a
five-blade cascade. They measured heat transfer coefficients using
the transient liquid crystal technique. The results of this experi-
ment showed that a larger gap causes higher heat transfer coeffi-
cient on the tip. A second study by Azad et al.@12# investigated
the effects of a recessed tip (D/H53.77%) on the heat transfer
coefficient. It was determined that the squealer tip produced a
lower overall heat transfer coefficient compared to the plain tip.
The squealer redirected the airflow over the tip forcing the flow to
move from the leading edge pressure side to the trailing edge
suction side. It produced a different heat transfer pattern than that
seen on a plain tip.

Bunker and Bailey@13# investigated the effectiveness of chord-
wise sealing strips to reduce leakage flow and heat transfer. Seal-
ing strips increased resistance to leakage flow. Sealing strips also
reduced flow when the gap between the strip and shroud was the
same as that between the plain tip and shroud. The strip location
affected the tip heat load distribution. Bunker and Bailey@14#
continued the study with more complicated strip geometries: cir-
cumferential rub strips, 45 deg angled rub strips. The experiments
showed that circumferential and angled strips increase heat loads
by 20–25% and 10–15%, respectively.

Bunker and Bailey@15# also investigated the effect of squealer
depth for a high-pressure turbine blade. They studied tip
clearance-to-squealer cavity depth ratios of 0.67 and 2, and
squealer depths of 1.02, 1.78, 2.54, and 3.05 mm. They found that
a deeper tip cavity results in reduced heat transfer to the tip,
although the distribution is nonuniform. They also studied the
effect of squealer rim loss on heat transfer by studying partial
squealers along the pressure and suction surfaces. They indicated
rim loss along the pressure surface reduced overall tip heat trans-
fer levels. Azad et al.@16# examined the benefits of six different
squealers, including single and double squealers. The single
squealer was a thin extension running from tip to tail, located on
the camber line, pressure edge, or suction edge. The double
squealer consists of two strips: a full perimeter strip, a pressure
side strip from tip to tail and a short chord strip, and a suction-side
strip from tip to tail and a short chord strip. The single squealer
produced lower heat transfer coefficients on the tip than the
double squealers. The midchord squealer produced the best leak-
age reduction. Dunn and Haldeman@17# presented time-averaged
heat flux measurements on a recessed tip, the lip of the recess of
a rotating blade in a full-scale rotating stage at transonic vane exit
conditions. They made some localized measurements inside the
recess, on the lip of the tip, and the platform of the blade. The
results show that the recess had low heat flux values near the
trailing edge compared to the leading edge.

Many parameters affect blade tip heat transfer. The total blade
turning angle and general blade geometry, such as thickness, the
presence of a squealer and edge radius, make a large contribution
to the heat load distribution. Inlet Reynolds number and turbu-
lence intensity can also affect the magnitude of the heat transfer
coefficient. The present study explores the effects of gap height

and tip squealer geometry on heat transfer distribution. This in-
vestigation focuses on a HPT blade tip profile with a different
Mach number distribution, loading, and blade thickness compared
to other studies. The pressure ratio~inlet total pressure to exit
static pressure! used was 1.2, which is lower than the actual pres-
sure ratio this blade sees in service (PR51.7) but simulates simi-
lar relative Mach number distributions as for the blade under re-
alistic conditions. A transient liquid crystal technique was used to
obtain the tip heat transfer distributions similar to that used by
Azad et al.@11#. Pressure measurements were made on the blade
surface and on the shroud for different tip geometries and tip gaps
to characterize the leakage flow and understand the heat transfer
distributions. Also, partial squealer arrangements are investigated
for the first time. In the real engine, it is anticipated that the full
squealer rim will be subject to high thermal stresses and rubbing
against the stationary shroud causing local loss of material result-
ing in partial squealer arrangements. In this study some partial
squealer arrangements are investigated and compared to full
squealer tips.

Experimental Setup
This experiment uses a blow down test rig as illustrated in Fig.

1. The test rig was designed to produce the required pressure ratio
across the blade for a short duration. An air compressor supplies
dry air to a large tank capable of holding 2000 gallons of high
pressure air at 20 atm~290 psig!. This system is capable of gen-
erating a steady flowrate of 0.5 kg/s. The test section is part of an
open loop blowdown setup, which is shown in Fig. 1. A gate valve
isolates the entire wind tunnel from the supply tank. Downstream
from that valve is a large pneumatically actuated control valve. A
programmable controller regulates the pneumatic valve. The con-
troller allows one to set the valve and maintain a specified valve
opening and/or operating pressure in the test section. Air then
passes through a rectangular diverging-converging section. This
section is placed directly upstream from the test section. Its pur-
pose is to settle the flow and make it more uniform before entering
the test section. Boundary layer bleeds~slotted openings! along
the test section inlet ensure the formation of a new boundary layer
before the air enters the four-blade linear cascade test section. The
exhaust area of the cascade is fitted with two tailboards. One
tailboard is aligned with the pressure blade trailing edge and the
other is aligned with the heat transfer blade. The movable tail-
boards can be used to back pressurize some passages and adjust
the flow in all three passages. The tailboards are adjustable to help
equalize pressure distribution in the passages adjacent to each
blade and ensure periodic flow in all passages.

The test section is a linear cascade with four two-dimensional
blades with the tip section profile. The blade profile was taken
from the tip section of a General Electric HPT blade. Each blade
is made of aluminum using an EDM machine, and bolted to a
steel base plate that can easily be removed from the test section.
The blade spacing (S) is 95.25 mm, and the axial chord (C) is
60.02 mm. The two outer blades guide airflow around the inner
blades. Inner blades are used for pressure and heat transfer mea-
surements. All blades have a span height from root to tip (H) of
76.2 mm. Figure 2 shows the four-blade linear cascade.

Pressure measurements are made on the blade surface in order
to map the surface distribution and ensure that the flow conditions
during heat transfer tests are correct. The ‘‘pressure blade’’~Fig.
3(a)) outer surface is lined with small tubes, extending from root
to tip, that are set in recesses. The blade is then covered by a thin,
strong tape to provide a smooth surface. Small tap holes are
drilled in the tubes at the specified locations for the purpose of
making static pressure measurements, 33.3, 86.7, 100% of the
span from hub to tip~one hole per tube!. The 100% span tap holes
are exposed to the tip gap as shown in Fig. 3(a) whereas the other
two span locations measure the blade surface pressure distribu-
tions. Each alternate hole has a different spanwise location. A total
of 96 taps are distributed among the three span locations. Pressure
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measurements are also made on the shroud for each of the
squealer tips and the flat tip cases as indicated in Fig. 3(b). A
special top plate with holes 6.35 mm away from the suction side,
6.35 mm from the pressure side, and along the camber line, allows
for static pressure measurements on the stationary shroud.

Figure 4 shows the full squealer and the four different partial
squealer arrangements studied. The first geometry is the full
squealer. The tip gap is measured from the tip of the squealer to
the shroud. The first partial squealer geometry is called pressure

side squealer (PS). The squealer rim exists along the pressure
side edge of the blade only. The second partial squealer geometry
is called suction side squealer (SS). The squealer rim exists along
the suction side of the blade only. The third partial squealer ge-
ometry has the squealer rim on the pressure leading edge and
along the suction side trailing edge~LEPS-TESS!. The fourth par-
tial squealer geometry has the squealer rim on the pressure side
trailing edge and along the suction side leading edge~LESS-
TEPS!.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the blow-down experimental setup

Fig. 2 Cascade geometry

Fig. 3 „a… Pressure test blade and „b… shroud plate with pres-
sure taps Fig. 4 Different squealer geometries tested
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A ‘‘heat transfer blade’’ is fabricated for heat transfer measure-
ments~Fig. ~5a,b!!. Various Plexiglas inserts fit into the 25.4 mm
recess and allow for variable groove depth. When the cavity is
filled completely with a 25.4 mm insert, the result is the plain tip
blade. Two squealer depths are investigated with other inserts to
obtain depths,D50.79375, 3.175 mm. The squealer rim, after
machining the recess, is 1.5875 mm thick.

The experimental procedures involve heating the heat transfer
blade to a high temperature then cooling it with compressed air in
a blowdown mode. Two cartridge heaters are embedded in the
blade aluminum core to heat the blade. These heaters have a
length and diameter of 31 mm and 6.35 mm, respectively. Each
heater connects to a variable transformer that allows the user to
adjust the amount of current going into each heater and thereby
controlling the blade temperature. A thermocouple is placed be-
tween the plexiglas insert and the aluminum blade monitors the
aluminum-plexiglass contact temperature, and additional thermo-
couples are on the blade-tip monitor the liquid crystal temperature
during the heating. The thermocouples are monitored and the
heater input adjusted to ensure that a uniform blade temperature is
maintained. A Hallcrest liquid crystal sheet~R30C5W; 30– 35°C)
is glued on the top of the Plexiglas insert. The sheet changes color,
from green to red, as the blade cools during the blow-down test. A
plexiglass top plate is used during the heat transfer experiments so
that the RGB camera can view the blade tip surface and record the
color changes. A RGB camera records the liquid crystal color
change on the heat transfer blade. This camera, placed directly
over the blade tip, connects to a 24-bit color frame grabber board
in a PC. An image processing macro records the time at which the
liquid crystal changes from green to red during the transient blow-
down cooling experiment. It produces a time file, which provides
the time of change for each pixel to turn red, i.e., 31.3°C during
the blowdown test. The liquid crystal sheet was calibrated in-situ
with a 36-gage thermocouple placed on the sheet that was moni-
tored to obtain a red-green transition temperature to be 31.3°C.

Procedure and Data Reduction
During a blow-down test the supply tank, which provides air to

the test rig, empties into the test section. Therefore the inlet total
pressure does not remain constant. A test was performed to deter-
mine the total pressure variation during the blow-down operation.
Inlet total pressureis measured with a pitot probe~located 23
cm upstream of the test blades at midspan! and the NetScanner
system.

Pressure Tests. Static pressure measurements are made on
the shroud for each blade tip configuration. Measurements are also

made on the pressure blade suction and pressure surfaces. Before
each pressure test, moisture is blown from the pressure system
data ports using the supply pressure. The data ports are calibrated
and reset to zero, when necessary, to ensure accuracy. The pneu-
matic valve is then opened and air enters the test rig. The duration
of all pressure tests matched that of the heat transfer tests. The
pressure system reads surface gauge static pressures. Pressure ra-
tios are computed based on the measured inlet total pressure at
that instant.

Figure 6 presents the inlet total pressure variation with time
duration after the valve was opened. The majority of the liquid
crystal color change takes place after the first 10 to 20 seconds of
the heat transfer test. The total pressure peaks immediately after
the valve opens within 1.5 seconds and then drops steadily for the
duration of the test. The variation during the test of 30 seconds
from highest to lowest absolute pressure is 3–5%. Before running
any experiments, tests were run to equalize pressure distribution
through the three passages. Equalizing the passages ensures that
the flow field around the pressure and heat transfer blades is simi-
lar. Small holes are located on the shroud at identical locations
above each passage. The tailboards were moved to achieve the
equalization of pressure distribution in all three passages. Figure 7
presents the pressure (Ps /Po) distributions in the three passages.
Results show that the pressure distributions are relatively similar
through each of the passages but the levels are slightly different.
The end passages show similar values compared to the middle
passage. The middle passage lies between the heat transfer and the
pressure blade.

Heat Transfer Tests. The heat transfer blade is heated for
two hours to ensure that its temperature reaches steady-state be-
fore testing. During heating, thermocouples are used to monitor
the internal and external temperature of the blade plexiglass insert.
These thermocouples are checked every 5 minutes. Once the blade
temperature reaches steady-state, the camera is focused on the
heat transfer blade tip. The tip is illuminated with lighting to en-
able accurate capture of liquid crystal color changes. The heaters
are switched off, and the pneumatic valve is then opened so that
compressed air may enter the test rig. The time of appearance of
red color at every pixel is measured from the initiation of the
transient test. Typically, the initial temperature of the test section
is set so that the first color change will be greater than 10 seconds.

Fig. 5 Heat transfer blade details; „a… plain tip, „b… blade with
squealer

Fig. 6 Blow-down test pressure during blow-down operation

Fig. 7 Pressure distributions on the shroud for all three pas-
sages
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The experiment takes 30–40 seconds to complete. The heat trans-
fer coefficient is obtained by solving the one-dimensional tran-
sient conduction equation with convective boundary conditions
for a semi-infinite solid.

Tr2Ti

Tm2Ti

512FexpS h2at

k2 D GFerfcS hAat

k
D G

The above equation is solved for every pixel location on the plexi-
glass tip whereTi is the initial heated blade temperature before
the transient is initiated;Tm is the oncoming mainstream recovery
temperature;Tr is the temperature of the liquid crystal at red-
green interface or the reference temperature during the transient
test;a andk are the thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity
of the plexiglass surface; andt is the time required by each pixel
to go fromTi to Tr during the transient test. All the above values
are either known or measured during the test and the local heat
transfer coefficient (h) is calculated at every pixel location.

In order to verify the validity of the semi-infinite solid assump-
tion, a two-dimensional transient analysis was performed with
ANSYS. The model simulated the actual test blade with alumi-
num exterior and plexiglass insert. A direct contact was assumed
between the two materials whereas a conducting adhesive was
used during the real experiment. Blade geometry was generated
for a location between the leading and trailing edges. The transient
analysis was for 30 seconds, which corresponds to the average test
duration. The finest mesh used for this analysis contained 12,659
elements. Boundary conditions were as follows: heat transfer co-
efficients of 800, 1000, 1300 W/m2-K on the tip, pressure side,
and suction side, respectively, freestream temperature was 373 K.
The important result from the ANSYS analysis is that core tem-
peratures of the plexiglass insert do not change during the tran-
sient cool down. Therefore no significant temperature penetration
takes place. It also is important to note that during a typical heat
transfer test, color change over most of the blade tip occurs within
the first 20 seconds, so the calculations in the high heat transfer
regions are unaffected by temperature penetration. The low heat
transfer regions~test times.30 seconds) were typically in the
middle of the blade tip relatively unaffected by two-dimensional
conduction to the aluminum cavity.

A detailed uncertainty analysis was performed to evaluate the
accuracy of the heat transfer coefficient measurement. The uncer-
tainty analysis included the initial error in the blow-down pressure
buildup, the error in accurately measuring the time of color
change, the errors in temperature measurement, and the associated
two-dimensional errors for corners. Based on the analysis, the
average uncertainty in heat transfer coefficient was determined to
be 67.5%. The highest uncertainty occurs for regions with very
short color change times (,5 seconds) and for regions close to
edges where two-dimensional effects are significant. These values
can have errors up to612.5%, @18#. Typically, these regions are
3–4 mm inward to the aluminum edges along the blade rim.

Results and Discussion
The test flow conditions at inlet to cascade were measured us-

ing hot wire anemometry. The flow inlet velocity at cascade inlet
was 60 m/s, which represents a cascade inlet Mach number of
0.16 The exit velocity to the cascade was 188 m/s, which is a
Mach number of 0.54. The Reynolds number based on cascade
exit velocity and blade axial chord is 861,000. Freestream turbu-
lence intensity was also measured using the hot wire. The average
freestream turbulence intensity at the cascade inlet wasTu
512.1%.

Figure 8 presents the blade pressure distribution at three differ-
ent span locations for a tip gap of 1% of blade span. The mea-
surement locations, for hub to tip are at locations along 33.3, 86.7,
100% of the blade span. The local static pressure is normalized by
the cascade inlet total pressure (Ps /Po, inlet). In the figure, curve
(a) represents the pressure side and curve (b) represents the suc-

tion side. This plot clearly shows how the clearance gap affects
leakage flow. At 33.3% blade height from hub, there is a large
pressure differential between the pressure and suction surface
which is the main driving potential for the leakage flow. At 86.7%
of blade span closer to the tip gap, the pressure side distribution
seems unaffected by the span location. However, the suction-side
static pressures are higher than for 33.3% span location. It appears
that the total pressure gradient is affected by the clearance gap.
The pressure distributions in the tip gap along the blade edges are
shown by the 100% case and are significantly affected by the
leakage flow. In this case, the static pressure on the pressure side
drops significantly from the 86.7% location values as the flow
accelerates through the gap. The suction side pressure is not as
significantly affected as the pressure side.

Figure 9 presents the pressure distributions on the shroud over
a plain tip for tip gaps of 1.0% and 2.6% of the blade span. The
local static pressure is again normalized by the cascade inlet total
pressure (Ps /Pt) as in Fig. 7. Measurements on the shroud are
presented 6.35 mm ahead of the pressure side of the blade tip,
6.35 mm behind the suction side of the blade tip, and along the
camber line~see inset!; they are referred to asa, b, and c, re-
spectively. Case 1 refers to the plain tip with 1.0% gap and Case
2 refers to plain tip with 2.6% gap. From the pressure distribu-
tions, it is evident that the air accelerates as it enters the clearance
gap. This acceleration causes a drop in static pressure along the
camber line. As the flow decelerates from the camber line to the
suction side, there is a pressure recovery from the camber line to
the suction side. Lowest static pressure occurs along the camber
line. The levels ofPs /Po values are similar for both tip gaps.
However, the tip gap with 2.6% clearance has a larger area and
hence will allow more leakage flow.

Figure 10 presents the detailed tip heat transfer coefficients for
the plain tip with 1.0% and 2.6% gap heights. A region of low heat
transfer at the leading edge for both tip gaps occurs due to the low
pressure gradient across this area. This region, referred to as the

Fig. 8 Surface pressure distributions on the blade surface and
tip gap with 1% clearance gap; „a… pressure surface, „b… suction
surface

Fig. 9 Pressure distributions on the shroud of a plain tip with
1% and 2.6% gaps
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‘‘sweet spot,’’ is larger and extends towards middle of the tip
region for 1% and covers a smaller region for 2.6% gap.

Heat transfer coefficient values are significant along the trailing
edge, close to pressure side. Flow separation occurs at the pres-
sure side tip edge as the flow enters the clearance gap and then
reattaches on the tip surface causing a low heat transfer region
immediately behind the edge and a high heat transfer region in the
reattachment region. The heat transfer coefficient values in the
trailing edge region range from 800– 1000 W/m2-K for both the
1% gap height and 2% gap height. Notice that the high heat trans-
fer area is much larger for 2.6% gap. As previously stated, a
smaller gap height equates to reduced leakage flow over the plain
tip, and this is the reason for lower heat transfer coefficients. The
clearance gap flow Reynolds number is larger for the larger gap
thus enhancing heat load.

Figure 11 presents the pressure distributions on the shroud over
a tip with deep squealer for tip gaps of 1.0% and 2.6% of the
blade span. The pressure distributions are significantly different
for this tip geometry. The pressure side distributions are unaf-
fected by both gap width and the tip geometry. The static pressure
drops in the region around the leading edge region fromX/C
50 to 0.5. The camber line pressure is lower than the pressure on
the pressure side before the gap. The flow decelerates as it ex-
pands into the squealer cavity and then accelerates through the
clearance gap on the suction side. The camber line and suction
side pressure are almost equal for regions whereX/C.0.5. It can
be speculated that the bulk of the leakage flow occurs closer to the
leading edge compared to the plain tip where the leakage flow
occurred over the trailing edge of the blade.

Figure 12 presents the detailed tip heat transfer coefficients for
the deep squealer tip with 1.0% and 2.6% gap heights. A region of
high heat transfer coefficient occurs fromX/C50 – 0.5 for both
tip gaps due to the high pressure gradient across this area from
pressure to camber line. This region, called the ‘‘hot spot,’’ has
values ranging from 600– 800 W/m2 K for the 1% gap height and
700– 1000 W/m2 K for the 2.6% gap height. The hot spot for 1%
gap is smaller than that for 2.6% gap due to the reduced gap size.

The red perimeter of high heat transfer along the edges of the
squealer may be caused due to the corner conduction into the
aluminum rim. This appears for both squealer geometries.

Heat transfer coefficient values are reduced along the trailing
edge for the shallow squealer tip compared to the plain tip. This is
especially true close to pressure side. As air flows over the pres-
sure side rim there is a large separation zone, this is the ‘‘line’’ of
decreased heat transfer. Behind that line, air reattaches to the re-
cessed tip surface. The heat transfer coefficient values in the trail-
ing edge region range from 200– 500 W/m2 K for the 1% gap
height and 300– 700 W/m2 K for the 2.6% gap height. As was the
case for the plain tip blade, a smaller gap height equates to re-
duced leakage flow over the squealer. The clearance gap flow
Reynolds number is larger for the larger gap thus producing
higher heat transfer coefficients.

Figure 13 presents the overall interpretation of the flow over
the plain and squealer tip based on the pressure and heat transfer
results. Most of the flow over the plain tip hugs the pressure side
along the leading edge and crosses over afterX/C.0.5. The leak-
age flow is limited in the leading edge region due to the lower
pressure gradient across the tip. This cause the low heat transfer
region referred to as the ‘‘sweet spot.’’ Towards the trailing edge,
the pressure gradient across the tip increases causing a strong
leakage flow and subsequently higher heat transfer coefficients.
For the squealer tips, the leakage flow occurs in the region imme-
diately after the leading edge. Flow enters the cavity reattaches to
the recessed flow and then accelerates through the clearance gap
on the suction side rim. The flow closer to the trailing edge hugs
the blade surface and does not flow over the tip due to reduced
pressure gradient. Also, the squealer depth to width ratio (D/W)
effect as observed by Metzger et al.@5# is clearly evident compar-
ing the two squealer depths in this study. The deeper depth creates
a clear reattachment on the tip floor whereas the shallow squealer
flow over the pressure side edge may be hitting the cavity wall on
the suction side before rolling onto the cavity floor.

All the partial squealer geometries have been studied for a
squealer depth to span ratio of 0.0104. Figure 14 presents the
pressure distributions on the shroud over a tip for no squealer, full

Fig. 10 Detailed heat transfer coefficient distributions on plain
tips

Fig. 11 Pressure distributions on the shroud of a deep
squealer tip with 1% and 2.6% gaps

Fig. 12 Detailed heat transfer coefficient distributions on shal-
low squealer tips

Fig. 13 Illustration of tip leakage flows for plain tips and
squealer tips based on pressure and heat transfer distributions
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squealer, full pressure side squealer, full suction-side squealer, the
LEPS-TESS partial squealer, and the LESS-TEPS partial squealer
for a tip gap of 1.0% of the blade span. The pressure gradient
across the pressure side to the camberline indicates the strength of
the leakage flow. It is clear that the suction side squealer reduces
the pressure gradient more than other geometries. The LESS-
TEPS squealer also reduces leakge flow from leading edge region
to the midsection but then the pressure gradient flips due to the
squealer on the pressure side. All other squealers show larger pres-
sure gradient on the upstream side of the tip where the bulk of the
leakage occurs across the tip.

Detailed heat transfer coefficient distributions are presented for
different squealer cases in Fig. 15. As explained earlier, the full
squealer reverses the heat transfer distributions on the tip surface.
The higher heat transfer region moves towards the leading edge
due to flow separation and reattachment phenomena. There also
appears to be an overall reduction in heat transfer coefficient over
the entire tip surface. The plain tip distributions are shown again
for comparison.

With the full PS squealer, the heat transfer coefficients are en-
hanced compared to the plain tip. This may be due to the flow
accelerating after entering the tip gap along the tip surface to-
wards theTE due to the blockage at the entrance of the gap. There
is stronger separation and reattachment over the entire tip surface.
With the full SSsquealer, the tip leakage flow does not see the
overall pressure gradient across the tip gap. The leakage flow is
accelerated into the tip gap but decelerates as it encounters the
suction side squealer wall. There is very little flow separation due
to the lack of the pressure side squealer wall. There appears some
remnants of a sweet spot as in the case of the plain tip and reduced
heat transfer at theTE due to the suction side squealer wall.

With the LEPS-TESS partial squealer, the sweet spot region is
greatly enhanced but the flow separation along the pressure side
wall is clearly higher. This causes higher heat transfer coefficient
along the mid section of the tip surface. This squealer, although
produces higher heat transfer coefficients than the plain tip, does
perform better than the fullPS squealer. With the LESS-TEPS
partial squealer, the heat transfer coefficient along the pressure
side edge is higher than the suction side edge. The flow appears to
have a weak flow separation and reattachment along the leading
edge and the presence of the squealer on the pressure side along
the trailing edge reduces leakage flow. Overall this squealer con-
figuration produces lower heat transfer coefficients than the plain
tip but is still lower than the values obtained for the fullSS
squealer. Both Bunker and Bailey@15# and Azad et al.@16# show
similar results for pressure-side squealer versus suction-side
squealers.

Figure 16 presents the overall averaged heat transfer coeffi-
cients for the tip surface for different tip geometries. The heat
transfer coefficients were averaged pixel to pixel to obtain the
area-averaged heat transfer coefficients. The differences in heat
transfer distributions on the surface are very different for each tip
geometry, but the overall value can be used to obtain the total heat
load to the tip surface. As seen from the plot, the plain tip is
around 600 W/m2 K. The full squealer provides the best reduction
in heat transfer coefficients. The deeper squealer reduces heat
transfer coefficient to around 400 W/m2 K. The PS squealer in-
creases overall heat transfer coefficient. Among all the partial
squealers, theSSsquealer is the only one that reduces heat trans-
fer coefficient compared to the plain tip. ThePS squealer, LEPS-
TESS, and LESS-TEPS squealers either enhance or do not change
the overall heat transfer coefficient compared to the plain tip. This
indicates that the loss of squealer on the pressure side rim may
actually benefit the tip surface. Any suction-side loss will cause
increases in heat load.

Conclusions
A blow-down test was performed to determine the heat transfer

coefficients on the tip of a high pressure turbine blade with a plain

Fig. 14 Shroud pressure distributions for different squealer
configurations

Fig. 15 Detailed heat transfer distributions on tips with differ-
ent squealer geometries
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tip, two squealer depths (D50.79375, 3.175 mm!, and several
partial squealer configurations. A transient liquid crystal measure-
ment technique was used to obtain the detailed heat transfer coef-
ficient distributions on the tip surface. Pressure measurements
were presented over the shroud with a clearance gap and at dif-
ferent span locations on the blade surface. Results show that flow
over the plain tip blade moves from the leading edge pressure side
to the trailing edge suction side and flow over the squealer tip
blades moves from the leading edge pressure side to the midpoint
of the suction side. The plain tip produces relatively lower heat
transfer coefficients downstream of the leading edge. This region
is the typical ‘‘sweet spot’’ as indicated by several published stud-
ies. The trailing edge region for the plain tip has significantly
higher heat transfer coefficients as most of the leakage flow
crosses over the tip closer to the trailing edge. The squealers pro-
duce reduced leakage flow and associated heat transfer coeffi-
cients over the blade tip compared to the plain tip. The squealers
show higher heat transfer in the region closer to the leading edge
and lower heat transfer coefficients near the trailing edge. The
trend is reverse to that of the plain tip. The deeper squealer pro-
duces lower heat transfer coefficients than the shallow squealer
due to increased resistance to the leakage flow. Smaller gap
height, 1.0%, produces reduced leakage flow over the blade tip
than the larger 2.6% gap height and thus lower heat transfer co-
efficients.

The partial squealers represent squealer rim burn off. The re-
sults show that pressure side burn off is beneficial in reducing the
overall heat transfer coefficient on the tip. However, suction-side
rim loss may hurt the tip heat load. Partial losses on the suction
and pressure-side rims produced very little effect on overall heat
transfer coefficient but did affect local distributions on the tip
surface.
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Nomenclature

C 5 axial chord
D 5 squealer depth
h 5 convective heat transfer coefficient

H 5 height of test blade
k 5 thermal conductivity of plexiglas test surface

M 5 Mach number
P 5 pressure

PR 5 inlet total-to-exit static pressure ratio
Re 5 freestream Reynolds number,rVCX /m
S 5 blade spacing
t 5 time of color change

T 5 temperature
Tu 5 freestream turbulence intensity~%!
V 5 freestream velocity
W 5 width of squealer cavity
x 5 axial distance

Greek Symbols

a 5 thermal diffusivity of plexiglas test surface
r 5 density of air
m 5 viscosity of air

Subscripts

e 5 exit
i 5 initial condition, inlet

m 5 bulk flow or mainstream
r 5 liquid crystal color red
s 5 static
t 5 total
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Experimental and Numerical
Investigation of Trailing Edge Film
Cooling by Circular Coolant Wall
Jets Ejected From a Slot With
Internal Rib Arrays
The present study concentrates on the experimental and computational investigation of a
cooled trailing edge in a modern turbine blade. The trailing edge features a pressure side
cutback and a slot, stiffened by two rows of evenly spaced ribs in an inline configuration.
Cooling air is ejected through the slot and forms a cooling film on the trailing edge
cutback region. In the present configuration the lateral spacing of the ribs equals two
times their width. The height of the ribs, i.e., the height of the slot equals their width.
Since the ribs are provided with fillet radii of half the slot height in size, circular coolant
jets are exiting the slot tangentially to the trailing edge cutback. The adiabatic wall
temperature mappings on the trailing edge cutback indicate that strong three-dimensional
flow interaction between the coolant jets and the hot main flow takes place in such a way
that two or more coolant jets coalesce depending on the blowing ratio. Experimental and
numerical data to be presented in the present study include adiabatic film cooling effec-
tiveness on the trailing edge cutback, the pressure distribution along the internal ribbed
passage as well as slot discharge coefficients for different blowing ratios ranging from
M50.35 to 1.1.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1645531#

Introduction
The enhancement of the overall efficiency is a major goal in the

development of gas turbines. One possibility to improve thermal
efficiency is to further increase process temperatures so that tur-
bine inlet temperatures attain values of up to 2000 K in modern jet
engines.

As this level is significantly beyond the maximum allowable
temperatures for current blade materials, the application of appro-
priate cooling techniques is indispensable. Usually, the blades are
cooled by a combination of convection and film cooling and,
therefore, designed with internal cooling air passages which can
be additionally provided with ribs, fins, and dimples to intensify
internal heat transfer. In order to establish a cooling film on the
surface the blades are locally perforated by cylindrical or shaped
cooling holes.

One of the most critical, often life-limiting region of the turbine
blade is its trailing edge, which, from an aerodynamic point of
view, has to be as thin as possible. This causes an inherent conflict
with cooling requirements as in the manufacturing process diffi-
culties arise from the integration of internal cooling passages in
the thin trailing edge region.

One state-of-the-art cooling technique, which leads to particu-
larly thin trailing edges, is obtained by removing material from
the pressure side of the trailing edge forming a characteristic step
with a spanwise slot. Air can be ejected through the slot to gen-
erate a more or less uniform cooling film on the trailing edge
cutback.

In order to increase the integrity of the trailing edge, the struc-
ture is stiffened by rib or pin-fin arrays in the cooling passage
connecting the blade walls of the pressure and the suction side.
Furthermore, these arrays work as turbulators to enhance the in-

ternal convective heat transfer in the cooling passage and control
the blade cooling mass flow.Fig. 1 shows a cross-sectional view
of a typical turbine blade with pressure side trailing edge cutback.

It is evident, that the presence of rib or pin-fin arrays may have
a significant influence on film cooling downstream of the ejection
slot, especially if the rib-obstructed area is not negligible com-
pared to the total slot area and the ribs are located close to the
ejection slot. In that case, complex three-dimensional flow inter-
action occurs between the hot main flow and the coolant flow
resulting in reduced film cooling effectiveness compared to an
ideal, two-dimensional slot, i.e., cooling film.

Numerous experimental as well as numerical studies deal with
two-dimensional film cooling through tangential slots~as pre-
dominantly found in combustor cooling applications!. Here, the
influence of geometric as well as flow related parameters are in-
vestigated in great detail and several correlations prescribing film
cooling effectiveness downstream of the ejection slot are derived,
@1–8#.

Recent publications by Taslim et al. and Holloway et al.@9–11#
concentrate on experimental and numerical investigation of spe-
cial trailing edge cooling designs, e.g., slots which are disrupted
by pieces of land. But in contrast to this work, they deal with an
increased rib/land spacing resulting in a cooling film of a more
two-dimensional nature than in the present study.

There only exist few publications concentrating on three-
dimensional slot geometries similar to the present configuration.
Sturgess et al.@12,13# investigate the influence of slot geometry
effects on film cooling effectiveness. A nondimensional geometric
parameter is derived to classify three-dimensional slot geometries
with respect to their film cooling performance. The view is fo-
cused on practical combustor slots with circular coolant inlets
followed by a lip overhang acting as a mixing chamber. In accor-
dance to the findings in@12,13# it can be expected that for the
present geometry with its relatively short lip overhang down-
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stream of the last rib array the mixing between the coolant and the
hot gas will be intensified due to the highly three-dimensional
character of the coolant film.

Rastogi et al.@14# experimentally investigate the impervious
wall effectiveness of three-dimensional slot geometries~circular
coolant inlets without lip overhang! with respect to the influence
of density ratio and characteristic geometrical parameters. They
find that an increase of lip thickness and pitch to diameter ratio
leads to a decrease in film effectiveness. Keeping the velocity
ratio constant, an increased coolant density results in higher film
effectiveness, whereas for a constant blowing ratio no explicit
relationship between density ratio and effectiveness can be de-
rived.

Similar studies are undertaken by Nina et al.@15#. They inves-
tigate the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness downstream of dif-
ferent slot geometries~circular coolant inlets with and without lip
overhang! under constant density flow conditions. For certain flow
conditions discrete hole injection results in substantial fluctuations
of static and total pressure in the near slot region accompanied by
a shift of velocity maxima indicating that neighboring jets are
coalescing and uncoalescing in a random manner. They close with
the statement that ‘‘the extent to which this phenomenon is impor-
tant in film cooling remains unknown.’’

The present paper, which continues a recent study on a similar
trailing edge geometry with a larger aspect ratio~i.e., lateral spac-
ing of the ribs! by Martini et al. @16#, therefore concentrates on
the experimental and computational investigation of such effects
which turned out to have a severe impact on film cooling of the
trailing edge cutback.

Test Facility and Trailing Edge Model
The experimental work is carried out on a scaled-up trailing

edge model integrated in an atmospheric hot wind channel. The
main advantage of such a hot facility is that it easily allows for the
investigation of film cooling under engine like density ratios be-
tween coolant and main flow. The test section of the hot wind
channel has a width of 220 mm and a height of 105 mm.Figure
2 shows a schematic view of the test facility.

The trailing edge model which is scaled up by a factor of 10 is
integrated in the test section of the hot wind channel. It is com-
posed of a double in-line rib array with each rib row consisting of
21 equally spaced ribs of 4 mm width. The pitch between two ribs
is 8 mm. In contrast to the first rib row, it was decided to provide
the ribs in the second row with fillets in order to determine the
influence of the fillet radii on the flow field downstream of the
ejection slot. The combination of rib spacing, width, and fillet
radii leads to circular coolant inlets with a diameter ofD
54 mm. The ejection slot itself has a width of 180 mm and a
height that equals the diameter of the circular coolant inlets.

Figure 3 shows the geometric details of the investigated trailing
edge cooling configuration. To establish an engine realistic bound-
ary layer thickness of the main flow at the ejection slot plane, a
variable boundary layer bleed is utilized upstream of the trailing
edge model. Laminar/turbulent transition is achieved by means of
a trip wire at the end of the nose region. This leads to a turbulent
boundary layer having a thickness ofd/H'1.25 (d1 /H'0.15) at
the ejection slot plane.

A low conductive plastic material (l'0.25 W/(mK)) is used
for the test plate in the pressure side cutback region to provide
near adiabatic conditions for the determination of the film cooling
effectiveness.

To obtain Biot number similarity between the real engine con-
figuration and the investigated model, the ribs and the pressure
side walls are fabricated from high-grade steel with a thermal
conductivity ofl'16 W/(mK). With respect to the pressure side,
it is possible to obtain an engine representative temperature dis-
tribution of the coolant at the ejection slot. However, the surface
equivalent of the suction side inL1 andL2 ~seeFig. 3! is not
explicitly heated in the experiment. Beside an increased complex-
ity of the test section there is another important reason for this: a
stepwise change of heat flux from a discrete value~inside the
coolant cavity! to zero~on the adiabatic test plate! would disturb
the equilibrium of the thermal boundary layer and affect the adia-
batic wall temperatures in the near slot region. As such a stepwise
change in heat flux does not exist in the real engine it should be
avoided in the present experiment as well.

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional view of a turbine blade with pressure
side trailing edge cutback

Fig. 2 Schematic view of the atmospheric test facility

Fig. 3 Schematic view of the trailing edge model with nomen-
clature „in „mm … or „deg ……
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Boundary Conditions and Measuring Technique

Flow Conditions. Due to the scale factor used for the trailing
edge model, it is not possible to obtain engine representative
Mach and Reynolds numbers at the same time. Therefore, it was
decided to perform all tests at a realistic Reynolds number, Rehg ,
~using L as characteristic length! of 250,000 as compressibility
effects should be of minor importance compared to the influence
of the Reynolds number.

The hot gas temperature is set to 500 K which leads to an
engine representative temperature ratio of 0.65~i.e., a density ra-
tio of about 1.5!. The static pressure in the hot main flow is
slightly overatmospheric. At a Reynolds number of Rehg
5250,000 the velocity of the main flow is 45 m/s (Ma50.1). To
obtain an elevated turbulence level a square grid of square bars is
placed upstream of the nose tip. Using this grid, a turbulence
intensity of 7% at a macroscopic length scale of 10 mm is estab-
lished on the trailing edge cutback in accordance to correlations
suggested by Roach@17#.

Six different blowing ratios (M5(rcuc)/(rhguhg)) between
0.35 and 1.1 are tested.Uc is the mean velocity of the coolant in
the second row (L2 region! leading to a Reynolds number, Rec , in
the range of 2400 to 8200~usingD as characteristic length!.

As in case of the main flow, a turbulence grid is inserted in the
rectangular coolant duct providing a turbulence intensity of
around 5% and a macroscopic length scale of 1 mm at the inlet of
L1. The coolant temperature is measured at two locations. At the
first location, the inlet ofL1, the temperature ranges from 294 K
up to 316 K, depending on the coolant mass flow. The second
location, the ejection slot, marks the starting point of film cooling.
Therefore the coolant core temperature measured at the ejection
slot in the centerline of a coolant jet is chosen as reference tem-
perature for any film cooling effectiveness presented in this work.

Due to Biot number similarity the thermal boundary condition
for the coolant flow inside the cavity is engine representative on
the pressure side but as the coolant is not heated from the suction
side the relationship between coolant core temperature and mixed
bulk temperature at the ejection slot might deviate from the real
engine. However, the overall film cooling effectiveness in theL3
region should not be affected as measurements performed with a
traversable temperature probe at the slot exit indicate that only
small temperature variations of around 5% exist between the cool-
ant core flow and the internal near wall region of the pressure
side. Therefore, a similar temperature variation on the suction side
~caused by heating! would not significantly change the relation-
ship between the coolant core and the mixed bulk temperature of
the coolant flow.

Infrared Measuring Technique. In case of three-
dimensional flows where two-dimensional temperature mapping
on the film-cooled surface is of particular interest, IR-
Thermography can be applied as a powerful means. The major
advantage of IR-Thermography is its high spatial resolution. In
the present study, the infrared scanner THERMOVISION 900 by
AGEMA is utilized with a maximum resolution of 1363272 pix-
els. Each pixel represents a surface area of 0.5630.56 mm2. The
frame rate of the scanner is 15 Hz. To eliminate scattering effects
all temperature mappings derived by the scanner are averaged
results based on 32 single frames. Good optical accessibility is
provided by three sapphire windows integrated in the top channel
wall. To increase accuracy, the infrared data is calibrated by sev-
eral thermocouples embedded on the test plate. Applying this
measurement technique a relative error of less than 1% of the
surface temperature measurements can be achieved.

Data Processing Scheme.Since the material of the test plate
is not perfectly adiabatic there still exists~albeit slight! heat trans-
fer between the solidL3 test plate and the flow that has a non-
negligible influence on the measured surface temperatures. To de-
termine the adiabatic wall temperatures~i.e., the adiabatic film

cooling effectivenesshaw) from the measured~near adiabatic!
wall temperatures the local wall heat flux on the trailing edge
cutback must be known~see Eqs.~1! and~2!!. In the present case
a numerical simulation based on the finite volume~FV! approach
is used to calculate local heat fluxes in the solid test plate accord-
ing to the measured surface temperature distribution. For that
simulation the calibrated IR-data serve as boundary condition for
the upper surface, whereas 13 thermocouples provide sampling
points for temperature interpolation on the remaining surfaces
~front, end, and bottom!. With the thermal conductivity of the test
plate material the calculation provides the local heat fluxes inside
the test plate as well as on its surface boundaries.

Due to significant temperature differences between the film
cooled trailing edge cutback and the surrounding hot channel
walls the influence of radiative heat transfer has to be considered
as well. This is done by means of a numerical radiation model
implemented in the commercial CFD-solver Fluent 6 that is also
used for the computational work presented here. The model is
based on the enclosure method and allows calculating surface to
surface radiation depending on the temperatures and the emissivi-
ties of the participating walls. The resulting wall heat flux is the
sum of convective and radiative heat transfer. For determination
of the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness, only convective heat
transfer is of interest.

qconv5qw2qrad5hf•~Taw2Tw! (1)

wherehf is the isoenergetic heat transfer coefficient of film cool-
ing. Assuming constant flow properties it can be taken as the heat
transfer coefficient resulting for the isoenergetic flow (Tc /Thg
51). The adiabatic film cooling effectiveness can then be deter-
mined by

haw5
Thg2Taw

Thg2Tc
5h2

qconv

hf•~Thg2Tc!
(2)

where h is the diabatic film cooling effectiveness based on the
actual measured wall temperaturesTw instead ofTaw . As in the
present experiments near adiabatic conditions are achieved,h is
not far from haw ~the deviation is typically in the range of 3 to
5%!. The isoenergetic heat transfer coefficienthf is still unknown
in Eq. ~2!. In accordance to Gritsch et al.@18# it can be derived
from the principle of superposition for film cooling by performing
a second experiment with an altered wall temperature~by heating
or cooling the wall! for the same flow conditions. In the present
case, the isoenergetic heat transfer coefficient is determined from
a correlation for two-dimensional tangential slot ejection sug-
gested by Bittlinger@19# as there are no data available in the open
literature dealing with heat transfer in the range ofx/H,10 for at
least similar film cooling geometries. Although this correlation
does not perfectly describe the present film cooling situation, it
still makes sense to use it for the determination ofhaw as even in
case of~minor! deviations of the isoenergetic heat transfer coeffi-
cientshf the overall quality of the results will benefit from the
correction procedure described in Eq.~2!. An uncertainty study
for the present near adiabatic conditions reveals that even for a
50% deviation inhf the relative error of the adiabatic film cooling
effectiveness will be less than 2.5%.

Experimental Results

Discharge Coefficients. The discharge coefficientCD quanti-
fies the global pressure loss for the internal coolant passage~Eq.
~3!!. It is defined by the ratio of the measured coolant mass flux
and the ideal mass flux resulting from an isentropic expansion
from the total pressurep1,t , measured upstream of the first rib row
(L1 region!, to the static pressurep2 of the main flow. As refer-
ence area, the total area of the ejection slot,A, is chosen.
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CD5
mc,real

mc, ideal

5
mc,real

p1,t•S p2

p1,t
D k11/2k

•A•A 2k

~k21!•R•T1,t
F S p1,t

p2
D k21/k

21G
(3)

All discharge coefficients are determined at main flow condi-
tions described earlier.Figure 4 shows the measured discharge
coefficients for varying Rec .

All discharge coefficients group around a value ofCD'0.33.
Usually, the discharge coefficient decreases as Rec is reduced so it
is interesting to see that in the present configuration theCD value
starts to increase again for Rec,5000. As this behavior was not
observed without the presence of the main flow it is most likely
that coolant is entrained by the high velocity main flow. As a
consequence, the static pressure at the slot exit is reduced. For a
blowing ratio of M50, the described suction effects result in a
static pressure which is significantly lower inside the coolant cav-
ity than in the main flow.

Adiabatic Film Cooling Effectiveness. The surface tempera-
ture is mapped on the trailing edge cutback (L3-region inFig. 3!
by means of IR-Thermography and the data processing method
described earlier is applied.Figure 5 shows the adiabatic film
cooling effectiveness,haw , downstream of the ejection slot for
different blowing ratios,M.

The characteristic, two-dimensional distribution ofhaw is a
clear indication for a pronounced flow interaction between coolant
and hot gas. Two neighboring coolant jets seem to coalesce result-
ing in a characteristic pattern of adiabatic film cooling effective-
ness on the trailing edge cutback. This pattern ofhaw is formed by
peaks located on the centerlines of every second rib, and troughs
on the centerlines of the two neighboring ribs caused by the ex-
pansion of hot gas in the wake region of these ribs.

For the present rib array with its 21 ribs and 22 coolant jets the
coalescence of each two jets normally results in 11 peaks of adia-
batic film cooling effectiveness on the trailing edge cutback with a
central peak downstream of the symmetry-rib as shown inFig. 5
for M.0.55.

The maximum values of adiabatic film cooling effectiveness are
less than unity and range from 0.82 forM50.35 to 0.95 forM
51.1. This is mainly caused by hot gas entrainment in the wake
region of the ribs, where recirculation and a high level of turbu-
lence promote the mixing of the two flows. Another reason for a
decreased maximum adiabatic film cooling effectiveness is the
described nonuniformity of the coolant temperature at the ejection
slot which is caused by heat conduction through the hot solid
walls. In the present case this leads to an effective bulk tempera-
ture of the coolant which is slightly above the core temperature,
Tc used for the definition ofhaw .

It is interesting to note that for higher blowing ratios no un-
steadiness can be identified with the IR scanner whereas espe-

cially at lower blowing ratios the interaction process is character-
ized by a permanent and random regrouping of coalescing jets.
This leads to the characteristic shift of peaks and troughs of the
adiabatic film cooling effectiveness inFig. 5 asM changes from
0.65 to 0.55. The frequency of this phenomenon is highly depen-
dent on the blowing ratio. In case ofM50.65 re-grouping takes
place once within 10 minutes. ForM50.5 no steady condition
can be achieved at all, as regrouping occurs every few seconds
starting with a sudden separation of the cooling jets, which is
probably induced by turbulent flow disturbances downstream of
the lip. The state of separated jets is unstable and only exists for a
few seconds. Then the jets randomly re-coalesce as shown inFig.
6„a….

Although the normal case is groups of two attached coolant
jets, sometimes also three jets are found to coalesce, e.g., as a
result of a regrouping process, shifting the local peak of film
cooling effectiveness from the rib centerline to the centerline of
the central coolant jet. Whenever this phenomenon occurs, it is
limited to one or two locations on the cutback region. The attach-
ment of three jets is characterized by its relatively unstable nature
and it sometimes induces a second mechanism of regrouping as
shown inFig. 6„b…: one of the two outer jets suddenly separates
from the group and flaps to the neighboring two-jet group to par-
ticipate in a new, laterally shifted, three-jet coalescence.

For blowing ratios ofM.1.1 the groups of coalesced jets tend
to re-separate probably due to their increased momentum. Then,
the typical pattern of adiabatic film cooling effectiveness on the
trailing edge cutback is replaced by an almost one-dimensional
distribution of haw due to turbulent mixing between the discrete
coolant jets. The momentum-induced jet separation does not take
place abruptly; furthermore separated as well as coalesced jets are
found to coexist for a blowing ratio ofM51.1.

Fig. 4 Measured discharge coefficient CD for varying Re c and
M, respectively

Fig. 5 Adiabatic film cooling effectiveness haw on the trailing
edge cutback for different blowing rations M
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There are some indications for the so-called Coanda effect be-
ing involved in the observed interaction phenomena. Due to this
effect, two closely located parallel plane jets show the tendency to
attach as the static pressure between them is reduced by entrain-
ment of surrounding fluid into the jets.

It is important to emphasize that for the present configuration
the coolant jets do not show any tendency to coalesce in the ab-
sence of a main flow.

In order to gain a more detailed insight in the flow field on the
trailing edge cutback, computational studies are performed which
will be presented in the following section.

Computational Studies
Supporting three-dimensional steady and unsteady CFD studies

are performed to gain a deeper insight into the flow field that is
responsible for the observed coolant jet interaction on the trailing
edge cutback. For the numerical investigation the commercial
CFD-solver Fluent 6 is applied. Fluent 6 is based on an unstruc-
tured solver using a finite volume approach for the solution of the
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes~RANS! equations and is espe-
cially well suited for parallel processing. By performing the simu-
lations on up to ten nodes of an IBM RS/6000 SP supercomputer
convergence is typically reached within one day.

Geometry and Computational Grid. Several models of the
investigated cooling configuration are generated for the numerical
studies. The computational domain of all models extends from the
beginning ofL1 to the end ofL3 ~seeFig. 3! and includes the
main flow region as well as the whole internal coolant cavity. As
several flow symmetries are indicated by the experiments the lat-
eral extension of the trailing edge models can be reduced. For the
numerical investigation of the experimentally observed interaction
phenomena, meshes are generated for covering two~j-2 model!
and six~j-6 model! coolant jets.

All modeling is performed in Gambit 2.04, the standard mesh
generator of Fluent 6. Each computational grid is built by several
blocks of different grid topology forming an unstructured hybrid
mesh. In the main flow region hexahedrals are used whereas the
coolant cavity is meshed by tetrahedral cells. Both meshes~j-2
and j-6 model! consist of approximately 1.3 million cells.Figure
7 shows the domain and the chosen boundary types for one of the
computational models.

In order to guarantee ay1 of around 1 for the wall adjacent cell
row, the mesh in the near wall region is either created by means of
Gambit’s boundary layer function or it is adaptively refined in
Fluent.

Turbulence Modeling. The realizablek-« model is utilized
for the present computations as its performance on shear flows

including jets, mixing layers, and separated flows has been found
to be substantially better than that of the standardk-« model.

The internal as well as the external flow field of the investigated
trailing edge cooling design is highly influenced by the presence
of surrounding walls. To predict such wall-bounded flows accu-
rately, the near-wall region is described by means of a two-layer
approach, which completely resolves the boundary layer all the
way down to the viscous sublayer. Therefore, fine meshes have to
be applied in the near-wall region with wall adjacent cell sizes of
y1,5.

Computational Results
Main flow and coolant boundary conditions as well as the op-

erating pressure are derived from the experiment.
For all computational studies second order discretization

schemes are utilized. As convergence criterion of the iterative so-
lution process a decrease of at least five orders of magnitude in all
residuals is required.

Most of the simulations are done in an unsteady frame as recent
publications by Holloway et al.@10,11# show that periodic vortex
shedding can occur downstream of the lip. Furthermore, for the
actual coolant Reynolds numbers, vortex street instabilities are
likely to develop in the wake region behind the ribs.

Pressure Distribution. Figure 8 shows the normalized static
pressure (p/p1t) inside the coolant cavity (x/H,0) and down-
stream of the ejection slot along the center line of a coolant jet for
three different blowing ratios. A good agreement is shown be-

Fig. 6 Observed regrouping mechanisms for „a… two-jet coa-
lescence and „b… three-jet coalescence Fig. 7 Computational domain with applied boundary types

and example of a grid „ j -2 model …

Fig. 8 Comparison of measured and predicted pressure along
the centerline of a coolant jet and resulting discharge coeffi-
cients for different M
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tween the pressure, measured on several locations inside coolant
cavity and the numerical results. The plotted distribution inFig. 8
is characterized by a decrease of static pressure due to flow accel-
eration in the convergingL1 region and, more pronounced, at the
beginning of the second rib row.

Downstream of the ejection slot (L3 region,x/H.0) the static
pressure increases as the main flow is decelerated behind the
backward facing step of the film cooling configuration. After at-
taining a peak level, the static pressure starts to decrease again
caused by flow acceleration on the converging trailing edge cut-
back. The resulting discharge coefficients are given inFig. 8 as
well. In comparison to the experimental results shown inFig. 4, a
slight over-prediction can be noted. With respect to the very low
pressure ratio which drives the coolant flow, these deviations,
which are less than 10% seem to be acceptable.

Adiabatic Film Cooling Effectiveness. In Fig. 9 the compu-
tational results of the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness are
shown for three different blowing ratios. At a first glance the CFD
predictions show the same characteristic temperature distribution
on the trailing edge cutback as in the experiment.

Figure 9 also indicates that especially for lower blowing ratios
vortex street instabilities in the wake region of the ribs appear that
cause periodic temperature fluctuations on the cooled surface.
Nevertheless it can be stated that unsteady effects only seem to
have a minor influence on the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness
for the present configuration.

For a quantitative comparison between computational and ex-
perimental results, the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness is lat-
erally averaged for three different blowing ratios and plotted in
Fig. 10.

A surprisingly good agreement between experiment and CFD is
found, which is especially true forM50.55 where experimental
and numerical results practically coincide. Nevertheless, it can be
stated that with an increasing blowing ratioM, the numerical re-
sults tend to overpredict the experimental findings. This is mainly
caused by an overprediction of the maximum adiabatic film cool-
ing effectiveness—haw reaches unity over an extended region on
the trailing edge surface whereas it stayed always below that level
in the experiment.

Furthermore, strong temperature gradients between the hot and
cold regions in lateral direction on the trailing edge cutback indi-
cate that the turbulent mixing process is underpredicted by CFD.

Flow Field Downstream of the Ejection Slot. In the follow-
ing section, the view is focused on the mechanisms of the coolant
jet interaction.Figure 11 shows the relative velocity magnitude as
well as they-component of the velocity on a plane, parallel to the
trailing edge cutback along the centerlines of the coolant jets (y
5H/2) for M50.80.

The plot of the relative velocity magnitude clearly shows the
characteristic jet attachment. The relativey-component indicates
that interaction is caused by the constriction of the coolant jets as
hot gas from above locally expands into the wake region of every
second rib and displaces the jets~note that due to the inclination

of the trailing edge cutback even a flow parallel to that wall has a
positive y-component!. Due to the Coanda effect each two jets
stay attached so that a stable state is developed. The resulting flow
field is highly complex and consists of different vortex-systems
and recirculation zones.Figure 12 shows velocity vector plots
downstream of the ejection slot at different planes~x-z as well as
y-z planes!.

It is evident that the flow simulation based on a model which
considers just two coolant jets is only able to predict dual jet
interaction~if any!. Therefore additional~steady! simulations are
performed utilizing the second model with six coolant jets. These
computations should give an answer to the question whether the
observed interaction of three jets is predicted by CFD, too.Figure
13 shows the adiabatic wall temperature distribution on the trail-
ing edge cutback for a blowing ratio ofM50.8. It indicates that
even the interaction of three jets is correctly predicted by CFD.

The mechanisms for the interaction are just the same as de-
scribed above. In the present simulation the hot gas randomly
expands at two locations in the wake region of a rib which leads
not only to an attachment of two jets but also to a group of three

Fig. 9 Predicted adiabatic film cooling effectiveness haw for
different blowing ratios M „ j -2 model …

Fig. 10 Comparison of measured and predicted laterally aver-
aged adiabatic film cooling effectiveness for different blowing
ratios M

Fig. 11 Velocity magnitude „left … and relative y -velocity com-
ponent „right … in the plane of the jet centerlines „yÄHÕ2… for a
blowing ratio of MÄ0.80
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jets coalescing. Finally, there are some observations in the solu-
tion progress of additional CFD studies which are not considered
here, indicating that also the observed process of regrouping can
be captured by CFD.

Conclusions
In this work, film cooling of a turbine blade trailing edge by

means of circular coolant jets emerging from a ribbed passage is
experimentally as well as numerically investigated. It is found that
interaction between the coolant jets and the main flow leads to an
attachment of up to three jets resulting in a characteristic tempera-
ture distribution on the trailing edge cutback. By means of nu-
merical studies, the mechanisms of the observed interaction phe-
nomenona are identified.

Finally, it must be emphasized that the investigated cooling
configuration seems to be not desirable for film cooling of the
trailing edge cutback as the attachment of coolant jets results in
severe temperature gradients on the film cooled surface. Further-

more, the observed phenomenon of regrouping of attached coolant
jets leads to an additional thermal fatigue of the film cooled trail-
ing edge.
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Nomenclature

A 5 ejection slot total area~m2!
br 5 rib width ~mm!

CD 5 discharge coeff. (CD5mc,real/mc, ideal)
D 5 diameter of circular coolant passage~mm!
H 5 slot height~mm!
h 5 heat transfer coefficient~W/~m2K!!
L 5 char. length (L5L01L11L21L3) referring toFig.

3 ~mm!
M 5 blowing ratio (M5(rcuc)/(rhguhg))
m 5 mass flow rate~kg/s!
p 5 pressure~N/m2!
q 5 heat flux~W/m2!
R 5 ideal gas constant~J/kg K!

Re 5 Reynolds number~based either onD or L as charac-
teristic length!

Rf 5 fillet radius ~mm!
s 5 rib pitch ~mm!
T 5 temperature~K!
t 5 lip thickness~mm!
u 5 velocity ~m/s!

x, y, z 5 coordinates~origin: ejection slot! ~m!

Greek

a 5 trailing edge wedge angle~deg!
d 5 boundary layer thickness~mm!

d1 5 displacement thickness~mm!
haw 5 adiabatic film cooling effectiveness (haw5(Thg

2Taw)/(Thg2Tc))
k 5 ratio of specific heats
l 5 thermal conductivity~W/~mK!!
m 5 dynamic viscosity~Pas!
p 5 pressure ratio
r 5 density~kg/m3!

Subscripts

aw 5 adiabatic wall
c 5 coolant

cond 5 conductive
f 5 iso-energetic

hg 5 hot gas
rad 5 radiative

r i 5 rib index
tot 5 total
w 5 wall
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Interaction of Film Cooling Rows:
Effects of Hole Geometry and Row
Spacing on the Cooling
Performance Downstream of the
Second Row of Holes
A comprehensive set of generic experiments is conducted to investigate the interaction of
film cooling rows. Five different film cooling configurations are considered on a large-
scale basis each consisting of two rows of film cooling holes in staggered arrangement.
The hole pitch to diameter ratio within each row is kept constant at P/D54. The spacing
between the rows is either x/D510, 20, or 30. Fan-shaped holes or simple cylindrical
holes with an inclination angle of 30 deg and a hole length of 6-hole diameters are used.
With a hot gas Mach number of Mam50.3, an engine like density ratio ofrc /rm
51.75, and a freestream turbulence intensity of Tu55.1% are established. Operating
conditions are varied in terms of blowing ratio for the upstream and, independently, the
downstream row in the range 0.5,M,2.0. The results illustrate the importance of con-
sidering ejection into an already film-cooled boundary layer. Adiabatic film cooling effec-
tiveness and heat transfer coefficients are significantly increased. The decay of effective-
ness with streamwise distance is much less pronounced downstream of the second row
primarily due to pre-cooling of the boundary layer by the first row of holes. Additionally,
a comparison of measured effectiveness data with predictions according to the widely
used superposition model of Sellers is given for two rows of fanshaped holes.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1731395#

Introduction
Todays gas turbines are heading towards higher pressure ratios

and higher turbine inlet temperatures to increase cycle efficiency,
and primarily in aeroengine applications towards less turbine
stages. Consequently, the thermal and mechanical loads of com-
ponents exposed to the hot gas are increased as well, which ne-
cessitates extremely efficient cooling configurations in order to
guarantee acceptable lifetimes. State-of-the-art film cooling
schemes with shaped holes of various geometry are employed in
advanced high-pressure turbines. To achieve maximum benefit
from the expended cooling air, film cooling configurations have to
be very accurately adjusted to the local thermal and aerodynamic
conditions, i.e., the local heat load.

Downstream of a single row of film cooling holes the coolant
mixes with the hot gas resulting in decreasing cooling effective-
ness. Particularly in high-pressure turbine cooling applications it
is, therefore, necessary to regenerate the cooling film. This is
achieved by ejecting coolant from a second row of holes which is
placed downstream of the first row at a certain streamwise dis-
tance. The coolant jets from the second row interact with the
coolant from the upstream row, that partially has mixed with hot
gas. In the past, a limited number of studies has been conducted
that aim on characterizing the major phenomena of this interaction
and on highlighting the resulting effects on film cooling effective-
ness and heat transfer. A common trend in the results of those
investigations is an increase of both heat transfer coefficient,@1#,
and adiabatic film cooling effectiveness downstream of the second
ejection location~e.g.,@2,3#!. The latter finding is usually substan-
tiated by the fact that the coolant ejected by the upstream row of

holes effectively lowers the temperature at the ejection location of
the second row of holes. Another reason is given by Sinha et al.
@4#, who report that the coolant ejected by the upstream row of
holes significantly thickens the boundary layer. For conditions
with velocity ratios of coolant-to-hot gas smaller than unity, i.e.,
blowing ratios smaller than the density ratio, the thicker boundary
layer will reduce the velocity gradients in the shear layer between
the coolant from the second row and the external flow. This will,
according to the authors, result in lower turbulence levels and
consequently in reduced mixing of coolant and hot gas.

For film cooling schemes consisting of two or more rows of
holes, the row arrangement~‘‘in line’’ or ‘‘staggered’’ ! and the
distance between the rows are important geometric parameters. As
can be expected, larger row to row spacing is detrimental in terms
of film cooling effectiveness downstream of the second row of
holes, @5#. In general, a staggered arrangement shows superior
performance as compared to an in line configuration,@6,7#. For a
large row to row spacing, however, the impact of the row arrange-
ment, staggered or in line, is small since with increasing distance
the coolant film from the upstream row becomes more uniform
and two-dimensional,@8#. In order to improve the lateral distribu-
tion of the coolant, holes with compound angle orientation are
sometimes used for one or both rows of holes. In general, this
leads to higher laterally averaged film cooling effectiveness, at
least close to the ejection location,@5,9#. On the other hand, there
might be a detrimental effect in terms of heat transfer augmenta-
tion, @10#, and possibly aerodynamic losses,@5#.

From the studies mentioned so far it can be concluded, that the
performance of two or more rows of holes significantly depends
on the geometric set up. Since most film cooling data is available
for single rows of holes only, designers need to use a superposi-
tion law to predict film cooling effectiveness downstream of mul-
tiple ejection locations. Most widely used is the approach of Sell-
ers @11#, which was derived for multiple slot film cooling. The
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adiabatic wall temperature downstream of a second row of holes
is predicted by substituting the adiabatic wall temperature due to
upstream coolant ejection for the hot gas temperature in the ex-
pression of film cooling effectiveness. By assuming equal coolant
temperatures at both ejection locations it can be shown that this
leads to

haw5h11h2~12h1! (1)

with h1 the film cooling effectiveness for only the upstream row
present andh2 the film cooling effectiveness of only the down-
stream row present. It is obvious that Eq.~1! can be extended to
calculate film cooling effectiveness downstream of an arbitrary
number of ejection locations. For film cooling with cylindrical
holes, the agreement between predictions according to Eq.~1! and
measured data was found to be good not only for flat plate tests
but also on airfoils,@2#. However, in case of higher blowing rates
and smaller row to row spacing significant discrepancies have
been detected,@12–14#. No validations are available in the litera-
ture for rows of shaped film-cooling holes.

All studies mentioned so far have been conducted using differ-
ent combinations of rows with cylindrical holes. The ejection con-
figuration was varied with respect to compound or simple angle
holes, inline or staggered arrangement of the rows, inclination
angle, and pitch to diameter ratio. However, to the authors knowl-
edge, up to now no investigation on the interaction of film cooling
rows with shaped holes is available in the open literature. Further-
more, only a very limited number of studies has been conducted,
that aim to investigate the impact of varying streamwise distances
between the two rows. Finally, in terms of ejection parameters,
there is only one investigation that focuses on the impacts of
various combinations of blowing ratios, which necessitates, that
the ejected mass flow rates from the two rows can be varied in-
dependently. The present study addresses these three issues and
contains a comprehensive set of measurements on the interaction
of film cooling rows, that allows extensive validation of correla-
tions and CFD tools.

Experimental Facility and Test Conditions
The present investigation is carried out in an open loop hot

wind tunnel at the Institut fu¨r Thermische Stro¨mungsmaschinen
~ITS!, University of Karlsruhe,~Fig. 1!. Air is delivered to the test
section by a radial compressor with a pressure ratio of 1.5 and a
maximum mass flow rate of 3 kg/s. After passing a control valve,
the air enters an electrical heater consisting of 18 heating car-
tridges with a maximum total power of 270 kW. A static mixer,
several screens, a flow straightener, and a contraction nozzle gen-
erate a homogenous temperature and velocity field at the wind
tunnel inlet. A boundary layer bleed allows to control the bound-
ary layer thickness at the location of coolant film ejection. In front
of the boundary layer bleed, 90-hole diameters upstream of the

ejection holes, turbulence grids of various geometry can be in-
stalled. Just downstream of the boundary layer bleed, the bound-
ary layer is tripped to be turbulent.

The test section~Fig. 2! consists of a channel with rectangular
cross section and measures 220 mm in width and 48 mm in
height. On the top, several sapphire windows enable excellent
optical access for nonintrusive diagnostics. One sidewall is
equipped with a traversing mechanism for combined total-
pressure–total-temperature probes, that can be placed at several
streamwise positions. The bottom of the test section is given by a
modular segmented test plate, that carries the film-cooling hole
specimen which are connected to the coolant plenum. The seg-
mentation of the test plate allows for a straightforward modifica-
tion of the spacing between the two film cooling rows. Cooling air
is supplied to the plenum as part of the air delivered by the radial
compressor, which is split into main~hot gas! and secondary
~coolant! flow upstream of the hot gas control valve~seeFig. 1!.
The coolant mass flow rate is controlled by two valves upstream
of the coolant plenum. The temperature of the cooling air is con-
trolled by a water cooled heat exchanger. The coolant plenum is
equipped with a screen to ensure a uniform distribution of cooling
air.

All tests are carried out using ejection modules with seven film-
cooling holes in a row. Two types of holes are investigated: a
simple cylindrical hole and a fan-shaped hole. Their baseline ge-
ometry is shown inFig. 3. The diameter of the cylindrical hole
and the diameter of the cylindrical inlet portion of the fanshaped
hole isD55 mm. Downstream of a cylindrical inlet section with
a length of 2•D, the fan-shaped holes are expanded in lateral
direction with an angle of 14 deg resulting in an exit-to-entry-area
ratio of 3. For both holes, the inclination angle with respect to the

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental facility

Fig. 2 Film-cooling test section „modules for heat transfer
tests …

Fig. 3 Film-cooling hole geometry
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hot gas surface is 30 deg, the length-to-diameter ratioL/D is 6,
the pitch-to-diameter ratio is kept constant at 4. Entry and exit of
the holes are sharp edged. The interior surfaces are aerodynami-
cally smooth. Five cooling configurations are tested, each consist-
ing of two rows of film cooling holes in staggered arrangement
with different hole geometry and varying streamwise spacing be-
tween the two rows. For each cooling configuration a series of
steady-state experiments is conducted at exactly the same hot gas
flow conditions. During all the tests, the static temperature ratio
Tc /Tm is kept constant at 0.57, leading to an engine-like density
ratio of rc /rm51.75. Each cooling configuration is tested with 15
different combinations of blowing ratios at the upstream and
downstream row. The calculation of the blowing ratioM is based
on the cross-sectional area at the hole inlet. A complete set of the
operating conditions is given inTable 1.

The first quantity of interest is the adiabatic film-cooling effec-
tiveness which is defined by

haw5
Trec,m2Taw

Trec,m2Ttc
. (2)

To measure adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness it is required to
establish thermal boundary conditions as close as possible to adia-
batic. The segmented test plate used for these experiments con-
sists of 6 modules, each 10D long in streamwise direction, which
are machined out of the high temperature thermoplastic material
Tecapeek©. Tecapeek© has a low thermal conductivity of 0.3
W/~mK! and a maximum operating temperature of about 570 K.
The superposition approach of film cooling,@15–19#, is used in
order to determine the local adiabatic film cooling effectiveness as
well as the local heat transfer coefficient with film cooling,hf ,
which is the second quantity of interest in the present study:

h~u!5hf•~12hawu! (3)

with

u5
Ttc2Trec,m

Tw2Trec,m
. (4)

In general, to acquire the linear relation betweenh andu of Eq.
~3!, two measurements ofh at two differentu have to be per-
formed. The first data set is given by the measurements with the
low thermal conductivity test plate. For a given flow field data
points close toh50 andu5uaw51/h are generated. The second
data set has to be acquired with a dimensionless temperature dif-
ferent from 1/h but at the same flow conditions as for the ‘‘close-

to-adiabatic’’ tests, particularly the same temperature ratio. For
that reasonu is varied by varying the wall temperature only. The
segmented test plate used for this second set of experiments again
consists of 6 modules, that are made of the glass-ceramic material
Macor© which has a thermal conductivity of 2 W/~mK!. To en-
hance the heat flux through the test plate and, therefore, to de-
creaseu, internal cooling with a temperature controlled silicon oil
circuit is applied~seeFig. 1!.

For both, ‘‘close-to-adiabatic’’ and heat transfer tests, surface
temperature mappings on the test plates are acquired by an infra-
red ~IR! camera system~AGEMA 900!, that has proven its accu-
racy and reliabilty in previous studies,@20,21#. The IR camera
provides a two-dimensional distribution of temperatures that is
digitized into an array of 272 times 136 pixels. According to the
optical setup used in the experiments this results in a spatial reso-
lution of 0.8 mm times 0.8 mm per pixel. The hot gas surface of
each test plate is covered by a black paint with a well-known
emissivity of 0.95. Two 0.25 mm NiCr-Ni-thermocouples are em-
bedded flush with the surface of each module for an in-situ cali-
bration of the infrared camera readings,@22#. The temperatures on
the back surface of each module are monitored by two further
0.25 NiCr-Ni thermocouples in case of the Macor© modules and
one 0.25 NiCr-Ni thermocouple in case of the Tecapeek© mod-
ules. For each test, IR images and thermocouple temperatures are
recorded simultaneously. The measured temperatures are interpo-
lated onto a finite element~FE! mesh of the respective test plate.
The FE model is restricted to a representative slice of the test plate
and extends half a pitch to either side of the symmetry plane of
the center hole. By this approach and due to the large width of the
test section, sidewall effects can be neglected. A steady-state ther-
mal analysis is performed in order to calculate the three-
dimensional heat flux distribution of the test plate. The FE analy-
sis allows to account for conduction effects in lateral and
streamwise direction and to derive the correct wall normal heat
flux. The measured surface temperatures of the two data sets to-
gether with the respective wall normal heat flux distribution from
the FE analysis allow to calculate two pairs ofh and u. From
these, finally, the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness and the heat
transfer coefficients with film coolinghf can be determined by
means of an extrapolation according to Eq.~3!.

Experimental Uncertainties
Uncertainties are estimated according to the procedure pro-

posed by Kline and McClintock@23#. Mach number is kept con-
stant within61.6%. Uncertainty in setting the blowing ratio is
62%. Density ratio uncertainty is61.7%. The uncertainty in
laterally averaged adiabatic effectiveness amounts toDh50.004
40.036. The lower value of the range corresponds to locations
with poor cooling performance, the upper value to regions with
excellent cooling performance. Based on the aboveDh a maxi-
mum relative error in laterally averaged adiabatic effectiveness of
64% is calculated. For the laterally averaged dimensionless heat
transfer coefficient with film coolinghf /h0 a maximum uncer-
tainty of 615% is estimated.

Results
In the following only a limited part of the complete data base is

presented and discussed. It is intended to extract the more relevant
features in order to focus on the key issues of the interaction of
film cooling rows with shaped holes.

In order to benchmark and validate the experimental procedure,
adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness data downstream of a single
row of holes is compared to results of previous investigations, see
Fig. 4. Because no other study is available with a hole pitch of
4D, centerline effectiveness data is used instead of laterally aver-
aged data in case of the cylindrical holes~open symbols and dash-
dotted line, respectively!. Since for fan-shaped holes~filled sym-
bols and solid line, respectively! centerline data are rarely found
in the literature, comparison is made on basis of laterally averaged

Table 1 Operating conditions

Mach number Mam 0.3
Reynolds number 1st row Rex,m,1 1.53 106

Reynolds number 2nd row Rex,m,2 <2.04 106

Hole diameter D 5 mm
Distance upstream 1st row j 85D

Pitch to diameter ratio P/D 4
Turbulence intensity Tu 5.1%
Integral length scale L 2.1•D
Hot gas temperature Ttm 515 K
Coolant temperature Ttc 290 K

Density ratio rc /rm 1.75
Blowing ratio upstream

~1st! row
M1 cylindrical holes:

0.5, 1.0, 1.5
fan-shaped holes:

0.5, 1.0, 2.0
Blowing ratio downstream

~2nd! row
M2 cylindrical holes

0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5
fan-shaped holes

0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
Cooling Configurations - 1! Cy, Cy, x/D520

~1st row, 2nd row,
streamwise spacing,

Cy5cylindrical holes
Fs5fanshaped holes!

2! Cy, Fs,x/D520
3! Fs, Fs,x/D520
4! Fs, Fs,x/D510
5! Fs, Fs,x/D530
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values in spite of different pitches. Operating conditions have
been selected such to establish similarity in terms of momentum
flux ratio rather than in terms of blowing ratio because the various
investigations have been conducted with very different density
ratios~DR, indicated in the caption!. For the cylindrical holes, the
film cooling effectiveness is smaller as compared to the data of
Gritsch et al.@20# at Tu51.4% and the data of Bons et al.@24# at
Tu51%, since the turbulence level in the present study is in-
creased to 5.1%. On the other hand, film-cooling effectiveness is
larger in comparison to the studies of Schmidt and Bogard@25# at
Tu510% and Bons et al.@24# at Tu56.5%, which again is at-
tributed to the different turbulence levels. The fact, that the data of
Bons et al.@24# is very close to the data of Schmidt and Bogard
@25# despite the lower freestream turbulence intensity can be ex-
plained by the steeper inclination angle employed in Ref.@24#.
The film-cooling effectiveness of the fanshaped holes is compared
to the data of Lutum et al.@26#, which used a very similar hole
geometry. Although the pitch is larger in Ref.@26#, laterally aver-
aged effectiveness levels are very similar. This finding is a result
of the convex surface curvature employed by Lutum et al.@26#,
which—at blowing ratios lower than approximately
M51—increases film cooling effectiveness and, therefore, par-
tially compensates for the larger pitch. The single hole data of
Gritsch et al.@20# could be converted to a ‘‘virtual pitch’’ of 4D
~in @20# it is given for P55.5D only! since the local values are
available at ITS. Close to the ejection location effectiveness levels
are larger in comparison to those of the present study primarily
because of the lower turbulence level in@20#. Since Gritsch et al.
@20# used a single hole~as opposed to a row of holes in the current
paper! film cooling effectiveness decays more rapidly resulting in
similar effectiveness levels for both data sets atx/D57. Compris-
ing the results presented inFig. 4 it can be stated that the data
agree quite well with results of previous studies although only a
reasonable match of the experimental conditions can be obtained.

For a rather qualitative first impression local distributions of
adiabatic film cooling effectiveness downstream of the second
row of holes are presented inFig. 5 for varying row to row spac-
ing and different hole shapes. The blowing ratio of the first~up-
stream! row is M151.0 whereas the blowing ratio of the second
~downstream! row is kept constant atM250.5. Additionally, com-
parison is made to coolant ejection from single rows of cylindrical
and fan-shaped holes, for which the respective effectiveness pat-
tern is shown on the bottom ofFig. 5. For each of the seven
different cooling configurations the shape of the second row of
holes is indicated schematically in the figure. At a first glance, the
beneficial effect of the upstream row coolant ejection becomes
apparent despite the fact, that the general characteristics are domi-
nated by the second row of holes and are similar to coolant ejec-
tion from a single row. If the second row consists of cylindrical
holes, the coolant is concentrated in the area downstream of the

hole centerline, leading to pronounced temperature gradients in
lateral direction. By the first row coolant ejection, these tempera-
ture gradients are extenuated in comparison to single row ejection.
In case of a second row of fan-shaped holes, the coolant distribu-
tion is more uniform in lateral direction with a double-peak pat-
tern close to the hole exit as typical for this kind of holes. Based
on CFD studies for single fan-shaped holes it can be stated that
the two outer peaks close to the ejection location are a result of a
separation bubble forming inside the diffuser on the downstream
wall close to the centerline. The bubble forces more coolant to-
wards the sidewalls of the diffuser thereby improving the lateral
coolant distribution and generating the double peak pattern. For
both, cylindrical and fanshaped holes, the upstream coolant ejec-
tion increases the local values of adiabatic effectiveness by up to
50% or even more. This is caused by a pre-cooling of the bound-
ary layer by the upstream row and the presence of additional
coolant in the mid-pitch area of the downstream row. Another
plausible explanation for the beneficial effect of the upstream row
might be the following. For the staggered arrangement considered
in the present study the jets of the downstream row of holes are
ejected in the midpitch area of the upstream row. In this region,
the kidney vortices of the upstream row generate a secondary flow
which is oriented towards the wall. By that, the jets of the down-
stream row are pushed towards the surface which results in a
reduced tendency to detach from the wall. Since the strength of
this secondary flow is highly dependent on blowing ratio, hole
shape, and row spacing, more work is required to prove this hy-
pothesis. Finally, it is obvious that an upstream row of fanshaped
holes results in much better surface protection also downstream
the second row of holes in comparison to an upstream row of
cylindrical holes. The distance between two rows of fan-shaped
holes on the other hand appears to only moderately affect the
effectiveness levels with advantages at smaller row to row spac-
ing, as could be expected.

For the designer it might be important to know which combi-
nation of upstream and downstream row blowing ratios lead to
maximum film cooling performance. Large blowing ratios can ex-
tend the intensively cooled area downstream the second row of
holes and have been recommended to be used rather for the up-
stream row by other authors previously,@8#. On the other hand, a
large blowing ratio used for the upstream row of holes might
drastically reduce film-cooling performance in the area between
the two rows due to jet detachment. In the following, results for
different combinations of upstream and downstream row blowing
ratios are presented in order to highlight their impact on film
cooling performance. Laterally and spatially averaged values of
adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness are used whereas lateral aver-
aging has been performed over a width of one pitch (54D) and
spatial averages have been calculated over an area of one pitch in
width and 20-hole diameters in streamwise length, starting 1.5D
downstream of the ejection location.

Figure 6 shows laterally averaged values of adiabatic film cool-
ing effectiveness plotted versus the distance from the second ejec-
tion location for two rows of cylindrical holes with a spacing of
20-hole diameters. Data from single-row ejection is shown addi-
tionally for a blowing ratio ofM50.5. It can be recognized that
due to the upstream coolant ejection laterally averaged effective-
ness is increased by the order of 40–50% in comparison to single-
row ejection. Again, the results indicate, that the cooling perfor-
mance is dominated by the downstream row of holes, whereas the
upstream row blowing ratio is less important. In all cases, how-
ever, an upstream blowing ratio ofM151.0 leads to higher film
cooling effectiveness than a blowing ratio ofM150.5 or M1
51.5 for constant downstream blowing ratioM2 .

The predominance of the second row of holes is most pro-
nounced for the combination of an upstream row of cylindrical
holes with a downstream row of fanshaped holes, seeFig. 7.
Particularly for the largest second row blowing ratio ofM252.0 a
variation of the mass flow rate ejected by the upstream row in the

Fig. 4 Comparison of film cooling effectiveness with data of
other studies
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range 0.5,M1,1.5 is almost ineffective for the adiabatic film-
cooling effectiveness. This finding indicates, that for this particu-
lar film cooling configuration the blowing ratio of the upstream
row should be such that the area upstream of the second row is
sufficiently cooled.

A completely different characteristic is observed when two
rows of fanshaped holes are used, seeFig. 8. For the operating
conditions established in the current study, no jet detachment or
separation from the sidewalls of the diffusor could be detected for
the fanshaped holes. Consequently lateral distribution of coolant
is excellent and a continuous augmentation of film cooling effec-
tiveness with increasing ejected mass flow rate is found. For that
reason, not only the downstream but also the upstream row blow-
ing ratio significantly affects film cooling effectiveness for this
configuration.

Spatially averaged values of adiabatic film-cooling effective-
ness can be used in order to give a survey on the performance of
the three film-cooling configurations discussed just previously, see
Fig. 9. For two rows of cylindrical holes with a spacing of 20D
optimum performance based on spatially averaged effectiveness is
achieved with an upstream blowing ratio of ratherM151.0 than
0.5 or 1.5. The downstream row blowing ratio should be in the
range ofM250.75. More interesting in this figure is the fact, that

Fig. 5 Local distributions of film-cooling effectiveness

Fig. 6 Laterally averaged adiabatic effectiveness; first row:
cylindrical; second row: cylindrical; spacing: 20 D
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downstream of two rows of cylindrical holes a deviation from the
optimum blowing ratios does not lead to significant penalties. This
is in contrast to the observations made for single row ejection
~e.g., @27#!, for which usually a pronounced decline of spatially
averaged effectiveness due to jet detachment is detected when the
blowing ratio is increased beyond the optimum. This finding con-
firms the previous statement, that larger blowing ratios can be
used more effectively with the second row of holes. The fact, that
the influence of the first row blowing ratio significantly depends
on the geometry of the upstream row of holes is again impres-
sively substantiated byFig. 9. For a combination of an upstream
row of cylindrical holes and a downstream row of fanshaped
holes, the spatially averaged effectiveness is basically a function
of the downstream row blowing ratio. If the first row consists of
fan-shaped holes too, the upstream row blowing ratio is an addi-
tional important parameter for the film cooling performance
downstream of the second ejection location.

The spacing between two rows of cylindrical film-cooling holes
has been identified a crucial quantity in previous investigations. In
the current study, for the first time, data sets on adiabatic film-
cooling effectiveness are presented with varying distances be-
tween two rows of fan-shaped holes at otherwise constant condi-
tions, seeFig. 10. It can be seen that for a given combination of
upstream and downstream row blowing ratio the impact of the
spacing is quite significant. By reducing the distance between the
two rows of fanshaped holes from 30D to 10D, an increase of
laterally averaged effectiveness of up to 20% is observed. Addi-
tionally, when performance downstream of both rows is consid-
ered for different combinations of upstream and downstream row
blowing ratio, the figure again indicates, that higher coolant mass
flow rates are used more effectively with the downstream row of
holes.

As already mentioned in the introduction, the widely used su-
perposition approach of Sellers@11# to predict film cooling effec-

Fig. 7 Laterally averaged adiabatic effectiveness; first row:
cylindrical; second row: fan-shaped; spacing: 20 D

Fig. 8 Laterally averaged adiabatic effectiveness; first row:
fan-shaped; 2nd row: fan-shaped; spacing: 20 D

Fig. 9 Spatially averaged adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness
versus downstream row blowing ratio

Fig. 10 Laterally averaged adiabatic effectiveness; first row:
fan-shaped; second row: fan-shaped; effect of row spacing
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tiveness downstream of multiple ejection stations has been vali-
dated for cylindrical holes and slot film cooling so far. No
comparison of measured and predicted data is available in the
open literature for several rows of shaped film-cooling holes. An
attempt was made to bridge that gap, compareFigs. 11 and 12.
Since it was expected, that small distances between the two rows
are most challenging for the model, the configuration with two
rows of fan-shaped holes and a spacing of 10D was selected for
this purpose. Furthermore, since the region immediately down-
stream of the second ejection location is most critical, the test of
the approach is restricted to this area. As can be seen fromFigs.
11 and 12, the agreement of predicted and measured data is quite
satisfying for small second row blowing ratios and distances more
than 10-hole diameters downstream of the second ejection loca-
tion. Close to the second row, however, differences of up to 25%

are detected. Furthermore, it can be stated that the absolute differ-
ences increase with increasing second row blowing ratio. The
comparison also shows that the model consistently underpredicts
the cooling performance. The latter finding implies, that the ap-
proach of Sellers might be used with some confidence as long as
it can be afforded that the potential of the coolant is not used
completely.

The results of the heat transfer measurements are presented in
terms of laterally averaged heat transfer coefficients with film
cooling, hf , normalized with a laterally averaged baseline heat
transfer coefficient for the flat plate,h0 . The laterally averaged
baseline heat transfer coefficientsh0 are derived from additional
measurements without film cooling. A dummy insert without
holes instead of the film-cooling hole specimen is used for these
tests in order to avoid disturbances caused by the holes, that can
significantly affect the near-wall aerodynamics. In order to vali-
date the experimental approach, the baseline heat transfer coeffi-
cients are compared to a correlation for a flat plate with a turbu-
lent boundary layer and unheated starting length given by Kays
and Crawford@28#, which corresponds to the experimental set up
of the current study. To account for the enhanced freestream tur-
bulence level of 5.1% a correction according to Blair@29# is em-
ployed. Good agreement of correlation and measured data with
maximum deviations of about 10% was found, seeFig. 13.

In Fig. 14 laterally averaged heat transfer coefficient ratios are
presented for two rows of cylindrical holes with a spacing of
20-hole diameters. In general, the heat transfer coefficient ratio is
enhanced with increasing ejected mass flow rate. Though not
shown in the figure, it was found that this is also true when the
blowing ratio of the upstream row is increased. However, the im-
pact of the first row blowing ratio is much weaker. Highest values
of heat transfer coefficients are detected close to the ejection lo-
cation. The decline with streamwise distance is not very pro-
nounced, which is in accordance to the results of Ligrani et al.@9#.
The latter finding implies, that coolant ejection from a double row
of holes affects the boundary layer for quite a long distance from
the ejection location. By comparing the data ofFig. 14 to laterally
averaged heat transfer coefficient ratios from single-row ejection
~e.g., from Ref.@30#!, it becomes apparent, that downstream of
two rows of holes higher heat transfer coefficients can be ex-
pected. This might be explained by the fact, that due to the stag-
gered arrangement of the rows a larger part of the hot gas flow
along the surface is modified and disturbed by the coolant down-

Fig. 11 Comparison of measured and predicted data; first row:
fan-shaped; second row: fan-shaped; spacing: 10 D, M1Ä0.5

Fig. 12 Comparison of measured and predicted data; first
row: fan-shaped; second row: fan-shaped; spacing: 10 D, M1
Ä1.0

Fig. 13 Comparison of measured reference heat transfer coef-
ficient h 0 with a correlation according to †28,29‡
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stream of both rows due to the presence of additional cold air in
the midpitch area of the second row. Furthermore, as explained
previously, kidney vortices, which result from the upstream row
of holes, might generate a secondary flow, that is oriented towards
the wall in the region of the downstream coolant ejection. By that,
the jets of the second row are eventually pushed onto the surface
which results in an intensified contact of coolant and hot gas and
higher heat transfer coefficients.

In Fig. 15 the laterally averaged heat transfer coefficient ratio
for an upstream row of cylindrical holes and a downstream row of
fan-shaped holes is presented. The spacing between the two rows
is likewise 20-hole diameters. Close to the hole exit the heat trans-
fer coefficients are again enhanced with increased ejected mass
flow. In comparison to the configuration ofFig. 14 with two rows
of cylindrical holes, higher values for the extrapolated heat trans-
fer coefficienthf are found close to the hole exit for the same
combination of blowing ratios. According to flow field measure-

ments from Thole et al.@31#, larger turbulence levels prevail at the
exit of a fan-shaped hole in comparison to a cylindrical hole,
which might explain the higher heat transfer coefficients in the
near-hole region. The cause for the enhanced turbulence intensi-
ties at the hole exit is the separation bubble forming inside the
diffuser, as discussed in context withFig. 5. Further downstream,
however, the heat transfer coefficient ratios decline rapidly, which
implies, that the variation of heat transfer coefficient with stream-
wise distance is much more pronounced as compared to the pre-
vious configuration. Additionally, the dependence of heat transfer
coefficient ratio on the ejected mass flow rate becomes very small
at downstream distances beyond about 15-hole diameters. Though
not shown inFig. 15—based on additional measurements—it can
be stated that the impact of the upstream row blowing ratio is
again much weaker.

Similar results are found for a combination of two rows of
fanshaped holes with a spacing of 20-hole diameters, compare
Fig. 16. Again, there is a large variation of heat transfer coeffi-
cients with the ejected mass flow rate and the distance from the
ejection location in the near hole region. Further downstream,
however, heat transfer coefficients vary only slightly with stream-
wise distance and are almost independent of the ejected mass flow
rate. In comparison to the configuration ofFig. 15, the heat trans-
fer coefficients are smaller, which appears to be surprising from a
first glance. In order to better understand this experimental result,
supplementary CFD calculations are performed using Fluent 6©
by Fluent© Inc.. The computational domain starts 8.5D upstream
of the first ejection location and extends 21D downstream of the
second row of holes. The central pitch of the second row is mod-
eled. With the exception of the integral length scale, the boundary
conditions are consistent to the experiments, seeTable 1. Turbu-
lence modeling is achieved using a realizeablek-« model with
two layer wall treatment. The near wall region is very accurately
resolved withy1 values of unity, leading to an overall grid size of
1.6 million hexahedral cells. Parallel computations are run on four
machines with together eight CPUs and 8 GB RAM. The velocity
vectors presented inFig. 17 are used to explain the experimental
observations. By comparing the size and location of the kidney
vortices downstream of the coolant ejection (x52D) it is evident,
that they are more stretched out in lateral direction in case of an
upstream row of cylindrical holes. Furthermore, the vertical ve-
locities in the center (y50) are smaller for the configuration with
an upstream row of cylindrical holes. Both findings imply, that the

Fig. 14 Laterally averaged heat transfer coefficient ratios: first
row: cylindrical; second row: cylindrical; spacing: 20 D

Fig. 15 Laterally averaged heat transfer coefficient ratios: first
row; cylindrical; second row: fan-shaped; spacing: 20 D

Fig. 16 Laterally averaged heat transfer coefficient ratios; first
row: fan-shaped; second row: fan-shaped; spacing: 20 D
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strength of the vortex motion upstream of the second ejection
location and the resulting secondary flow towards the wall is more
intense in case of an upstream row of cylindrical holes, which is
confirmed by the corresponding vector plots in a plane just up-
stream the coolant ejection (x524D). This, however, leads to an
intensified contact of second row coolant with the wall, resulting
in higher heat transfer coefficients. Furthermore, though not
shown inFig. 17, it is observed that the CFD prediction indicates
higher near-wall velocities and higher velocity gradients in case of
an upstream row of cylindrical holes. This again substantiates and
partially explains the higher heat transfer coefficients found in the
experiments for this configuration.

From the results ofFigs. 14–16 it can be concluded that similar
to the corresponding film cooling effectiveness results, the heat
transfer coefficients seem to be dominated by the geometry and
the blowing ratio of the downstream row of holes. Reducing the
spacing between two rows of fan-shaped holes increases the area
downstream of the second ejection location where higher heat
transfer coefficients prevail, seeFig. 18. Additionally, the level of
the heat transfer coefficient ratio is increased at moderate to high
blowing ratios. It can be expected that this detrimental effect at
least partially compensates the increased effectiveness levels due
to a reduced spacing, which have been presented inFig. 10.

Conclusions

An experimental study has been performed to investigate the
interaction of film cooling rows. Fan-shaped holes or simple cy-
lindrical holes with an inclination angle of 30 deg and a hole
length of 6-hole diameters have been used. Operating conditions
have been varied in terms of blowing ratio for the upstream and—
independently—the downstream row in the range 0.5,M,2.0.
The key findings of this study can be summarized as follows:

• Film-cooling performance downstream of two rows of holes
is dominated by the second row hole shape and blowing ratio.

• Due to the coolant ejection by an upstream row film cooling
effectiveness is significantly increased downstream of the second
ejection location.

• For two rows of cylindrical holes a second row blowing ratio
in the range ofM250.75 leads to optimum performance. In con-
trast to single-row ejection, deviations from this optimum have
only moderate impacts on film-cooling performance in the near
hole region. For that reason, higher blowing ratios can be used
with the downstream row more effectively. The latter statement is
also valid, if the downstream and/or upstream row consists of
fan-shaped holes. The advantage of higher second row blowing
ratios is, that the area of adequate cooling can be extended further
in streamwise direction.

• If the downstream row consists of fan-shaped holes no dis-
tinct optimum for the second row blowing ratio is found within
the range investigated (M,52.0). Film cooling effectiveness is
continuously improved with increasing downstream row blowing
ratio.

• The effect of decreasing the spacing between two rows of
fanshaped holes on film cooling performance will be small, since
both film cooling effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient ratios
are increased simultaneously.

• The superposition approach of Sellers@11# leads to satisfying
agreement between measured and predicted data for two rows of
fan-shaped holes for low blowing ratios in regions more than 10D
downstream of the second ejection location. Close to the second
row of holes the model consistently underpredicts the measured
film-cooling effectiveness by up to 25%.

Fig. 17 Velocity vectors in a lateral-normal place 4 D upstream
and 2 D downstream of the second row for M1Ä1.0 and M2
Ä0.5

Fig. 18 Laterally averaged heat transfer coefficient ratios; first
row: fan-shaped; second row: fan-shaped; spacing: 10 D
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Nomenclature

D 5 film-cooling hole diameter
h(u) 5 heat transfer coefficient according to Eq.~3!

hf 5 heat transfer coefficient with film cooling
h0 5 heat transfer coefficient without film cooling
L 5 film-cooling hole length measured along the center-

line
M 5 blowing ratio: (rcuc)/(rmum)

Ma 5 Mach number
ṁc 5 mass flow rate through film-cooling hole
P 5 pitch

pm 5 static pressure hot gas
ptc 5 total pressure coolant

Taw 5 adiabatic wall temperature
Trec,m 5 recovery temperature hot gas

Ttc 5 total temperature coolant
Tu 5 turbulence intensity

x 5 streamwise distance from 2nd ejection location
x1 5 streamwise distance from end of uncooled starting

length
y 5 lateral coordinate
u 5 dimensionless temperature ratio~Eq. ~4!!

rc 5 coolant density
rm 5 hot gas density

haw 5 adiabatic film cooling effectiveness
h lat 5 laterally averaged adiabatic film cooling effectiveness

hspat 5 spatially averaged adiabatic film cooling effectiveness
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A Technique for Processing
Transient Heat Transfer, Liquid
Crystal Experiments in the
Presence of Lateral Conduction
New techniques for processing transient liquid crystal heat transfer experiment have been
developed. The methods are able to measure detailed local heat transfer coefficient and
adiabatic wall temperature in a three temperature system from a single transient test
using the full intensity history recorded. Transient liquid crystal processing methods in-
variably assume that lateral conduction is negligible and so the heat conduction process
can be considered one-dimensional into the substrate. However, in regions with high
temperature variation such as immediately downstream of a film-cooling hole, it is found
that lateral conduction can become significant. For this reason, a procedure which allows
for conduction in three dimensions was developed by the authors. The paper is the first
report of a means of correcting data from the transient heat transfer liquid crystal ex-
periments for the effects of significant lateral conduction. The technique was applied to a
film cooling system as an example and a detailed uncertainty analysis performed.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1740777#

Introduction
Thermochromic liquid crystals~TLC! have been widely used in

experimental heat transfer studies because of their ability to obtain
full-surface temperature measurement accurately. Liquid crystal
techniques are also more economical than multiple surface ther-
mocouples measurements and~unlike IR imaging! can be used on
the inside surfaces of wind tunnels without expensive IR thermal
images or special windows. Liquid crystals are used in both
steady-state and transient heat transfer measurement techniques.
Steady-state heat transfer techniques have been developed by nu-
merous researchers such as Den Ouden and Hoogendoorn@1#,
Cooper et al.@2#, Baughn et al.@3#, Lucas et al.@4#, Sargison
et al. @5#, etc.

Transient tests offer full coverage data from a single test and
can produce high resolution data faster than alternative methods.
Transient techniques also make experiments with narrow band
liquid crystals easier to process. It is more desirable to use several
narrow band liquid crystals to obtain multiple temperature signals
by the means of color intensity rather than the hue signals of the
wide band crystals because of problems in viewing angle, light-
ing, and internal reflection. Ireland et al.@6,7# have described the
basic transient liquid technique in detail. In such heat transfer
experiments, a test piece is exposed to a sudden rise or drop in the
freestream temperature. The normal assumptions are that the test
piece is a semi-infinite solid and that the transient temperature
response is governed by the heat conducting one-dimensionally
into the model. An experiment is classified as a two temperature
system when the thermal boundary conditions are set by a single
gas temperature and the wall temperature. A liquid crystal coating
is applied to the surface exposed to the flow. A video camera
records the color play while the model temperature starts to
change. The color play data yields the temperature history of the
model surface and hence the local heat transfer coefficient distri-
bution. Much effort ~Wang et al. @8,9#, Lucas et al.@10#, van
Treuren et al.@11#, Son et al.@12#, etc.! has been expended in the

advancement of transient liquid crystal methods. Recent develop-
ments have included changes in the form of the variation of the
gas temperature throughout the experiment to include a series of
steps~Baughn et al.@13#!.

Transient liquid crystal techniques are also widely used in
three-temperature systems~e.g., where boundary conditions are
set by the freestream temperature, wall temperature, and injection
temperature!, such as film-cooling heat transfer experiments. Be-
cause the heat transfer coefficient and the film-cooling effective-
ness in film cooling tests are both unknown at every measurement
location, two equations need to be solved for the two parameters.
This can be implemented by either carrying out a multiple test
strategy or by applying a mixture of two or more carefully chosen
liquid crystals to the model surface~Ireland and Jones@14#! while
keeping the problem well conditioned. Vedula and Metzger@15#
proposed a two-test strategy for film-cooling configurations in
which two experimental tests were performed with different local
fluid temperatures, to determine both the film-cooling and heat
transfer distributions by altering the fixed mainstream and injec-
tion flow temperature. Chambers et al.@16# further developed the
idea to a three-test strategy for experiments with a significant
range of heat transfer coefficient. Earlier, Wang et al.@9# had de-
veloped the ‘‘temperature history matching technique’’ to find
both parameters from one single test. This applied a regression
method to select heat transfer and adiabatic wall temperature val-
ues to minimize the sum of the squared differences between the
measured surface temperature and a semi-infinite transient con-
duction model.

All the transient techniques mentioned above assume that heat
conduction can be considered one-dimensional. However, in re-
gions where large temperature variations occur or when the test
duration is long, lateral conduction becomes significant and the
one-dimensional heat equation is not applicable. A few workers
have presented methods of overcoming problems of lateral con-
duction in associated methods. Walker et al.@17–19# gave an
overview of the existing estimation methods and proposed a two-
dimensional inverse heat conduction method to evaluate high un-
steady heat fluxes in supersonic flow. They corrected the results
from multiple heat flux gauges by iteratively refining a guessedh
distribution. Lin and Wang@20# suggested that under some condi-
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tions results using the one-dimensional analysis were 15–20%
higher than using the three-dimensional conduction technique.
They presented a hue-angle transient liquid crystal technique us-
ing electrical heater and a three-dimensional inverse transient con-
duction scheme. However, these methods were only developed to
measure heat transfer in two temperature systems and are not of
direct application to the conventional transient liquid crystal
method. Saumweber et al.@21# used full-surface temperature data
from an IR camera as a boundary condition in a finite element
model of the surface but for a steady-state experiment.

The present paper details the authors’ development of a tran-
sient narrow-band liquid crystal technique to overcome problems
in using wideband liquid crystals and the lack of robustness in
three temperature system measurements. The new technique also
corrects errors cause by lateral conduction in a computationally
efficient way. The first part of this paper described a technique to
measure both the heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic wall tem-
perature of a three-temperature system from a single test in the
absence of lateral conduction. The second part reports a three-
dimensional direct numerical method to measure these parameters
when effect of lateral conduction becomes significant. A simple
film-cooling experiment was employed to demonstrate the tech-
nique on a three-temperature system and an uncertainty analysis
was reported.

Description of the Experimental Facility and the
Procedure

A series of film cooling experiments was performed in a test rig
section built into one side of a suction type wind tunnel shown in
Fig. 1. The engine flow fields were characterized by low Mach
number and the investigation was performed using air as
freestream and coolant at low speed.

Air is drawn through the test section at nominal velocity of 16
m/s. The test section was manufactured from perspex plate which
has a rectangular shape of 160 mm by 57 mm. The air was guided
into the test section by the inlet contraction. The mesh heater
~Gillespie@22#! was electrically powered and provided a near step
change increase in the freestream temperature of up to 70°C. A
boundary layer bleed followed by a boundary layer trip were
placed after the heater mesh and before the test piece to produce
repeatable, known test conditions of a turbulent boundary layer.
The test piece consisted of one single film-cooling hole. The hole
has a diameter of 3 mm and was inclined at 20° to the surface of
the test plate, as shown inFig. 2. The test plate was 16 mm thick,
and hence with a test duration time of no more than 45 s, a
semi-infinite wall analysis could be used.

The coolant flow~air! to the film cooling holes was supplied via
a British Standard orifice meter to a plenum and through a flow

straightener. The coolant is at room temperature and therefore the
coolant to freestream flow density ratio is about 1.17.

The test plates were first coated with a layer of black ink on top
of the perspex to eliminate transmitted light. A layer comprising a
mixture of three liquid crystals was applied on top. The mixture
contains liquid crystal materials BM/R25C1W/S40, BM/
R30C1W/S40 and BM/R33C1W/S40 supplied by Hallcrest Lim-
ited. A foil type-T thermocouple was glued to the surface before
the ink and the liquid crystal were applied. This was used to
measure the starting temperature of the test plate for each test and
to calibrate the liquid crystal coating. A video camera was posi-
tioned to record the liquid crystal color change during the test.
After the experiment, a frame grabber was used to capture the
image signals at a rate of 25 frames per second and to convert the
VHS format tapes to digital BMP format. The captured frames
were next converted to raw red, blue and green signals using
software written in MATLAB.

Each transient test began when the heater mesh was switched
on. Simultaneously, the video camera captured the liquid crystal
color change. A data logger was used to record the transient tem-
perature history of freestream gas and coolant injection flow mea-
sured using fast response thermocouples.

Theory and Processing Technique
Film cooling is a conventional three temperature system where

the thermal boundary conditions are set by the freestream gas
temperatureTgas, the wall surface temperature,Tw , and the cool-
ant temperature,Tc , as illustrated inFig. 3.

In a transient heat transfer experiment, if we assume that the
heat conduction process is one-dimensional into a semi-infinite
substance, the heat conduction model can be mathematically de-
scribed by the Fourier equation

]2T

]z2
5

1

a

]T

]t
. (1)

With initial conditions

T5To when t50.

The boundary conditions are

2k
]T

]z
5h~Taw2Tw! when z50; (2)

and

Fig. 1 Film cooling experimental setup

Fig. 2 Section of the test plate

Fig. 3 Film cooling
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T5To when z→`.

Taw is the adiabatic wall temperature andTo is the initial wall
temperature. With a step change in fluid temperature, the surface
temperature,Tw , is given by

Tw2To

Taw2To
512exp~b2!erfc~b! (3)

where

b5
hAt

Arck
. (4)

If we define the dimensionless adiabatic wall temperature~or film
cooling effectiveness! as

h5
Taw2Tgas

Tc2Tgas
, (5)

by substituting forTaw using Eq.~5! into Eq. ~3!

Tw~ t !2To

h~Tc2Tgas!1Tgas2To
512exp~b2!erfc~b!. (6)

As the values ofTo , Tc , Tgas and Arck are known for any ex-
periment the surface temperature history (Tw(t)) can be calcu-
lated given specific values ofh andh using Eq.~6!. This allows a
search routine to selecth and h to minimize the sum of the
squared differences between the measured green signal and a pre-
dicted signal as described below. The image processing software
first calculates all such surface temperature variations for permu-
tations ofh andh. Figure 4 illustrates the process. In practiceh
was divided into 70 logarithmically incremented steps andh into
20 equally divided steps. Location on the lower heat transfer co-
efficient, film-cooling effectiveness plane is determined by the

guessed values ofh and h. The surface temperature then varies
along the vertical bold line with time as shown in the plot on the
right.

The search routine adopted, which considers a set of permuta-
tions, was found to be faster than alternative routines and the
results more easily interpreted as the method developed.

In fact, as the batteries used to supply power to the heater mesh
aged, the gas temperature change began to deviate from a simple
step. The differential equation for temperature was solved under
conditions of a ramp change in gas temperature.Figure 5 de-
scribes the method of ramps graphically. The gas temperature
change was represented as a single step combined with a series of
summed and delayed ramps. The equation for surface temperature
can be rewritten as

Tw5To1Tstep1(
i 51

n

miU~ t2t i ! (7)

where

Tstep5~Tgaso
2To!@12eb2

erfc~b!# with b5
hAt

Arck
. (8)

mi is the gradient of each ramp in the series, and

U~ t2t i !5~ t2t i !F12
2

b8Ap
1

12eb82
erfc~b8!

b82 G (9)

with

b85
hAt2t i

Arck
.

Fig. 4 Three-dimensional surface temperature lookup table

Fig. 5 Method of ramps
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Both the measured gas temperature and measured coolant tem-
perature were represented by synchronized superposed and de-
layed ramps.

A predicted surface temperature history for any particular value
of h andh can be extracted from the three-dimensional matrix, as
indicated by the diagram on the right ofFig. 4. For simplicity, this
three-dimensional surface temperature history matrix will be
called Tpredict. Tpredict is used in the regression analysis explained
below.

Liquid Crystal Color Signal Analysis
After the calibration was determined, all the predicted tempera-

ture histories in Tpredict were combined with the liquid crystal cali-
bration to create a three-dimensional predicted green intensity
lookup table. Each theoretical green intensity history in this three-
dimensional lookup table was normalized by dividing the sum of
the theoretical green signals for each samples for the duration of
the analysis. In other words, each element in the block shown in
Fig. 4 is divided by the sum of all the elements in the vertical
column ~meaning sameh and h! that includes the element. The
normalized signals are stored in the new three-dimensional array
denotedS. Exactly the same process of normalization was carried
out for the measured green signals for every pixel. This experi-
mental normalized green intensity level was stored in a three-
dimensional matrix with the same size asS, and the former is
referred to asG. After normalization, the normalized green inten-
sity signal should rise from the same base level and reach the
same intensity peak level for all the pixels reaching the same
temperature, and hence least regression can be applied directly
betweenS andG to determine the most like combination ofh and
h. The least square regression is used to select the two parameters
~h andh! that minimize the sum of the square differences between
the measured normalized green intensity inG and the predicted
normalized signals inS. The right pair ofh and h generates a
predicted surface temperature history that best fits the experimen-
tal temperature data for every pixel. The least-square regression
gives the

Minimum@sum~~G2S!2!]. (10)

An example of best fit is illustrated inFig. 6. The plot on the
left shows the best fit predicted normalized green intensity match-
ing on the experimental signal for a particular pixel. The diagram
on the right represents a residue map for all combination ofh and
h, where residue is the sum of (G2S)2. The left plot inFig. 6
indicates some advantages of the regression method over the mul-
tiple peak detection method used in other heat transfer experi-
ments. The noise on the signal would make it difficult to detect the

location of peaks for the green signal shown above. With the new
regression method, the fitting process is strongly influenced by the
location of the large slopes of the normalized green signal rather
than the peak positions. This image processing method uses the
full time history of the liquid crystal data and does not rely on
identification of discrete features such as intensity peaks. The
method allows analysis of noisy data, such as the above, because
of the wide range of data points that are compared in the regres-
sion sum as opposed to analysis of just three peaks.

The diagram on the right ofFig. 6 represents the residue levels
for all combination ofh ~along the horizontal axis! andh ~vertical
axis!. All residue values above a limit~i.e., particularly poor fits!
were rejected and appear as white in the finalh and h contours.
The red cross indicates the position of the smallest residue and
hence the best fit.

Three-Dimensional Conduction Technique Development
When analyzing in detail the surface immediately downstream

of the film cooling hole, the authors found that heat conducted in
the x ~aligned with a hole axis and in same direction as the
freestream! and y ~across the hole and perpendicular to the
freestream! directions could not be neglected. The coordinate sys-
tem is shown inFig. 7.

Consider the three-dimensional transient conduction equation

]2T

]x2
1

]2T

]y2
1

]2T

]z2
5

1

a

]T

]t
. (11)

Heat conduction can only be assumed to be one-dimensional
(]2T/]z251/a]T/]t) when

]2T

]x2
!

1

a

]T

]t
and

]2T

]y2
!

1

a

]T

]t
. (12)

Under the related thermal boundary condition of a step change in
heat flux, it can be shown that this condition is satisfied when

Fig. 6 The least-squares regression technique

Fig. 7 Direction of freestream and axis of a film cooling hole
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]2q

]x2
!

q

2at
and

]2q

]y2
!

q

2at
. (13)

This is the necessary condition that lateral conduction has no sig-
nificant effect on the analysis for the perspex temperature change
and the complete differential equation can be approximated by the
one-dimensional version.

In order to determine whether lateral conduction was significant
in the film cooling experiments, the heat flux at different times
during the test was calculated from the measured surface tempera-
ture history from liquid crystal images at positionx/d51.5 down-
stream of a film cooling hole. These heat flux levels can be ap-
proximated by annth-order polynomial and so heat flux can be
expressed as a function of distance along they axis. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 8 for a typical test 30 secs from the start. This
diagram shows the measured heat flux levels along they axis and
the polynomial best fit~q!. Note that the heat flux levels are al-
most uniform away from the film cooling hole, but decrease
sharply in regions downstream of the film cooling hole.

After the surface heat flux andq are found,q/2at and]2q/]y2

for different test durations can be determined.Figure 9 andFig.
10 present theq/2at and]2q/]y2 variations for a test duration of
1 second and 5 seconds, respectively. It can be observed from both

figures that levels in]2q/]y2 is much smaller thanq/2at outside
the film cooling regions, the criterion]2q/]y2!q/2at is satisfied
and hence lateral conduction is not significant in these areas.
However, in regions downstream of the film cooling hole,
]2q/]y2 rises aboveq/2at as the test duration increases from 1 to
5 seconds. The criterion]2q/]y2!q/2at is not satisfied in these
regions. Hence without considering heat flow in thex direction,
we can conclude that lateral conduction is significant as we re-
quire both criteria of Eq.~13! to be satisfied. This also suggested
that lateral conduction is more likely to occur with longer test
duration. It became apparent that a three-dimensional model of the
conduction process was required.

Direct Methods of Solving the Three-Dimensional
Conduction Equation

In order to process the lateral conduction affected data, a direct
method was developed to calculate the three-dimensional tem-
perature solution in the perspex substrate using the measured tran-
sient surface temperature from the liquid crystal images as the
boundary condition. The heat flux distribution at the surface was
then calculated using Fourier’s law from the calculated tempera-
ture distribution. Walker et al.@16# stated that, although direct
methods are straightforward to implement, assumptions about
temperature distribution have to be made between sensors and the
differentiation of discretised data tends to cause unstable behavior
and inaccurate results. However, the liquid crystal technique pro-
vides much higher resolution data across the test surface than
conventional sensors. The pixel separation for the film cooling
experiments corresponds to a distance on the test surface of 0.165
mm. Because of the small distance between pixels, errors caused
by distribution assumptions above were minimized. These direct
methods have not been applied to the transient liquid crystal tech-
nique before and therefore the authors gave a detailed description
in this work.

In one dimension, the heat flux is calculated as follows in a
conduction equation:

q52kDT52k
]T

]z
. (14)

Equation ~1! shows the one-dimensional Fourier equation. The
parabolic partial differential~Eq. ~1!! can be solved by one of
three numerical methods, which are known as~1! the explicit
method, ~2! the Crank-Nicolson method or~3! the implicit
method. The Crank-Nicolson and implicit methods are frequently

Fig. 8 Polynomial approximation of the measured heat flux
along the y -axis

Fig. 9 Assessment of d2q Õdy 2 and q Õ2at downstream of a film
cooling hold, test time tÄ1 s

Fig. 10 Assessment of d2q Õdy 2 and q Õ2at downstream of a
film cooling hold, test time tÄ5 s
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used for one-dimensional problems because they are uncondition-
ally stable, and have the ability to converge with larger time steps
than the explicit method as shown in Gerald@23#. However, these
methods are not very efficient for solving the three-dimensional
Fourier equation. Therefore, new techniques have been developed
and described in the next section.

Three-Dimensional Analysis—Explicit Method. The tran-
sient heat conduction equation in three dimensions is given by Eq.
~11!. We can use finite difference approximations to transform the
equation into the following algebraic equation. If we setDx
5Dy5Dz5D, and letr 5kDt/crD2, Eq. ~11! becomes

Ti , j ,k
n115r ~Ti 11,j ,k

n 1Ti 21,j ,k
n 1Ti , j 11,k

n 1Ti , j 21,k
n 1Ti , j ,k11

n 1Ti , j ,k21
n !

1~126r !Ti , j ,k
n (15)

wherexi5 iDx, yj5 j Dy, zk5kDz, tn5nDt for all the discretised
equations in this work.

Note that a forward difference approximation was used for the
time derivative and central differences used for the spatial deriva-
tives.

Once the video is recorded, the temperature data are sampled at
the image pixel resolution andD is fixed if Dx, Dy, andDz are all
equal. Thus value ofr is governed by the time steps. In this case,
r has a maximum value of 1/6 for convergence and stability,@23#.
However, although each pixel is square in shape (Dx5Dy), Dz
~step size into the semi-infinite substance! can be changed to a
smaller value thanDx andDy to improve accuracy. Gerald@23#
showed that, ifDx5DyÞDz, the stability criterion becomes

kDt

cr@~Dx!21~Dy!21~Dz!2#
<

1

12
. (16)

Equation~16! shows that the maximum value ofDt is restricted
by the size of element. Decreasing the values ofDx, Dy, andDz
can increase the spatial resolution butDt must decrease for the
solution to remain stable. Each solution thus requires more time
steps and increased processing time. Gerald@23# also showed that
methods such as the implicit method have a higher accuracy,
when using the sameDt, than the explicit method. The explicit
method has a stability limit onDt and in practice each solution
requires a large number of time steps. For this reason, the implicit
method is often used as it permits a largerDt without loss of
stability.

Three-Dimensional Analysis—Alternating Direction
Implicit Method „ADI …. For simplicity, at this point we con-
sider just the two-dimensional case rather than three-dimensional.
Gerald @23# showed that by rewriting the two-dimensional heat
equation using the implicit method, we obtain Eq.~17!;

Ti , j
n112Ti , j

n 5r ~Ti 11,j
n11 22Ti , j

n111Ti 21,j
n11 1Ti , j 11

n11 22Ti , j
n111Ti , j 21

n11 !.
(17)

Note that the central differences for the spatial derivatives used in
the explicit method and implicit method are different. In the ex-
plicit method, a central difference approximation is used for
]2T/]x2 and ]2T/]y2 at time tn so Ti , j

n11 is solved in terms of
temperature at time stepn. In the implicit method, a central dif-
ference approximation is applied at timetn11. Therefore, the new
temperatureTi , j

n11 is a function of unknown temperatures at adja-
cent positions, but not given directly in terms of known tempera-
ture at time stepn as for the explicit method. For the Crank-
Nicolson method,]2T/]x2 and ]2T/]y2 are replaced by central
difference approximations at bothtn11 and tn. The new tempera-
ture Ti , j

n11 for the Crank-Nicolson method is thus both a function
of known temperature attn and adjacent unknown temperatures at
tn11. Both the implicit method and Crank-Nicolson method are
unconditionally stable for any size ofDt, although small time
steps are more accurate.

However, this method requires solution of a large set,~M! times
~N!, of simultaneous equations at each time step, whereM is the
number of unknown values in thex-direction and N in the
y-direction. A large amount of memory space is needed to store
the elements of the coefficient matrix in this implicit method, and
the solution to each set of equations is slower. Therefore, to solve
the two or three-dimensional Fourier equation using the implicit
method, a great deal of memory is required and the processing
speed would be slow.

Peaceman and Rachford@24# were the first to propose a method
now called the alternating direction implicit method~ADI !. In
one-dimensional and two-dimensional analyses, this method, like
the implicit method, was proven to be stable for any time step, and
to give rapid convergence. But the main advantage of this ADI
scheme over the implicit method is that the coefficient matrix is
now tri-diagonal, allowing rapid solution to each time step and a
significant saving in memory required. However, it should be note
that in the three-dimensional case, not all fixed values ofr and
henceDt are stable using this method.

Douglas@25# presented a modified alternating direction method
which retained the stability advantage for the three-dimensional
transient heat conduction equation. The method is unconditionally
stable for all values ofr and Dt. Researchers such as Kellogg
@26#, Fairweather and Mitchell@27#, and Stone@28# also intro-
duced other modifications of the ADI method. Douglas’ scheme,
however, is well established and relatively easy to implement in
computer program and was chosen to analyze the transient liquid
crystal data.

Following Douglas@25#, we can write the three-dimensional
heat conduction equation using the Crank-Nicolson approximation
as

1

2
~Dx

21Dy
21Dz

2!~Ti , j ,k
n111Ti , j ,k

n !5
Ti , j ,k

n112Ti , j ,k
n

Dt
(18)

where

Dx
2Ti , j ,k

n 5
~Ti 11,j ,k

n 22Ti , j ,k
n 1Ti 21,j ,k

n !

~Dx!2
, etc. (19)

Note that the scheme uses central differences for approximations
to both spatial and a temporal derivatives.

The next step is to obtain an estimate of the temperature solu-
tion at a timetn11 by using a central difference approximation for
the second derivative with respect tox and forward difference for
y andz second derivates:

1

2
Dx

2~T* n111Tn!1Dy
2Tn1Dz

2Tn5
T* n112Tn

Dt
. (20a)

Central difference approximation can also be used for they direc-
tion 2nd derivative, Eq.~20b! and thez direction 2nd derivative,
Eq. ~20c!

1

2
Dx

2~T* n111Tn!1
1

2
Dy

2~T** n111Tn!1Dz
2Tn5

T** n112Tn

Dt
(20b)

1

2
Dx

2~T* n111Tn!1
1

2
Dy

2~T** n111Tn!1
1

2
Dz

2~Tn111Tn!

5
T** n112Tn

Dt
. (20c)

T* n11 and T** n11 are the initial approximations ofTn11 from
Eqs. ~20a! and ~20b!. After some rearrangement, Eqs.~20! be-
come

S Dx
22

2

Dt DT* n1152S Dx
212Dy

212Dz
21

2

Dt DTn (21a)
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S Dy
22

2

Dt DT** n115Dy
2Tn2

2

Dt
T* n11 (21b)

S Dz
22

2

Dt DTn115Dz
2Tn2

2

Dt
T** n11. (21c)

Note that each Eq.~21! is derived from the forward difference
approximations in two dimensions and uses a central difference
for one dimension at a time, i.e.,x in ~a!, y in ~b! andz in ~c!. The
left hand side of each equation gives a tri-diagonal matrix that can
be readily solved using a compact solution procedure since the
right-hand side is comprised of terms that can be evaluated from
the previous time step. To approximate the temperatureTn11, Tn

at time tn was first used in Eq.~21a! to calculate first the tempo-
rary temperatureT* n11, which was used withTn again in Eq.
~21b! to evaluate the next temporary temperatureT** n11.
T** n11 andTn were finally used in Eq.~21c! to calculateTn11.
Therefore, for each time step, the temperatureTn and the subse-
quent temporary temperature approximations have to alternate
through Eq.~21a!, Eq.~21b!, and finally Eq.~21c! for the approxi-
mation of temperatureTn11.

With a cubic or a rectangular parallelepiped region, Douglas
also proved that this method is stable for all values ofDx, Dy,
Dz, andDt. The tri-diagonal matrix only needs three coefficients
with a dramatic reduction in memory space, relative to the im-
plicit or the Crank-Nicolson method with the non-triadiagonal~M!
and ~N! matrix.

Figure 11 shows schematically the node system used to analyze
the conduction problems. Each node is at an individual located
pixel from a processed video. The nodes from number 1 to 9
represent the area with nonuniform heat flux while nodes A to P
have uniform heat flux. The least square regression method of
processing the normalized green signal above is used to determine
the surface temperature variation for each pixel during an experi-
ment. These surface temperature histories are then used as bound-
ary condition for each node. Note that the procedure employs a
one-dimensional solution of the transient conduction equation to
regress on parametersh andh. As stated earlier, lateral conduction
was found to influence the temperature transient in regions down-
stream of the film-cooling holes. The values ofh andh recovered
in this fitting procedure are not used subsequently. The process is
merely a method of establishing a best estimate of the surface
temperature variation over thirty to forty five seconds at each
pixel from the multicrystal image data. The excellent agreement

achieved between the measured normalized green signals and
these best fit extracted from theS matrix was evidence~as shown
in Fig. 6! of the success of this approach.

The temperature distribution for each pixel is calculated by cy-
cling through~21a!, ~21b!, and~21c!. The boundary condition at
each node corresponds to the measured surface temperature his-
tory. Note that each Eq.~21! can be written in the form of

A•bW 5cW

whereA is a tridiagonal coefficient matrix andbW is the tempera-
ture vector to be determined in the form

S T1,1,1

T2,1,1

]

Ti , j ,k

]

D .

As matrixA is tridiagonal, the equations can be solved easily with
a minimal memory requirement using LU decomposition.

In the present procedure,Dx andDy are taken to be the pixel
size and the accuracy can be improved by decreasingDz andDt.
Note that increased accuracy is at the expense of prolonged pro-
cessing time.

Once the ADI method has been used to determine the three-
dimensional temperature field variation with time, the temperature
gradient at the surface is calculated to find the heat flux variation
with time. Figure 12 shows an element of the test section at the
top surface. The element has a top surface area corresponding to
the size of a pixel (Dx3Dy) and depthDz. Heat flows into the
element through the top surface and flows into neighboring el-
emental blocks through conduction inx, y, andz-directions. Once
the temperature distribution is evaluated by the ADI method,qx ,
qy , andqz can be estimated. The heat flux on the surface area can
then be calculated from

q2qz

dz
5rc

]T

]t
1

]qx

]x
1

]qy

]y
. (22)

The calculated surface heat flux can then be used to determine
the adiabatic wall temperature~hence the film cooling effective-
ness! and the heat transfer coefficient a procedure which can be
explained using the plot shown inFig. 13. The surface heat flux
for each pixel can be plotted against the surface temperature rise.
If the mainstream temperature rise is a step change, the heat trans-

Fig. 11 Node system for the three-dimensional conduction
analysis

Fig. 12 Heat flow within an element of the test section
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fer coefficient can be determined by the gradient of the plot and
the adiabatic wall temperature can be found by the interception
between the plot and the temperature rise axis. When the main-
stream gas temperature is not a step change, surface heat flux
variationq can first be predicted with different combinations ofh
andh to generate a lookup table. A regression method can be used
to compare the predictedq and the calculated surface heat flux
history from Eq.~22! to find the righth/h pair.

Variations were evident between the different three-dimensional
conduction analysis techniques.Figure 14 shows a comparison of
heat flux variation against surface temperature rise calculated by
the three-dimensional ADI and explicit methods for different time
steps. The heat flux from a pixel was calculated by both three-
dimensional techniques using time steps of 0.005, 0.01, and 0.03s.
As shown in the diagram, the heat flux calculated by the ADI
method approaches the ‘‘true’’ response much quicker by decreas-
ing Dt than the explicit method. We can consider the heat flux line
calculated by the ADI method withDt50.005 s as the ‘‘true’’
response, using the explicit method with the same time step yields
an error of 3.5% in heat flux, 22% inh and 5.3% inh. For aDt of
0.03s in the ADI method gives an error of 2% in heat flux, 15% in
h and 0.86% inh, with aDt50.01 s by the same method yields an
error of less than 1% in both parameters. This demonstrates the

advantages of ADI technique over the explicit method as process-
ing time can be decreased by more than six times and yet, a better
accuracy is achieved.

Results and Discussions
Film-cooling experiments were carried out on a single 3 mm

diameter hole test plate. The analysis employed the methods de-
veloped above to obtain both film cooling effectiveness and heat
transfer coefficient. The experiments were carried out with a
freestream velocity of 16m/s, a blowing ratio~BR! of 0.5 using air
as coolant and hole inclination at 20°. The experiments were per-
formed with heated freestream~;60°C! and unheated coolant.
The zone immediately downstream of the hole is highly cooled
and lateral conduction in this region helps cause the surface to
heat up and the liquid crystal to change color.Figure 15 presents
the local film-cooling effectiveness data analyzed by the one-
dimensional transient method. With a blowing ratio of 0.5, a high
film cooling effectiveness distribution is expected immediately
downstream of the film cooling hole. However, the figure shows
very low effectiveness values in this region. This indicates that the
one-dimensional model wrongly measures the effectiveness in re-
gion downstream of the film-cooling hole, where high temperature
variation is expected, as explained inFig. 8 previously. The analy-
sis also suggests that the one-dimensional transient model can
only be used in regions away from the film cooling hole, where
the temperature gradient is significantly lower, and is again shown
in Fig. 15. Figure 16 shows the detailed local film cooling effec-
tiveness data of the same test analyzed by the three-dimensional
conduction method. The three-dimensional model gives a more
accurate analysis in the region experiencing lateral conduction.
The three-dimensional technique yields a region of high effective-
ness downstream of the film-cooling hole as expected. In regions
outside the film coverage, effectiveness values measured by either
the one-dimensional or three-dimensional model are similar. Note
that the three-dimensional conduction correction is only applied
from the trailing edge of the hole.

Figure 17 presents the film-cooling effectiveness values along
the centreline downstream of the film-cooling hole. Comparison
was made to data from Burd and Simon@29# with air as coolant
and an injection angle of 35°. The plot shows that the effective-
ness levels immediately downstream of the film cooling hole are
higher for the 20° injection angle hole than the 35°. The shallower
injection angle and the higher density ratio allow the cooling film
to stay attached to the surface better initially, and the effectiveness
values drop to similar level as the 35° injection angle from a
distancex;2d.

Fig. 13 Calculated heat flux against surface temperature rise

Fig. 14 Comparison of the ADI and the explicit method

Fig. 15 Local film-cooling effectiveness data using one-
dimensional transient model
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Figure 18 shows the detailed local heat transfer distribution of
the same film cooling experiment, analyzed by the three-
dimensional conduction technique. The heat transfer levels are
significantly lower in the region downstream of the film cooling
hole than the ‘‘flat plate’’ region outside. With a mainstream ve-
locity of 16 m/s and a blowing ratio at 0.5, the Re through the hole
is about 1300. As the Re is low, the film coolant through the hole
is likely to be in a laminar state, hence the coolant flow would be
more steady and limits the amount of mixing with the freestream.
Note that the heat transfer coefficient for fully developed pipe
flow would be (4.36k/d). The shallow angle of injection also
helps the film to remain well attached to the surface to reduce
mixing in this region, causing the heat transfer coefficient level to
be lower than it would be in on a flat plate. However, heat transfer
enhancement is found around the front of film-cooling hole where
a horseshoe vortex is probably present. Heat transfer coefficient
along the edge of the film is most likely caused by turbulent
mixing.

Figure 19 shows the heat transfer coefficient in the region im-
mediately downstream of the film-cooling hole. As mentioned be-
fore, theh/h` ratio along the centreline is significantly less than 1
initially, but rises gradually to unity downstream. The blue line
shows theh/h` levels averaged in the spanwise direction down-
stream of the film cooling hole over a strip 1.5d wide. The latter
shows the expected enhancement inh/h` .

Estimation of Experimental Uncertainty
Experimental uncertainty estimates were made for both the one-

dimensional and three-dimensional processing techniques at vari-
ous conditions. Using the method of small perturbations described
by Moffat @30#, estimates of the experimental error associated
with the one-dimensional transient technique and the three-
dimensional conduction method under a uniform heat flux are
shown inTable 1. The experimental parameters were set to test
conditions typical of those found in the film cooling tests and the
contribution of uncertainty in each measured variable presented in

Fig. 16 Local film-cooling effectiveness data using three-
dimensional model

Fig. 17 Centerline film-cooling effectiveness distribution downstream of hold

Fig. 18 Local heat transfer coefficient measured by three-
dimensional model
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Table 1. The most likely uncertainty is presented as the RMS sum
of the component errors and the worst error is the sum of the
component errors. In these analysesh was equal to 100
Wm22 K21 and h50.5 over a rectangular surface area of 538
pixels. Typical levels of h andh for the series of experiments are
chosen and not all the data are reported here. For the three-
dimensional techniqueDt was 0.01. The table shows that in a
uniform heat flux region, RMS errors in heat transfer coefficient
and film cooling effectiveness for both one-dimensional and three-
dimensional techniques are very similar. Note that the errors in
film-cooling effectiveness for both techniques are significantly
less than the error inh. This feature was observed by Wang et al.
@31# for a one-dimensional analysis.

In a region where heat flux is not uniform, if the thermal bound-
ary conditions do not satisfy the criterion of Eq.~13!, lateral con-
duction becomes significant in this region and the one-
dimensional transient model no longer provides accurate heat
transfer and effectiveness measurement.Figure 20 and Fig. 21
present the averagedh and h values measured by the one-
dimensional transient method and the three-dimensional conduc-
tion technique for boundary conditions for which lateral conduc-
tion is significant. Bothh and h are averaged for the 538 pixel
zone. The thermal boundary condition was deliberately set to en-

sure that lateral conduction was important and it is not surprising
that the one-dimensional model gives an incorrecth andh.

Table 2 shows the contributions to uncertainties in heat transfer
coefficient and effectiveness for thermal boundary conditions with
significant lateral conduction as used inFig. 20 andFig. 21. The
three-dimensional conduction technique is valid for both the uni-
form heat flux distribution and the non-uniform heat flux with
significant lateral conduction condition. The RMS errors for both
heat transfer coefficient and film cooling effectiveness, summa-
rized in Table 2, are well within an acceptable range.

Summary and Conclusions
Two techniques have been developed to measure the heat trans-

fer coefficient and film cooling effectiveness for a three-
temperature system using multiple narrow band liquid crystals.
The one-dimensional transient technique can be applied in regions
not affected by lateral conduction, to determine bothh andh in a
single test with acceptable accuracy. The technique employs a
regression method that uses a multiple crystal coating over an
extended range of temperature which increases the amount of data
for analysis from more common peak intensity spotting methods.
The new method has been found to be robust to noisy data. For

Table 1 Contributions to uncertainties in heat transfer coefficient and effectiveness for a uni-
form heat flux boundary condition

Test Condition
Exp.

Condition
Typical
Error

1D Transient Technique 3D Conduction Technique

htc Error
Effectiveness

Error htc Error
Effectiveness

Error

Gas temperatureTgas, °C 53.5 0.5 0.05% 1.46% 0.075% 1.24%
Start temperatureTo , °C 19.4 0.2 6.81% 2.76% 6.77% 3.02%
Coolant temperatureTc , °C 19.8 0.5 0.05% 1.5% 0.075% 1.28%
Crystal temperatureTcrystal, °C 25,30,33 0.3 10.05% 1.64% 10.16% 1.46%
Perspex properties (Arck) 569 29 5.10% 1% 4.92% 0.22%
RMS error 13.17% 3.96% 13.16% 3.80%
Maximum error 22.06% 8.36% 17.23% 7.22%

Fig. 19 Heat transfer coefficient variation downstream of the hold. The values averaged over
1.5d wide strips shows the familiar enhancement downstream of the hold.
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regions of high temperature variation, the one-dimensional
method is first used to estimate the surface temperature measure-
ments, followed by a three-dimensional conduction analysis
which evaluates the heat flux and hence the heat transfer coeffi-
cient and film cooling effectiveness distributions. The three-
dimensional technique has been shown to produce high quality
and accurate data where is not possible to use the one-dimensional
technique. The authors have also compared several numerical
methods for solving the three-dimensional conduction problem,
with the ADI method showing obvious advantages over the others
such as unconditionally stable, faster convergence, less processing
time and reduced computing power. It is thought that the methods
described in this report will be of use in many other heat transfer
experiments.
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Fig. 20 Comparison of film cooling effectiveness values measured by one-dimensional and
three-dimensional models

Fig. 21 Comparison of heat transfer coefficient levels calcu-
lated by one-dimensional and three-dimensional techniques

Table 2 Contributions to uncertainties in heat transfer coefficient and effectiveness for ther-
mal boundary condition with significant lateral conduction as used for Fig. 20 and Fig. 21

Test Condition
Exp.

Condition
Typical
Error

3D Conduction Technique

htc Error
Effectiveness

Error

Gas temperatureTgas, °C 53.5 0.5 3.5% 2.3%
Start temperatureTo , °C 19.4 0.2 4.4% 3.8%
Coolant temperatureTc , °C 19.8 0.5 4.5% 2.1%
Crystal temperatureTcrystal, °C 25,30,33 0.3 5.1% 3.9%
Perspex properties (Arck) 569 29 5.2% 0.19%
RMS error 10.2% 6.28%
Maximum error 22.7% 12.29%
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Nomenclature

BR 5 blowing ratio,rcVc /(rgasVgas)
c 5 specific heat capacity, J/~kg K!
d 5 hole diameter, m
G 5 measured normalized green intensity block

h, htc 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/~m2 K!
k 5 thermal conductivity of air, W/~m K!

m 5 temperature gradient at time stepn
q 5 heat flux, W/m2

Re 5 Reynolds number,rVd/m
S 5 predicted normalized green intensity block
T 5 temperature, °C
t 5 time, s

V 5 velocity, m/s
x 5 distance in mainstream wise direction, measured from

the hole, m
y 5 distance perpendicular to flow direction, measured

from hole axis, m
z 5 distance into the test plate, measured from the top

surface, m

Greek

a 5 thermal diffusivity5k/~rc!, m2/s
Dt 5 time step, s
h 5 film cooling effectiveness
r 5 mass density, kg/m3

m 5 dynamic viscosity of freestream, kg/~m s!

Subscripts

aw 5 adiabatic wall
o 5 starting condition
c 5 coolant

gas 5 freestream
n 5 time step
w 5 wall
` 5 remote from film-cooling hole
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Predicting Skin Friction and Heat
Transfer for Turbulent Flow Over
Real Gas Turbine Surface
Roughness Using the Discrete
Element Method
The discrete element method considers the total aerodynamic drag on a rough surface to
be the sum of shear drag on the flat part of the surface and the form drag on the
individual roughness elements. The total heat transfer from a rough surface is the sum of
convection through the fluid on the flat part of the surface and the convection from each
of the roughness elements. The discrete element method has been widely used and vali-
dated for predicting heat transfer and skin friction for rough surfaces composed of sparse,
ordered, and deterministic elements. Real gas turbine surface roughness is different from
surfaces with sparse, ordered, and deterministic roughness elements. Modifications made
to the discrete element roughness method to extend the validation to real gas turbine
surface roughness are detailed. Two rough surfaces found on high-hour gas turbine
blades were characterized using a Taylor-Hobson Form Talysurf Series 2 profilometer.
Two rough surfaces and two elliptical-analog surfaces were generated for wind tunnel
testing using a three-dimensional printer. The printed surfaces were scaled to maintain
similar boundary layer thickness to roughness height ratio in the wind tunnel as found in
gas turbine operation. The results of the wind tunnel skin friction and Stanton number
measurements and the discrete element method predictions for each of the four surfaces
are presented and discussed. The discrete element predictions made considering the gas
turbine roughness modifications are within 7% of the experimentally measured skin fric-
tion coefficients and are within 16% of the experimentally measured Stanton
numbers.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1740779#

Introduction

The deleterious effects of blade surface roughness on gas tur-
bine performance are well known. Roughness bleeds energy
through increased skin friction on the blades. Surface roughness
also increases the heat transfer rates from the combustion products
to the blades. Consequently, turbine blade surface roughness has a
twofold effect in decreasing the efficiency of gas turbines.

To make sound economic decisions, gas turbine manufacturers
and operators need predictions for the effects of surface roughness
on gas turbine performance over the life of the gas turbine. His-
torically, the two dominant methods for evaluating the effects of
surface roughness on drag and heat transfer have been the equiva-
lent sand-grain roughness model and the discrete element model.
The equivalent sand-grain roughness model, first proposed by
Schlichting @1#, is an empirical model in which rough surfaces
with various features are compared to data from Nikuradse@2#
concerning flow in pipes with varying sizes of sieved sand glued
to the wetted surface. Rough surfaces are assigned a value of
equivalent sand-grain roughness height based on comparisons
with Nikuradse’s data. Recent literature on the equivalent sand-
grain roughness method has involved determining correlations for
equivalent roughness height based on the actual roughness height,
the roughness shape, and the roughness density. Dvorak@3#, Sim-
pson@4#, Dirling @5#, Sigal and Danberg@6#, and Bons@7# have all

proposed functions to predict the effective sand-grain roughness
height based on parameters involving the roughness height, spac-
ing, and shape.

Several disadvantages of the equivalent sand-grain method
have been noted. A detailed discussion of these disadvantages is
presented by Taylor@8#. While a parameter presented by Sigal-
Danberg@6# has demonstrated the most promise for correlating the
available equivalent roughness height data, the best correlation
based on the parameter is still limited in its range of surface con-
ditions. Bons@7# has also shown that the Sigal-Danberg parameter
is difficult to define for roughness elements with random spacings,
shapes, and heights, that wind tunnel measurements of equivalent
sand-grain roughness heights for randomly rough surfaces can
vary as much as 40% from predicted heights using logarithmic
data curve-fits based on the parameter, and that different curve-fits
are required for randomly rough surfaces and for three-
dimensional uniform roughness, such as cone roughness, gener-
ated to simulate random roughness.

Attempts to use one value of equivalent sand-grain roughness
height to predict both skin friction and heat transfer have been
unsuccessful,@7#. In fact, there is no reason that two surfaces with
the same skin friction coefficients, which implies that they would
have the same equivalent sand-grain roughness value from a fric-
tion standpoint, should have the same Stanton numbers,@8#.

The discrete element model is an alternative model to the
equivalent sand-grain model. While the equivalent sand-grain
model is based completely on empirical correlations, the discrete
element model evaluates the effects of roughness by considering
the physical characteristics of the roughness elements in the solu-
tion of the boundary layer equations. The discrete element model
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is semi-empirical in the sense that the closure relationships used to
determine the drag and heat transfer from the individual rough-
ness elements are based on empirical data.

The basis for the discrete element model was also described by
Schlichting in his 1937 paper. In attempting to explain the effect
of roughness element density on the effective sand-grain height,
Schlichting suggested that the total drag on a rough surface is the
sum of skin friction on the flat part of the surface and the form
drag on the individual roughness elements. Methods to solve the
boundary layer equations for flow over rough surfaces, such as
Finson @9#, Adams and Hodge@10#, and Lin and Bywater@11#,
incorporated momentum sink terms into the boundary layer equa-
tions based on Schlichting’s suggestion. The form of the discrete
element roughness model presented in this work originated in the
work of Finson@9# and was rigorously derived by Taylor@8#.

The Discrete Element Model
The discrete element model is formulated for roughness ele-

ments with three-dimensional shapes for which the element cross
section can be defined at every height,y. The differential equa-
tions including roughness effects are derived by applying the basic
conservation statements for mass, momentum, and energy to a
control volume such as that shown inFig. 1. Basic to this ap-
proach is the idea that the two-dimensional, time-averaged turbu-
lent boundary layer equations can be applied in the flow region
below the crests of the roughness elements. The flow variables are
spatially averaged over the transverse~z! direction and the stream-
wise ~x! direction. The physical effects of the roughness elements
on the fluid in the control volume are modeled by considering the
flow blockage, the local element heat transfer, and the local ele-
ment form drag. The openage factors,b, are defined as the frac-
tion of the area open to flow. For nonuniform roughness, the form
drag force on the control volume is due to the roughness elements
penetrating the control volume and is expressed using a local drag
coefficient as

FD5
1

2
ru2dy(

i 51

Nr

CD,idi~y!. (1)

Likewise, the rate of heat transfer between the elements penetrat-
ing the control volume and the fluid is expressed using a local
Nusselt number as

Q5pkf~TR2T!dy(
i 51

Nr

Nud,i . (2)

Using the above ideas, the continuity, momentum, and energy
equations for a steady, Reynolds-averaged two-dimensional turbu-
lent boundary layer with nonuniform roughness become
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whereb is the fraction of area open to flow, which is~12a! where
a is the blockage fraction, andLp and Lt are the parallel and
transverse spacing parameters for uniform roughness or the paral-
lel length or transverse width of the control volume for nonuni-
form roughness. The above equations are rigorously derived in
Taylor @8#. The boundary conditions for Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and~5! are

y50:u5v50, H5Hw (6)
y→`:u5Ue , H5He .

The turbulence model is not modified to include roughness ef-
fects since the physical effects of the roughness on the flow are
explicitly included in the differential equations. The Prandtl mix-
ing length with van Driest damping is used for turbulence closure.
Hence

2ru8v85r l m
2 S ]U

]y D U]U

]y U (7)

where

l m5H 0.41y@12exp~2y1/26!# for l m<0.09d

0.09d otherwise.
(8)

Closure in the energy equation is achieved using a turbulent
Prandtl number, Prt , of 0.9.

In addition to the usual turbulence modeling closure require-
ments for2ru8v8, u82, and2rv8h8, the roughness model has
closure requirements forCD and Nud . CD and Nud are formulated
as functions of the local roughness element Reynolds number

Red5
ru~y!d~y!

m
(9)

thus directly including information on the roughness element size
and shape. The functional forms forCD and Nud used in this study
for circular roughness elements are

CD5H S Red

1000D
20.125

Red,60,000

0.6 Red.60,000

(10)

and

Nud5H 1.7 Red
0.49Pr0.4 for Red<13,776

0.0605 Red
0.84Pr0.4 for Red.13,776

. (11)

The functional form forCD was determined by extensive cali-
brations using a number of deterministic surface roughness data
sets,@8,12#. This functional form yields good skin friction predic-
tions with a wide range of uniform surface roughness shapes and

Fig. 1 The discrete element roughness model control volume
schematic for conical roughness elements
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distributions from a number of data sets,@8,12#. The functional
form for Nud was chosen for use in this study because of its
accuracy for roughness-element Reynolds numbers less than
1000,@12#.

Once the boundary layer equations have been solved, the skin
friction coefficient is evaluated as

Cf5
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and the Stanton number is determined using the expression
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Equations~12! and ~13! demonstrate that the skin friction on a
rough surface is the sum of the shear force on the flat part of the
surface and the drag on the individual roughness elements and that
the heat transfer between a flow and a rough surface is evaluated
as the sum of the convection through the fluid in contact with the
flat surface and the heat transferred between the fluid and the
individual roughness elements.

Randomly Rough Surface Adaptations. The discrete ele-
ment roughness model was validated for a series of sparse cones,
spheres, or hemispheres placed on a flat surface. For these deter-
ministic type surfaces, the computational field began at the flat
surface and extended into the freestream. A randomly rough sur-
face does not have an obvious reference surface. A reference or
datum is needed for the application of the boundary conditions in
solving the boundary layer equations. A reference surface at the
minimum elevation makes sense for the blockage-fraction evalu-
ation, but the roughness model needs both blockage-fraction and
blockage-diameter distributions. For random roughness with
closely spaced roughness features below the mean elevation, the
concept of a blockage diameter is not appropriate. Because all of
the blockage elements are connected, the effective diameter of the
blockages becomes the length of the profilometer trace. In fact,
below the mean elevation, most of the flow is blocked, and an
‘‘openage’’ diameter is more appropriate.

Figure 2 shows the blockage of a randomly rough surface at an
elevation of 25% of the minimum valley-to-maximum peak. Areas
blocked from flow are shown in black, while areas open to flow
are shown in white.Figure 2 demonstrates that although a block-
age fraction can be calculated~84.1%!, determining a blockage
diameter is not appropriate. The discrete element model assumes
that the fluid flows around the blockages, but fromFig. 2, the only
way that fluid can get from one open region to another is to flow

over the blockages. That motion results in secondary-flow phe-
nomena not considered in the discrete element model.

Randomly Rough Datum or Reference. Schlichting sug-
gested an alternative for a reference surface. Schlichting used
wall-variable plots to determine equivalent sand-grain roughness
values as compared to Nikuradse’s earlier experiments,@1,2#. To
evaluate the sand-grain roughness values, the correct reference
height had to be used. Schlichting found that the most meaningful
results were obtained if what Taylor@8# called the ‘‘melt down’’
surface was used as the reference height. The ‘‘melt down’’ sur-
face is the resulting surface if all of the material were melted
down and allowed to solidify with a constant height in the same
area. The ‘‘melt down’’ surface is equivalent to a surface placed at
the mean height of a rectangular surface, as evaluated using Eq.
~14!.

hm5
*0

Lp*0
Lty~x,z!dzdx

LpLt
(14)

This reference surface worked well, but Schlichting did not
present a justification of this choice.

Taylor @8# ran the discrete element model for a series of closely
packed hemispheres with differing reference heights and com-
pared the results to the experimental results. Taylor found that the
discrete element predictions agreed best when the ‘‘melt down’’
height of the closely packed hemispheres was used as the refer-
ence surface. Taylor did not speculate on a physical justification
for this choice of reference height.

The best argument for using the height of the mean elevation
relates to the nature of the discrete element model, a spatially
averaged method for evaluating the effects of surface roughness.
The mean elevation is the average height of the ‘‘no-slip’’ location
along the surface. Consequently, the mean elevation acts as the
reference height for spatially averaged analysis of flow over a
rough surface.

Effect of Flow Area Below the Mean Elevation. Below the
mean elevation, there is flow which contributes to friction drag as
well as to heat transfer, but in this model, solving the boundary
layer equations requires the application of the ‘‘no-slip’’ condition
at the mean elevation. Equation~12! is the expression used to
evaluate the skin friction coefficient for a flow over a rough sur-
face. In Eq.~12!, y50 is the ‘‘no-slip’’ location. The two terms in
the numerator of Eq.~12! represent the contributions of skin fric-
tion on the smooth part of the wall and roughness-element drag.
The method used for this study treats any point below the mean
elevation as a flat surface at the mean elevation and adds the skin
friction associated with the flat surface of the mean elevation. The
blockage fraction,a, at the mean elevation is used in Eq.~12! to
calculate the drag associated with the skin friction. This maintains
consistency with the spatially averaged model and the boundary
layer equations. The Stanton number is also evaluated for ran-
domly rough surfaces by adding the heat convected from the
roughness elements and the heat convected from the flat surface
area on the mean elevation.

With the above changes, the boundary conditions for the dis-
crete element model for randomly rough surfaces are

y5yme:u5n50, H5Hw (15)
y→`:u5Ue , H5He .

The expressions for the skin friction coefficient and Stanton num-
ber are
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Fig. 2 Randomly rough surface blockage at 25% elevation
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and

St5

2~12a!kf

dT

dyU
y5yme

1
1

LtLp
*yme

` pkf~TR2T!( i 51
Nr Nud,idy

rUecp~Tw2Te!
(17)

where yme is the height of the mean elevation of the randomly
rough surface.

Noncircular Roughness Element Corrections. Figure 3
shows the roughness elements for the same randomly rough sur-
face presented inFig. 2 at an elevation of 60% of the minimum
valley to the maximum surface height. For the surface inFig. 3,
the direction of flow is from top to bottom.Figure 3 demonstrates
that the random roughness elements for this surface are not circu-
lar in general. While the surface represented inFig. 3 is aniso-
tropic, the roughness element cross-sections of isotropic surface
roughness are likely to be noncircular.

The local drag coefficient and Nusselt numbers must be calcu-
lated for each roughness element at a given height. Observing
Eqs.~10! and~11!, the local drag coefficient and Nusselt number
are determined as a function of the local Reynolds number. For
circular roughness elements, the characteristic length used to cal-
culate the local Reynolds number is the diameter. For random
roughness elements that are not circular, a physically meaningful
characteristic length to calculate local Reynolds numbers is the
maximum width of the roughness element in the direction trans-
verse to the flow. The local element drag coefficients and Nusselt
numbers may be determined using Eqs.~9!, ~10!, and ~11! using
the maximum width of the random roughness element. This op-
tion for determining local drag and heat transfer is called the
circular discrete element model.

Elliptical Discrete Element Model. Revisiting Fig. 3, the
roughness elements for that surface appear elongated in the direc-
tion of the flow. This elongation provides some relieving effect on
the drag. To account for this, an elliptical discrete element drag
model was developed.Figure 4 shows an ellipsoidal blockage
aligned with the major axis parallel to the flow direction. The
eccentricity,«, of the blockage is defined as the ratio of the maxi-
mum width perpendicular to the flow direction to the maximum
length of the blockage parallel to the flow direction.

«5
2a

2b
5

a

b
(18)

Using the elliptical discrete element model, the maximum
width of the roughness element and the eccentricity are used to
calculate the local drag and heat transfer. A representation of an
actual roughness element and its elliptical model are presented in
Figs. 5~a! and5~c!. Figure 5~b! presents a circular model of the

random roughness element.Figure 5 visually demonstrates the
differences in an actual roughness element and the circular and
elliptical discrete element models.

To determine a local drag coefficient function for elliptical
blockages, drag coefficient data from Lindsey@13# and Delany
and Sorensen@14# for elliptical cylinders of varying eccentricities
with transverse thickness Reynolds numbers around 13105 are
plotted inFig. 6. A function of eccentricity which best represented
these data was found by determining the log-log regression curve
of the form shown below.

CD,Re51055c«g (19)

The constantsc andg were found to be 0.97379 and 0.73456,
respectively. Since the constantc is close to unity and since the
eccentricity function should equal unity when the blockage ele-
ment is circular, the constantc was set to unity. The eccentricity
function with c set to unity is not a true regression curve, but the
eccentricity function represents the trend of the data. The resulting
eccentricity function,«0.73456, is also shown inFig. 6.

The circular blockage element drag function, Eq.~10!, was then
multiplied by the eccentricity function to yield an ellipsoidal
blockage element drag function, as shown in Eq.~20!.

CD5H S Red

1000D
20.125

«0.73456 Red,60,000

0.6«0.73456 Red.60,000

(20)

Fig. 3 Randomly rough surface blockage at 60% elevation

Fig. 4 An elliptical roughness element

Fig. 5 Example roughness element representation: „a… actual
roughness element, „b… circular roughness element with same
transverse width, „c… elliptical element with same transverse
width and eccentricity
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Roughness element eccentricity has a two-fold effect on the
local heat transfer from the roughness elements as compared to
circular roughness elements. Eccentricity changes the average
convection coefficient around elliptical roughness elements, and
eccentric roughness elements have different ‘‘wetted’’ surface ar-
eas than circular roughness elements with equivalent transverse
widths.

An attempt was made to evaluate an eccentricity factor to mul-
tiply the circular element Nusselt relationships as was performed
for the local drag coefficient relationship in Eq.~20! based on
measurements made by Reiher@15# as presented by Jacob@16#.
Jacob@16# presented Hilpert constants for the Nusselt numbers of
two elliptical cylinders with lower Reynolds number limits of
1400. Because of the lack of experimental data on Nusselt num-
bers of elliptical cylinders in crossflow at Reynolds numbers be-
low 1000, which is important for the rough-wall boundary layers
of this study, the circular Nusselt number relationship, Eq.~11!, is
used in the elliptical discrete element model.

While sufficient data do not exist to correct for elliptical ele-
ment Nusselt numbers, the increased surface area of elliptical
roughness elements as compared to circular roughness elements is
evaluated in the elliptical discrete element model. From theMa-
chinery’s Handbook@17#, a good approximation of the perimeter
of the ellipse shown inFig. 5 is

Pre5pF2~a21b2!2
~a2b!2

2.2 G1/2

. (21)

With the changes in the perimeter of the elliptical elements the
boundary layer energy equation, Eq.~5!, becomes
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where

K«5F1
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. (23)

While random roughness elements are neither circular nor ellipti-
cal, the increased surface area associated with the elliptical rough-
ness model will provide more accurate heat transfer predictions.

Experimental Methodology
Two real randomly rough surfaces found on actual gas turbine

blades were studied. The two surfaces were chosen because they
reflected different manifestations of random roughness found on
gas turbines blades. One surface studied exhibited large aniso-
tropic roughness elements created by fuel deposits solidifying on
the blade. The second surface exhibited smaller isotropic rough-
ness elements created by erosion.

The surface-roughness measurements were made using a
Taylor-Hobson, Form Talysurf Series 2 profilometer, hence re-
ferred to as a Talysurf 2. The Talysurf 2 used in the study em-
ployed an inductive measurement system with a 1-mm range in
the vertical measurement direction, a 90 deg conisphere diamond
stylus with 2-mm nominal radius tip, and a vertical resolution of
16 nm. A Stratasys Genisys Xs three-dimensional printer was used
to create scaled plastic replicas, coupons, of the rough surfaces.
The geometrical scaling factors for each surface are listed in Bons
@7#. The Genisys Xs printer generates three-dimensional models
with a resolution of 0.33 mm using a durable polyester. The
printed surfaces were placed in a wind tunnel for testing.

The wind tunnel used in this study is housed at the Air Force
Research Laboratory~AFRL! at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
in Dayton, OH. The skin friction coefficients were determined by
suspending the roughness panels in the wind tunnel using wires
attached to the wind-tunnel framing and measuring the down-
stream movement of the panels during a test. Bons@7# reports a
systematic uncertainty~bias! of 0.00022 in the measured skin fric-
tion coefficients with a 2.8% random uncertainty~repeatability!.

A transient method was used to determine the convective heat
transfer coefficient from the rough surfaces. The method used to
evaluate the convection coefficient is based on the method of
Schultz and Jones@18#. Using the temperature responses of both
the fluid and the roughness panel as heated air is blown over the
panels, the average convection coefficient was calculated. Bons
@7# reports a systematic uncertainty of 0.00008 in the measured
Stanton numbers with a 3% random uncertainty. Detailed infor-
mation on the wind tunnel, the average skin friction coefficient
determination technique, and the average convection coefficient
determination method can be found in Bons@7#. Detailed infor-
mation on the simulations and their comparisons to the experi-
mental data can be found in McClain@19#.

To compare to the discrete element predictions for the surface,
a Stanton number was calculated based on the convection coeffi-
cient using Eq.~24!. The Stanton number is defined as the heat
flux divided by the dynamic energy difference between the wall
and the freestream.

St5
q9

reUecp,e~Te2Tw!
5

h̄

reUecp,e
(24)

Surface Descriptions
Two randomly rough surfaces, the deposit surface and the

erosion-2 surface, were used in the modeling study. The deposit
surface contains relatively large, anisotropic roughness elements
aligned in the direction of the flow. The deposit surface has a
centerline average roughness,Ra, of 1.183 mm, where

Ra5
1

N (
i 51

N

uyi u (25)

The average eccentricity of the roughness elements of the de-
posit surface is 0.8. A bitmap image of a section of the deposit
surface is shown inFig. 7. The ‘‘as-printed’’ dimensions of the
surface depicted inFig. 7 is 240 mm by 130 mm. The height
difference from minimum valley~black! to maximum peak

Fig. 6 Drag coefficients of elliptical cylinders with varying ec-
centricities, †13,14‡
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~white! is 8.11 mm. The erosion-2 surface contains smaller rough-
ness elements elongated in the direction transverse to the flow
direction. The erosion-2 surface has a centerline average rough-
ness of 0.504 mm. The average eccentricity of the roughness ele-
ments of the erosion-2 surface is 1.5. A bitmap image of a section
of the erosion-2 surface is shown inFig. 8. The ‘‘as-printed’’
dimensions of the surface depicted inFig. 8 is 140 mm by 60 mm.
The height difference from minimum valley to maximum peak is
4.23 mm.

Along with the randomly rough surfaces, two layered-analog
surfaces were studied. The surfaces were derived from the deposit
surface and the erosion-2 surface. The spacings and heights of the
roughness elements are random as measured from the original
randomly rough surface, but the roughness elements were gener-
ated by placing ellipsoidal blockages of equivalent area and ec-
centricity at the height of the original random blockage element.
Because the blockage elements were created at distinct heights
between the mean elevation and the maximum elevation of the
surface, the surfaces have a ‘‘layered’’ appearance. The layered
representation of the deposit surface, the deposit-layered surface,

is shown inFig. 9. The layered representation of the erosion-2
surface, the erosion-2-layered surface, is shown inFig. 10.

Results and Discussion
All of the discrete element skin friction coefficient and Stanton

number predictions for the random or layered surfaces were ref-
erenced to the mean elevations of the respective surfaces with the
roughness element temperature equal to the temperature at the
mean elevation. The skin friction coefficient predictions were
made using the following options for each surface:

1. the eccentricities of all of the roughness elements set to
unity in the prediction~representing the circular discrete el-
ement results!

2. the average eccentricity for each surface used in the predic-
tion ~«50.8 for the deposit and deposit-layered surfaces, and
«51.5 for the erosion-2 and the erosion-2-layered surfaces!

3. the measured eccentricity of each roughness element used in
the prediction

The circular discrete element skin friction coefficient predictions,
Cf ,cir , the elliptical discrete element predictions using an average
eccentricity,Cf ,«ave, the elliptical discrete element predictions us-
ing each measured roughness element eccentricity,Cf ,« , and the
experimentally measured skin friction coefficients,Cf ,meas, are
presented inTable 1 for the high Reynolds numbers and inTable
2 for the low Reynolds numbers.

It should be noted that the Reynolds numbers’ designation as
‘‘high’’ or ‘‘low’’ are compared only to the Reynolds numbers
used in this study. A typical turbine blade chord Re is 500,000 to
2,000,000. The finite range used in this study is in the low to
midrange of typical gas turbine chord Reynolds numbers.

Tables 1 and 2show that the circular discrete element model
overestimated the skin friction for the deposit and deposit-layered
surfaces («ave'0.8) for both the high and low Reynolds number
cases.Tables 1 and 2also indicate that the circular discrete ele-
ment model underestimated the skin friction for the erosion-2 and
the erosion-2-layered surfaces («ave'1.5). The facts that the cir-
cular discrete element model overestimates the skin friction for
the deposit and deposit-layered surfaces and that it underestimates

Fig. 7 Bitmap image of the deposit surface „flow direction is
top to bottom …

Fig. 8 Bitmap image of the erosion-2 surface „flow direction is
left to right …

Fig. 9 Bitmap image of the deposit-layered surface „flow di-
rection is top to bottom …

Fig. 10 Bitmap image of the erosion-2-layered surface „flow
direction is left to right …

Table 1 Comparison of the random and layered surface skin
friction coefficient results and discrete element predictions at
high Reynolds numbers

Surface Rex̄ Cf ,meas

Cf ,cir
~% diff!

Cf ,«ave
~% diff!

Cf ,«
~% diff!

Deposit 924800 0.00937 0.00988
~5.4!

0.00921
~21.7!

0.00891
~24.9!

Deposit
layered

927500 0.00674 0.00726
~7.7!

0.00676
~0.3!

0.00667
~21.1!

Erosion
2

925700 0.01030 0.00945
~28.2!

0.01047
~1.6!

0.01053
~2.2!

Erosion
2
layered

921900 0.00838 0.00736
~212.2!

0.00819
~22.3!

0.00850
~1.5!
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the skin friction for the erosion-2 and erosion-2-layered surfaces
emphasize and reinforce the importance of considering roughness
anisotropy or roughness element eccentricity in the discrete ele-
ment model.

Tables 1 and 2show that agreement between the measured
skin friction coefficients and the elliptical discrete element predic-
tions using the average eccentricity for each surface is excellent.
At the high Reynolds number, the maximum percentage differ-
ence is 2.3%. At the low Reynolds number, the maximum percent-
age difference is 5.0%. Agreement betweenCf ,measandCf ,«ave is
excellent with the maximum percentage difference of 5%.

Very good agreement is also reported inTables 1 and 2be-
tween the experimentally measured skin friction coefficients and
the elliptical discrete element predictions generated using the
measured eccentricities for each individual roughness element.
For the high Reynolds number cases, the maximum percentage
difference between the predictions and the experimental friction
coefficients is 4.9%. For the low Reynolds number cases, the
maximum percentage difference is 7.0%.

Agreement between the elliptical discrete element predictions
and the measured skin friction coefficients is better for the
erosion-2 and erosion-2-layered surfaces than for the deposit and
deposit-layered surfaces.Tables 1 and 2show that the maximum
percentage difference for the erosion-2 or the erosion-2-layered
surfaces is 2.2% when using each measured roughness-element
eccentricity. The maximum percentage difference for the deposit
and deposit-layered surfaces is 7.0%. The skin friction coefficient
predictions for the deposit and deposit-layered surfaces have
higher percentage differences from the measured values for the
low Reynolds number cases. This suggests that the eccentricity
function developed for the elemental drag function in Eq.~3.4!
may underestimate drag at low Reynolds numbers for roughness
elements with eccentricities less than unity. While the elemental
drag relationships may need slight calibration for low Reynolds
numbers and roughness elements elongated in the direction of the
flow, agreement within 10% of the measured skin friction coeffi-
cients is considered very good.

The close agreement of the elliptical discrete element predic-
tions also confirms the validity of referencing the discrete element
analysis to the mean elevation of the rough surfaces and including
shear drag on the area of reference surface not blocked by rough-
ness elements. One of Nikuradse’s@2# important findings was that
for laminar flow, friction factors in rough pipes were the same as
for smooth pipes. Bons@7# reports that the values ofk1 for the
deposit and erosion-2 surfaces are much greater than the limit set
for completely rough flow. The validity of referencing the analysis
to the mean elevation and including shear drag on the ‘‘open’’ area
at the mean elevation suggests that while the laminar sublayer
region is usually considered destroyed in completely rough flow,
there may still be a viscous-dominated region below the mean
elevation which tends to attenuate the effects of the surface fea-
tures below the mean elevation.

The Stanton number predictions were made using the same

three options for handling the element eccentricity as were used
for the skin friction coefficient predictions. The circular discrete
element Stanton number predictions, Stcir, the elliptical discrete
element predictions using an average eccentricity, St«ave, the el-
liptical discrete element predictions using each measured rough-
ness element eccentricity, St« , and the experimentally measured
Stanton numbers, Stmeas, are presented inTable 3 for the high
Reynolds numbers and inTable 4 for the low Reynolds numbers

Tables 3 and 4show that agreement between the experimental
measurements and the discrete element predictions is good for all
three discrete element model variations for handling the roughness
element eccentricity. None of the three options for handling the
roughness element eccentricities is clearly better than the other
two.

The most interesting observation fromTables 3 and 4is that, in
general, all three variations of handling the eccentric roughness
elements overestimate the Stanton numbers for the randomly
rough surfaces and underestimate the Stanton numbers for the
layered surfaces. One possible reason the discrete element model
overestimates the measured Stanton numbers for the randomly
rough surfaces is the surface area for heat transfer calculated using
either the circular or elliptical discrete element model is not ap-
propriate for random-roughness elements.Figure 4 shows a ran-
dom roughness element with its circular and elliptical discrete
element equivalent determined using the maximum width of the
random-roughness element and its eccentricity. Neither of the
equivalent roughness elements has the same ‘‘wetted’’ area as the
random roughness element. Along these same lines, the circular
Nusselt number correlation, Eq.~11!, was used in each discrete
element prediction. The circular Nusselt correlation may be un-
derestimating the local Nusselt numbers for the elliptical rough-
ness elements of the layered surfaces and overestimating the local
Nusselt numbers for the random-roughness elements.

Several phenomena not considered in the discrete element pre-
dictions are affecting the heat transfer predictions. Even without
considering these phenomena, the predictions are in good agree-

Table 2 Comparison of the random and layered surface skin
friction coefficient results and discrete element predictions at
low Reynolds numbers

Surface Rex̄ Cf ,meas

Cf ,cir
~% diff!

Cf ,«ave
~% diff!

Cf ,«
~% diff!

Deposit 517300 0.00928 0.00959
~3.3!

0.00894
~23.7!

0.00863
~27.0!

Deposit
layered

517700 0.00688 0.00702
~2.1!

0.00656
~4.6!

0.00645
~26.3!

Erosion
2

518300 0.00980 0.00879
~210.3!

0.00974
~20.6!

0.00979
~20.1!

Erosion
2
layered

516200 0.00797 0.00685
~214.1!

0.00757
~25.0!

0.00783
~21.7!

Table 3 Comparison of the random and layered surface Stan-
ton number results and discrete element predictions at high
Reynolds numbers

Surface Rex̄ Stmeas

Stcir
~% diff!

St«ave
~% diff!

St«
~% diff!

Deposit 905500 0.00308 0.00303
~21.7!

0.00321
~4.1!

0.00349
~13.2!

Deposit
Layered

874000 0.00274 0.00242
~211.8!

0.00248
~29.4!

0.00265
~23.5!

Erosion
2

901900 0.00308 0.00349
~13.4!

0.00324
~5.2!

0.00334
~8.6!

Erosion
2
Layered

871000 0.00313 0.00295
~25.8!

0.00285
~29.0!

0.00286
~28.7!

Table 4 Comparison of the random and layered surface Stan-
ton number results and discrete element predictions at low
Reynolds numbers

Surface Rex̄ Stmeas

Stcir
~% diff!

St«ave
~% diff!

St«
~% diff!

Deposit 514950 0.00341 0.00345
~1.1!

0.00364
~6.7!

0.00395
~15.8!

Deposit
Layered

546100 0.00296 0.00266
~210.1!

0.00273
~27.9!

0.00290
~21.9!

Erosion
2

519350 0.00329 0.00375
~14.0!

0.00353
~7.2!

0.00363
~10.3!

Erosion
2
Layered

551400 0.00331 0.00313
~25.5!

0.00305
~27.8!

0.00307
~27.4!
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ment with the measured Stanton numbers. The maximum percent-
age difference between any of the discrete element predictions and
the measured Stanton numbers was 15.8%.

Conclusions
Randomly rough surfaces differ considerably from the ordered-

rough surfaces that Taylor used to derive and validate the discrete
element model. The discrete element model was adapted for use
with randomly rough surfaces. For randomly rough surfaces, there
is no ‘‘flat surface.’’ Random roughness elements have varying
height and frontal area shapes. The plan-form sizes and shapes of
the random roughness elements also vary.

This study focused on characterizing a randomly rough surface
using three-dimensional profilometery for the discrete element
model, on evaluating an appropriate reference elevation for ran-
domly rough surfaces, and on evaluating the effects of varying
plan-form roughness-element shapes.

The mean elevation or mean height of the randomly rough sur-
faces was used as the reference elevation. For a randomly rough
surface, the ‘‘no-slip’’ condition is applied at the mean elevation.
The total drag on a randomly rough surface is then the sum of the
drag on the roughness elements and the shear force acting on the
plan-form area at the mean elevation that is not blocked by rough-
ness elements.

The element eccentricity was incorporated in the discrete ele-
ment model to account for random roughness-element plan-form
shapes and roughness anisotropy. A term was added to account for
the roughness element eccentricity in the local element drag coef-
ficient relationship. While the local element Nusselt number cor-
relation was not changed, the change in wetted surface area asso-
ciated with noncircular shapes was included in the local element
heat transfer calculations.

Using the model adaptations, skin friction coefficient predic-
tions were made for each of the surfaces and flow situations ob-
served in the wind tunnel. The skin friction predictions for the
randomly rough surfaces and the layered-roughness surfaces was
excellent when referenced to the mean elevation and including the
element eccentricity in the local drag correlation. The maximum
percentage difference between the measured skin friction coeffi-
cient and the discrete element prediction using the eccentric drag
correlations was 7.0%. The maximum percentage difference oc-
curred for the low Reynolds number cases on the deposit surface.
The maximum percentage difference for the erosion-roughness
surfaces was 2.2%. The roughness elements on the deposit and
deposit-layered surfaces had average eccentricities around 0.8,
and the roughness elements on the erosion-2 and erosion-2-
layered surfaces exhibited average eccentricities around 1.5. Be-
cause of the excellent agreement for the erosion surfaces and the
differences between the predictions and measured skin friction
coefficients for the fuel-deposit surfaces at low Reynolds num-
bers, the eccentric-element drag correlations may need more cali-
bration for eccentricities less than 1.0 at low Reynolds numbers.
The excellent agreement between the measured skin friction coef-
ficients and the discrete element predictions using the elliptical-
element drag correlations demonstrates the relevance of using the
mean elevation as the reference elevation when analyzing the flow
over randomly rough surfaces. Using the circular-element drag
correlation, the discrete element model overestimated the drag
associated with the deposit and deposit-layered surfaces and un-
derestimated the drag associated with the erosion-2 and erosion-
2-layered surfaces. This demonstrated that element eccentricity
must be considered in the discrete element model skin friction
analysis.

Stanton number predictions were also made for each of the
surfaces and flow situations observed in the wind tunnel. The
Stanton number predictions for the random and layered surfaces
made by referencing the discrete element model to the mean el-
evation were within 16% of the experimentally measured values.
In the randomly rough Stanton number predictions, considering

the element eccentricity in the wetted area calculations of local
element heat transfer did not show a marked improvement. The
discrete element Stanton number predictions using the elliptical-
element wetted area calculations and the predictions using the
circular element wetted area calculations were scattered around
the experimentally measured Stanton numbers within the maxi-
mum percentage difference of 16%. Since the actual random-
roughness-element wetted area and elliptical-element Nusselt cor-
relations were not used in the predictions, agreement within 16%
of the experimentally measured Stanton numbers is surprising and
acceptable.
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Nomenclature

A 5 blockage area
a 5 maximum width of elliptical element in transverse

direction
b 5 maximum length of elliptical element in streamwise

direction
CD 5 local element drag coefficient
Cf 5 skin friction coefficient

d(y) 5 maximum transverse width of roughness element as
function of distance from wall

h 5 specific enthalpy
h̄ 5 convection heat transfer coefficient

hm 5 mean surface height
H 5 enthalpy

k1 5 y1 evaluated at the point on the roughness element
farthest from the wall

kf 5 fluid thermal conductivity
K« 5 elliptical element area correction factor
l m 5 mixing length
Lp 5 element spacing parameter in direction of flow
Lt 5 element spacing parameter transverse to the flow

direction
Nr 5 number of roughness elements

Nud 5 local element Nusselt number
P 5 pressure

Pre 5 roughness element perimeter
Q 5 local element heat transfer

Ra 5 centerline-averaged roughness height
Re 5 Reynolds Number
St 5 Stanton number
T 5 temperature
t 5 time

Ue 5 freestream velocity
u 5 local streamwise velocity
v 5 local velocity normal to wall
x 5 streamwise flow direction
x̄ 5 distance from knife edge to center of roughness panel
y 5 direction normal to wall

y1 5 nondimensionaly; y/nAtw /r
z 5 transverse flow direction

Greek

a 5 blockage fraction
b 5 openage fraction, 12a
« 5 ellipse eccentricity
d 5 boundary layer thickness
k 5 von Karman constant
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m 5 dynamic viscosity
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
s 5 spatial variance
t 5 shear

tw 5 shear at the no-slip surface

Superscripts

8 5 turbulent fluctuating values

Subscripts

R 5 roughness element
e 5 edge of boundary layer or freestream value
w 5 wall value
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Real Gas Effects in
Turbomachinery Flows: A
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Model for Fast Computations
A numerical model was included in a three-dimensional viscous solver to account for real
gas effects in the compressible Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. The
behavior of real gases is reproduced by using gas property tables. The method consists of
a local fitting of gas data to provide the thermodynamic property required by the solver in
each solution step. This approach presents several characteristics which make it attrac-
tive as a design tool for industrial applications. First of all, the implementation of the
method in the solver is simple and straightforward, since it does not require relevant
changes in the solver structure. Moreover, it is based on a low-computational-cost algo-
rithm, which prevents a considerable increase in the overall computational time. Finally,
the approach is completely general, since it allows one to handle any type of gas, gas
mixture or steam over a wide operative range. In this work a detailed description of the
model is provided. In addition, some examples are presented in which the model is applied
to the thermo-fluid-dynamic analysis of industrial turbomachines.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1738121#

Introduction
In recent years, turbomachinery industry has continued to take

more and more advantage of the capabilities of computational
fluid dynamic~CFD! techniques in everyday activities. The aero-
dynamic analysis of components by means of three-dimensional
viscous single-row/multistage, steady/unsteady computations has
become a basic tool for the industrial design of turbomachines.
The accuracy of the most modern numerical techniques allows
one to predict both the main performance characteristics~specific
work, efficiency! and the aerodynamic behavior, both at design
conditions and in off-design, providing the designer with many
useful details about the flow structure.

While reliable and robust numerical methodologies have been
assessed for the spatial and temporal integration of the Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes~RANS! equations, further efforts are
made now to improve the analysis of some specific aspects of the
flow: turbulence and transition modeling, heat transfer and ther-
mophysical properties of the working fluid. In this work, attention
is focused on the last topic.

In the design of industrial turbines and compressors, different
evolving fluids are encountered, working over a wide range of
thermodynamic operating conditions. In most cases, the perfect
gas model is accurate enough to describe the physical character-
istics of the fluid. However, there is a number of applications for
which such an approach is not satisfactory. In steam turbine LP
stages, thermodynamic transformations occur near or above the
saturation curve of steam, where a biphasic fluid is present. Also
some centrifugal cryogenic compressors make use of complex
mixtures of gases, whose behavior at operating conditions is far
from ideal.

In practical applications, it is quite common to carry out a CFD
analysis of these machines using the perfect gas model with modi-
fied ‘‘ad hoc’’ values of the gas constant and the isentropic coef-
ficient. However, the assumption that the thermodynamic proper-

ties of the fluid do not affect aerodynamic performance too much
can be misleading in predicting some basic design parameters.
Poor evaluation of total pressure and temperature values leads to
bad predictions of losses, specific work and heat exchange. Errors
in evaluating density affect computation of momentum compo-
nents, and consequently the predicted flow structure. For these
reasons, an accurate and reliable analysis for design purposes can-
not leave flow property modeling out of consideration.

A good numerical model to account for real gas effects should
satisfy some basic requirements: accuracy in predicting thermody-
namic properties of the fluid; capability of dealing with a wide
range of state parameters; effective and time-efficient implemen-
tation for CFD computations. A number of models have been
developed, which are divided into two main categories: models
which use analytical equations of state, and models based on nu-
merical fitting of gas tables.

The use of an analytical equation of state makes it possible to
have a reasonably accurate and consistent description of gas prop-
erties throughout a large range of temperature, pressure, and den-
sity for many substances. Many equations have been proposed for
a variety of fluids and different applications. The model from
Young @1# provides a simple equation of state for superheated and
two-phase steam in virial form, formulated for turbomachinery
calculations. The Benedict-Webb-Rubin~BWR! equation of state
~Benedict et al.@2#!, and its modified version~MBWR—first pro-
posed by Jacobsen and Stewart@3#!, are widely used to represent
properties of hydrocarbons, cryogenic fluids and refrigerants. A
more detailed review of the state of the art is reported by Cravero
and Satta@4#.

In most analytical formulations, pressure, temperature, and den-
sity are used as input parameters. However, since these equations
can be considerably more complex than those ones used in a per-
fect gas analysis, evaluating properties during a solution can lead
to significant computing overhead. Actually, as practical applica-
tions requires one to predict values of different variables, such as
enthalpy, internal energy or entropy, time-consuming iterative cal-
culations are needed. In a typical single-row steady turbomachin-
ery computation, using a computational grid with 5•105 cells and
requiring 500 multigrid iterations to reach convergence, it is esti-
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mated that 1013 thermodynamic evaluations are performed. Con-
sequently, an increase in the computational time needed for each
evaluation impacts dramatically on the solver efficiency. More-
over, since analytical equations are tuned to specific categories of
fluids, each model is not easily extendable to different kinds of
substances.

Models for the fitting of gas tables have been developed for the
most common fluids of industrial interest~air and steam!. Pátek
@5# gives an overview of different thermodynamic relationships
and pairs of independent variables considered by several authors,
which are most frequently used in steam computations. He also
proposes a polynomial form for fitting functions to approximate
thermodynamic properties of superheated steam, which is appli-
cable to any gas in an adequate region of state parameters. Other
formulations consist of surface fitting of scattered data using
splines~Dierckx @6#!, even in presence of discontinuities, such as
for steam tables at the saturation curve. However, this procedure
involves considerable trial and error to obtain an acceptable de-
scription of the surface for any thermodynamic relationship, and
its implementation into a CFD code is not straightforward.

The model presented in this paper was developed according to
these criteria: ease of implementation in an existing CFD solver;
speed and accuracy suitable for everyday industrial design; capa-
bility of dealing with any kind of gases to be applied to different
problems. The behavior of real gases, gas mixtures, or steam is
reproduced by replacing analytic relationships from the perfect
gas model with the use of gas property tables. Using two-variable
formulations, a number of thermodynamic functions and different
couples of independent variables are identified. A local interpola-
tion of gas data is performed to provide the thermodynamic prop-
erty required by the solver in each solution step. This method is
generally applicable to any working fluid, and extends property
evaluations into saturated and superheated regions. One main re-
striction is given by the assumption that only one working fluid
exists in the solution domain.

To reduce computational costs, a number of regular gas tables
are generated off-line to be used during CFD solution. Accessing
these tables proved to be much faster than evaluating thermody-
namic properties directly by means of a real-gas equation of state.
The gas database resides external to the flow solver. Either com-
mercial or in-house developed databases can be exploited, such as
a commercial refrigerant or steam package. Applications pre-
sented here use the NIST/ASME steam properties database
~IAPWS @7#, Harvey et al.@8#, and Wagner et al.@9#! to determine
steam properties. Gas tables for the HFC-134a refrigerant are pro-
vided by a proprietary software developed by GE-Nuovo Pignone
~GE-NP!, which computes the thermodynamic characteristics of
gas mixtures at fixed chemical composition through a number of
equations of state and correlations~Benedict et al.@2#, Benzler
and Koch@10#, Schultz@11#, Cooper and Goldfrank@12#, Lee and
Kesler @13#, and Lin and Chao@14#!.

Numerical Procedure

Perfect Gas Solver. The numerical model for real gas effects
is implemented into the TRAF solver~Arnone et al.@15#!. TRAF
is a fully viscous, multigrid, multirow code developed at the Uni-
versity of Florence, capable of solving three-dimensional cascade
flows in coupled, fixed and rotating blade passages using nonpe-
riodic H-type or C-type grids. Governing equations are the three-
dimensional unsteady compressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations~RANS!. The equation of state for a perfect gas
is used to link fluid-dynamic and thermodynamic quantities, and
close the RANS system. The eddy-viscosity hypothesis is used to
account for the effect of turbulence. To compute the eddy viscos-
ity, both algebraic~Baldwin and Lomax@16# and Arnone and
Pacciani@17#! and multiequations~Spalart and Allmaras@18# and
Menter @19#! models of turbulence are implemented. A detailed
description of the numerical procedure is not reported here for
conciseness, and can be found in Arnone@20# and Arnone and
Pacciani@17#.

Gas Tables. In the TRAF code, five couples of independent
thermodynamic variables (x,y) and thirteen functionsz(x,y)
were identified to be used in computations:

T~p,r! (1)

a~p,r! (2)

m~p,r! (3)

k~p,r! (4)

h~p,r! (5)

s~p,r! (6)

e~p,r! (7)

p~h,s! (8)

r~h,s! (9)

Fig. 1 Grids representing gas property tables; „a… search
scheme, „b… regular and nonregular grids
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T~h,s! (10)

p~e,r! (11)

r~T,p! (12)

p~T,r! (13)

Nine different thermodynamic variables are used:T, p, r, h, s, e,
a, m, k. Their values must be provided by gas tables over a range
of thermodynamic states which is set by the user, depending on
the physical problem to be investigated.

In eachx-y plane, tables are represented by a structured grid of
points identified by two grid indicesi and j (1< i<nx;1< j
<ny). Values of functionz(x,y) are known on grid nodes. Given
a thermodynamic state of the system (xo ,yo), the thermodynamic
quantity of interestzo5z(xo ,yo) is computed by a local interpo-
lation on the grid cellDo which contains the point (xo ,yo) ~Fig.
1„a……. If the grid is regular, orthogonal tox and y-axes, and
equally spaced,Do can be found by

xi o
<xo,xi o11 ; yj o

<yo,yj o11 .

If xmin , xmax, ymin , ymax are minimum and maximum values of
variablesx andy in the table,i o and j o indices are given by

i o5 int@~xo2xmin!/~xmax2xmin!#11;
(14)

j o5 int@~yo2ymin!/~ymax2ymin!#11.

As a result, the computational cost ofDo search has orderO(1),
regardless of the number of grid points.

If thermodynamic points are provided on a nonregular curvilin-
ear grid, searching for cellDo has a computational cost of order
O(nx3ny). This impacts strongly on the solver efficiency, so a
regularization of the grid is suggested. InFig. 1~b! two grids are
reported in theT–s plane for steam, as an example. Regular grids
can be built using specific equations of state or interpolating al-
gorithms, apart from CFD computations. Nonregular shapes of
physical domains may require one to produce grids which are
much larger than needed, to cover the whole (xmin ,xmax)
3(ymin ,ymax) range, including many points far from the physical

region of interest. However, using the search algorithm~14!, grid
dimensions do not affect computational efficiency.

Interpolation of Thermodynamic Functions. To perform
interpolations, a couple of local variables~j,h! are defined on cell
Do :

j~x![~x2xi o
!/Dx; h~y![~y2yj o

!/Dy

with 0<j<1, 0<h<1.
Let jo[j(xo), ho[h(yo); introducing the local surface and its

derivative:

r ~j,h![z~x~j!,y~h!!; r j[
]r

]j
; r h[

]r

]h
; r jh[

]2r

]j]h
.

Two different interpolating algorithms are implemented to com-
pute the wanted valuer o5r (jo ,ho) ~Rogers and Adams@21#!:

Bi-linear interpolation:

r o5~~12jo!jo!S r ~0,0! r ~0,1!

r ~1,0! r ~1,1!
D S ~12ho!

ho
D ; (15)

Bi-cubic interpolation:
Fig. 2 Computational mesh for the LP steam turbine first
stator

Fig. 3 Accuracy and computational time increase for different
gas tables and interpolating algorithms; „a… error on total pres-
sure ratio, „b… computational time increase
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r o5~ f 1~jo! f 2~jo!g1~jo!g2~jo!!SS f 1~ho!

f 2~ho!

g1~ho!

g2~ho!

D (16)

where

f 1~z![2z323z211; f 2~z![22z313z2

g1~z![z322z21z; g2~z![z32z2

S[S r ~0,0! r ~0,1! r h~0,0! r h~0,1!

r ~1,0! r ~1,1! r h~1,0! r h~1,1!

r j~0,0! r j~0,1! r jh~0,0! r jh~0,1!

r j~1,0! r j~1,1! r jh~1,0! r jh~1,1!

D
and derivatives are computed using a central difference scheme;
for example,

r j~0,0!5zx~xi o
,yj o

!•Dx5~z~xi o11 ,yj o
!2z~xi o21 ,yj o

!!/2.

Both algorithms can be used separately: interpolation~15! is
faster, while interpolation~16! provides a higher accuracy and
guarantees continuity of functions and their first derivatives.
When using the bi-cubic interpolation, cells at grid boundaries are
treated with the bi-linear one as well.

Total Quantities and Boundary Conditions. Total pressure
p0 , temperatureT0 and densityr0 are computed from static val-
uesp, T andr by performing an isentropic transformation of the
real gas. Knowingp andr, functions~5! and~6! are used to obtain
specific static enthalpyh and entropys. Then, the kinetic term
c2/2 is computed from the velocity components, and the corre-
sponding value of specific total enthalpy is evaluated ash05h
1c2/2. Finally, p0 , r0 andT0 are obtained through functions~8!
to ~10!, using h0 while keepings fixed. The same procedure is
followed when static quantities are computed from total ones.

In multiblock, multistage turbomachinery computations there
are mainly five different types of boundary conditions. The way
they are handled by the real gas solver is briefly described here:

Inlet: Spanwise distributions of flow angles, total pressurep0 ,
and total temperatureT0 are given. Total densityr0 is computed

Fig. 4 Blade and spanwise distributions for different gas
tables and interpolating algorithms; „a… blade pressure at mid-
span, „b… outlet total pressure, „c… outlet Mach number

Fig. 5 Three-dimensional view of the transonic centrifugal
impeller
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using function~12!. For a subsonic inlet, the axial component of
the velocity is extrapolated from the interior of the domain. The
other velocity components are computed by means of flow angles,
and static quantities are obtained by following the procedure pre-
viously described. Specific total energy is computed as
e05h02p/r.

Outlet: Spanwise distribution of static pressure is assigned.
Density and velocity components are extrapolated from the inte-
rior. Specific internal energye is computed through function~7!,
and total energy calculated ase05e1c2/2.

Solid walls: No-slip conditions are imposed on the velocity
components. Either the wall temperature or the adiabatic wall con-
dition are assigned, as well. Pressure is extrapolated from the
interior, and density computed using function~12!. In the case of
a biphasic fluid, such as steam in the saturation region, density is
extrapolated, and pressure at wall is obtained through function
~13!. Total energy is computed by means of function~7!, adding
the kinetic termc2/2.

Periodic boundaries: The same treatment is done as for the
perfect gas solver. Pressure is obtained from independent vari-
ablese andr through function~11!.

Interface planes: The same approach as in the perfect gas solver
is used, both for steady multirow analysis~mixing planes! and
unsteady time-accurate computations~pitchwise linear interpola-
tion of dependent variables!. Pressure is computed frome and r
using function~11!.

Table Dependence Analysis. A number of tests were carried
out to investigate the effectiveness of the numerical method, and
assess the dependence of the results on gas table density. As an
example of turbomachinery configuration, the first stator of a
GE-NP three-stage LP package was used, whose geometry is il-
lustrated inFig. 2. A perfect gas was considered as evolving fluid.
Real gas computations were performed using perfect gas tables,
and results were compared to those obtained with the perfect gas
model, taken as a reference.

Gas tables were built using the standard analytical relationships
between thermodynamic quantities. Four different tables were se-
lected, with an increasing number of grid points within the same
thermodynamic range. A measure of table density is given here in
terms of the ratio between grid spacings and the average values of
variables (x,y) on the table range, that is

Fig. 6 Comparison between the perfect and real gas model results for the transonic centrifugal impeller; „a… total pressure ratio,
„b… isentropic efficiency, „c… blade pressure at midspan near choke, „d… blade pressure at midspan near stall
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dx[Dx/xav ; dy[Dy/yav .

Both bi-linear and bi-cubic interpolations were used.
In Fig. 3~a!, the relative error on total pressure ratiob is re-

ported as a function ofdp anddT, for both bi-linear and bi-cubic
interpolations. As expected, using the same table, the bi-cubic
interpolation is more accurate than the bi-linear one. For both of
them, error decreases asymptotically to zero when increasing grid
resolution.

The numerical algorithm was required to be fast, in order to be
an effective tool for practical applications. Actually, the observed
increase in computational times is low with respect to the perfect
gas solver: about 14% and 19% for the bi-linear and bi-cubic
interpolations, respectively~Fig. 3~b!!. As a major result, the pro-
posed search algorithm~14! makes times independent of table
dimensions. When a higher resolution is required by the problem
under investigation, the only increase in computational costs is
due to data storage.

Comparisons were made between blade pressure distributions
at midspan ~Fig. 4~a!!, and spanwise distributions of pitch-
averaged total pressure~Fig. 4~b!! and Mach number~Fig. 4~c!! at
outlet. The agreement with the reference solution improves using
finer and finer tables. As a general criterion, differences below
0.05% are compatible with accuracy required in CFD computa-
tions. Using bi-cubic interpolation, this criterion is satisfied from
the second table on (dp.0.02, dT.0.002), while at least the
third one (dp.0.009,dT.0.001) is needed by bi-linear interpo-
lation.

Applications
The model for real gas effects was thought to be used as an

industrial tool for turbomachinery design. Two applications of in-
dustrial interest are presented here: the analysis of a transonic
centrifugal impeller and of a three-stage LP steam turbine.

Analysis of a Transonic Centrifugal Impeller. Figure 5
shows the geometry of a transonic centrifugal impeller for heavy-
duty applications, designed by GE-NP, which is representative of
a class of industrial impellers of the latest generation. Such im-
pellers are critical for the high values of the relative Mach number
of the flow, especially in the axial inducer. Therefore, great atten-
tion must be paid in order to obtain satisfactory performance

curves in terms of both operative range extension and peak effi-
ciency. They are mainly employed either in refrigerating compres-
sors for ‘‘natural gas liquefaction’’~LNG! applications or in eth-
ylene synthesis compressors. Evolving fluids consist of complex
mixtures of hydrocarbons, cryogenic gases and refrigerants,
whose behavior at operating conditions is far from ideal. Then, the
capability to account for thermodynamic properties of such mix-
tures is of primary importance to obtain reliable numerical predic-
tions.

In the design process, CFD computations are used to assess the
impeller performance both at design point and in off-design con-
ditions. In the application presented here, a numerical analysis
was carried out over the impeller’s operative range. A grid of
about 5•105 cells was used in computations~Fig. 5!. HFC-134a
was considered as working fluid, which is a well-known refriger-
ant, widely used in test rigs to reproduce some of the main ther-
modynamic features of natural gases encountered in petrochemi-
cal applications. Boundary and operating conditions reproduce
those one of a test rig, set up for experimental measurements on a
scaled geometrical model.

Two series of computations were performed: the first one using
the perfect gas model, the other one exploiting gas tables. In the
perfect gas equation, an equivalent gas constantRPG and isentro-
pic exponentgPG were used, defined as follows:

RPG[
p01

r01T01
579.86 J/kg K gPG51.1.

Gas tables were generated using the proprietary routines of GE-
NP, according to the general criterion for accuracy discussed
above, with dp50.005 anddT50.001. Bi-cubic interpolation
was used.

Results are compared inFig. 6. In Figs. 6~a!–6~b! the total
pressure ratiob/b ref and the isentropic efficiencyh/h ref are re-
ported as a function of nondimensional mass flow rateṁ/ṁchoke.
The prediction of the impeller operative range is slightly affected
by the gas model, since both models provide similar choke and
stall inception limits. Higher values ofb, up to 2%, are predicted
by the real gas model, with a steeper slope of the characteristic
curve. Looking at the efficiency curves, a similar behavior is ob-
served, with real gas efficiency up to 0.7% higher. Moreover, the
real gas curve shows a plateau where the perfect gas one is nar-
rower around its maximum.

The impeller’s aerodynamics seems not to be influenced by the
thermodynamic model adopted. Comparisons between blade pres-
sure distributions at midspan near choke~Fig. 6~c!! and near stall
~Fig. 6~d!! show that the same blade loading is predicted by both
models. This result can be explained by referring to the reduced
variablesp/pc andT/Tc , pc andTc being the critical pressure and

Fig. 7 Computational mesh for the three-stage LP turbine

Fig. 8 Steam expansion in the p – v plane for the LP turbine
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temperature of HFC-134a. In the present configuration, the re-
duced variables, evaluated using inlet total quantities, are
T01/Tc50.80 andp01/pc50.025. Since pressure is well below its
critical value, compression occurs within a thermodynamic range
where small deviations from ideal behavior are expected. In such
conditions, the aerodynamic design can be carried out on the basis
of a perfect gas. Nevertheless, the nonideal nature of the fluid
comes out in the evaluation of the main industrial performance
characteristics: specific work input and efficiency.

Analysis of a Three-Stage LP Steam Turblne. The three-
stage LP package of a GE-NP steam turbine was selected as a
representative case of a common industrial problem in which the
impact of the working fluid modelization cannot be neglected.

In HP and IP turbines, superheated steam is accurately de-
scribed by the perfect gas model up top.100 bar, while in

LP stages this is not true any more, due to the occurrence of the
liquid phase. Therefore, the modelization of the working fluid is
expected to affect predictions of the turbine performance
significantly.

Two different numerical computations were performed impos-
ing the same boundary conditions. The computational mesh is
shown inFig. 7. It consists of six C-type grids, and its total size is
about 2•106 cells. In the figure, one half of the grid lines have
been omitted for sake of clarity. A first computation was carried
out using the perfect gas model. The steam equation of state was
approximated assuming an equivalent gas constantRPG

5454 J/kg K and isentropic exponentgPG51.33. The real gas
model was adopted for the second computation. Gas tables were
generated via the NIST/ASME routines over the estimated extent

Fig. 9 Comparison between the perfect and real gas model results for the LP turbine third rotor; „a… inlet blade-to-blade flow
angle, „b… blade isentropic Mach number at midspan, „c… outlet total pressure, „d… outlet total temperature
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of the expansion process. Their relative density is given by
dp50.005; dv50.005; dh50.001; de50.002; dT50.001;
ds50.001. Bi-cubic interpolation was used.

In Fig. 8 two transformations are compared in thep–v plane
which correspond to the expansion undergone by the fluid through
the LP turbine, computed by the perfect gas and the real gas
models. Both expansions completely occur in the two-phase re-
gion. At the first stator inlet, the same inlet conditions are imposed
for both models. As the expansion goes on, the perfect gas model
progressively underestimates values of the specific volume. At the
third rotor outlet, where back pressure is imposed, the deviation
from the real gas model is about 35%. This leads to an overall
underestimation of the specific work output.

These discrepancies impact not only on the prediction of the
thermodynamic quantities, but also on the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the turbine components. Attention is focused here on the
third rotor, for which maximum differences are expected.

The spanwise distributions of the inlet blade-to-blade flow
angle are compared inFig. 9~a!. Significant differences are ob-
served throughout blade span. At midspan, the perfect gas model
predicts a negative incidence about 9° higher than the real gas
one. As a consequence, blade operating conditions are different in
the two cases. This effect is highlighted by the comparison be-
tween the blade isentropic Mach numbers, reported inFig. 9~b!.
Due to the negative incidence, the blade loading predicted by the
perfect gas model is much lower on the pressure side near leading
edge. Discrepancies are also observed on the suction side near the
trailing edge, suggesting a different shock structure in the tran-
sonic region. Outlet spanwise distributions of total pressure and
temperature~Figs. 9~c!–9~d!! also show a substantial difference in
loss prediction and emphasize the inconsistency of the perfect gas
model in the two-phase region.

In Figs. 10~a!–10~b! flow stream lines in the blade-to-blade
surface at midspan, obtained by means of particle traces, are re-
ported for both models. A stronger recirculation is observed on the
pressure side of the blade in the perfect gas case, according to the
higher negative incidence found. This result highlights the influ-
ence of the gas model on the flow structure.

Conclusions
In this work a numerical model was presented to account for

real gas effects in CFD computations. The method is based on the
use of gas property tables, and exploits a local fitting of gas data
to compute thermodynamic properties required in each solution
step. Gas tables reside external to the flow solver, and can be
provided using either commercial databases or in-house devel-
oped ones.

The model was implemented in an existing three-dimensional
solver for the RANS equations, originally based on the perfect gas
state equation. The effectiveness of the method was assessed by
performing real gas computations using perfect gas tables, and
comparing results to those obtained with the perfect gas solver.

Two applications were discussed: the analysis of a transonic
centrifugal impeller and of a three-stage LP steam turbine. They
were selected as representative cases of common industrial prob-
lems in which the working fluid modelization affects performance
prediction. The impeller aerodynamics was well described by the
perfect gas model in the examined operating conditions, while real
gas effects came out in the evaluation of specific work input and
efficiency. In the LP steam turbine, significant departures from the
ideal behavior were observed in the thermodynamic expansion,
which completely occurs in the two-phase region. The impact was
found to be strong on both thermodynamic performance and flow
structure.

The proposed model proved to be an efficient and reliable de-
sign tool for industrial applications. Its characteristics also make it
attractive as a research tool to investigate specific aspects of the
flow, such as the impact of gas constant variation with tempera-
ture in perfect gas analyses.
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Nomenclature

T 5 temperature
p 5 pressure
r 5 density
v 5 specific volume

Fig. 10 Comparison between particle traces in blade-to-blade
plane at midspan for the LP turbine third rotor; „a… perfect gas
model, „b… real gas model
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h 5 specific enthalpy
s 5 specific entropy
e 5 specific internal energy
a 5 speed of sound
m 5 molecular viscosity
k 5 thermal conductivity
c 5 absolute velocity modulus
R 5 gas constant
g 5 specific heat ratio

x, y 5 independent thermodynamic variables
z 5 dependent thermodynamic variable

nx, ny 5 gas table dimensions
Dx, Dy 5 gas table spacings

b[p02/p01 5 total pressure ratio
t 5 computational time
h 5 isentropic efficiency
ṁ 5 mass flow rate
a 5 blade-to-blade flow angle

Mis 5 isentropic Mach number

Subscripts

PG 5 perfect gas model
RG 5 real gas model

choke 5 choke conditions (PG)
ref 5 reference conditions~peak efficiency,PG)

min, max, av5 minimum, maximum, average values
o 5 current thermodynamic state
0 5 stagnation condition

1, 2 5 inlet conditions, outlet conditions
c 5 critical conditions
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The Influence of Leading-Edge
Geometry on Secondary Losses in
a Turbine Cascade at the Design
Incidence
The paper presents detailed experimental results of the secondary flows from two large-
scale, low-speed linear turbine cascades. The aerofoils for the two cascades were de-
signed for the same inlet and outlet conditions and differ mainly in their leading-edge
geometries. Detailed flow field measurements were made upstream and downstream of the
cascades using three and seven-hole pressure probes and static pressure distributions
were measured on the aerofoil surfaces. All measurements were made exclusively at the
design incidence. The results from this experiment suggest that the strength of the passage
vortex plays an important role in the downstream flow field and loss behavior. It was
concluded that the aerofoil loading distribution has a significant influence on the strength
of this vortex. In contrast, the leading-edge geometry appears to have only a minor
influence on the secondary flow field, at least for the design incidence.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1645533#

Introduction
A turbine aerofoil is usually designed to produce minimum

losses at its design operating point. Additional losses then occur
when the operating conditions vary from the design point. In air-
craft engines, operation at idle, take-off, and cruise all result in
changes in the operating conditions for the turbines, particularly
the low-pressure stages. These changes can take a number of dif-
ferent forms, including deviations in Reynolds number and Mach
number from their design values. Perhaps the most significant
effect on losses occurs when the incidence differs from its design
value. The present study is part of an on-going project concerned
with the effects of off-design incidence on profile and secondary
losses.

Empirical loss correlations and meanline analysis continue to
play an important role in the early stages of the design process. As
progress is made in understanding the flow physics, it is necessary
to review and improve these correlations. The ultimate objective
of this project is to improve the off-design correlations for profile
and secondary losses. However, a sound understanding of the flow
physics is a precondition for improving loss correlations, and
therefore, a large part of the project is aimed at improving the
current understanding of the flow and loss behavior. Work related
to profile losses has largely been completed,@1#. A previous in-
vestigation has focused on the physical insights into the relation-
ship between the behavior of secondary flows and incidence,@2#.
The present paper continues the examination of secondary flows
and looks in more detail at the losses.

Secondary flows in turbine cascades have been the subject of
extensive experimental research in the past decades. Several ex-
cellent reviews have appeared. Research from the 1950s to the
mid 1980s was summarized by Sieverding@3#. Gregory-Smith@4#
and Langston@5# have reviewed the more recent research on sec-
ondary flows. Based on these reviews, it is clear that there is still
a requirement for an improved understanding of a number of as-

pects of the physics, including in particular the influence of the
inlet boundary layer separation process~i.e., the horseshoe vortex
formation! on the flow and loss behavior in the endwall region.

The flow at the junction of a cylindrical body and flat plate, and
the resulting horseshoe vortex formation, has been studied in great
detail ~e.g., Baker@6#, Eckerle and Langston@7#, Pierce and Tree
@8#, and Devenport and Simpson@9#!. The flow and geometric
parameters that affect the structure and dimensions of the horse-
shoe vortices are therefore reasonably well understood,@10#.
However, for these flows the pressure field imposed on the incom-
ing boundary layer is a function of the size of the obstacle only. In
the case of the turbomachinery-aerofoil-endwall junction, the up-
stream pressure field becomes a function of the magnitude and
distribution of the loading of the aerofoil itself. The effect of this
is likely to be particularly strong in turbine aerofoil rows because
of their high aerofoil loadings. To the authors’ knowledge, only
one investigation has focused on the development of the horse-
shoe vortex in turbine cascades,@11#, and therefore, the physics of
this flow are not as well understood. The geometric and flow
parameters that affect the characteristics of the vortex have yet to
be fully identified.

The present paper describes an experimental study of secondary
flows in a large-scale, low-speed, cascade wind tunnel. Two aero-
foil designs, which differ mainly in their leading-edge geometries,
have been investigated. The paper concentrates on providing in-
sight into the effect of leading-edge geometry on the endwall flow
field and loss behavior at the design incidence. A subsequent pa-
per will address the effects of off-design incidence. Detailed flow
field measurements were made upstream and downstream of the
cascade and static pressure distributions were measured on the
aerofoil surfaces. The data were supplemented by extensive sur-
face oil flow visualization.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

Test Section and Test Cascades.All measurements were
made in the linear cascade test section shown schematically in
Fig. 1.Two cascades, designated as LS2 and LS3, were examined.
The sets of five aerofoils are mounted on a turntable that allows
the cascades to be tested over a wide range of inlet flow angles.
The test section has been used extensively in the past, primarily
for the study of the effects of off-design incidence on profile
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losses~e.g., Benner et al.@1#, Goobie et al.@12#, Tremblay et al.
@13#, and Rodger et al.@14#!. The side flaps, bypass flap, and
tailboards are adjusted to obtain good inlet flow uniformity and
outlet flow periodicity. For the present work, all the measurements
were made at the design incidence.

The geometries of the two cascades are summarized inFig. 2.
LS2 represents the midspan section of a power turbine blade of
fairly recent design. After the development of the Moustapha
et al. @15# correlation, cascade LS3 was fabricated to examine
further the effect of leading-edge geometry on the off-design pro-
file losses. The two aerofoils were designed for the same inlet and
outlet conditions and lifing requirements, using the same turbine-
profile design system.

As shown inFig. 2, LS3 has a leading-edge diameter roughly
twice that of LS2. To maintain similar lifing requirements, which
required the cross-sectional metal areas to be essentially the same,
the leading-edge wedge angle for LS3 was reduced to 43.0 deg
from the value of 52.4 deg used for LS2. In addition, the stagger
angle was reduced from the value of 23.1 deg for LS2 to 21.6 deg
for LS3. Korakianitis and Papagiannidis@16# have noted an influ-
ence of stagger angle on the loading distribution, and as a result,
the present measurements include the effects of more than the
leading-edge geometry.

Figure 2 also shows the locations of the flow field measure-
ments. Detailed measurements of the inlet boundary layer were
made at 1.2 axial chord lengths upstream of the leading edge. The
reference upstream dynamic and total pressures were obtained on
the centerline at this location. Traverses were made at 0.5 axial
chord lengths upstream of the leading edge to verify the inlet flow
uniformity. All downstream measurements were made at 0.4 axial
chord lengths downstream of the trailing edge, unless otherwise
noted.

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition. All flow field mea-
surements were obtained in the present study and were made with
pressure probes. The upstream measurements and downstream
midspan measurements were made with a three-hole probe used in
the non-nulling mode. The probe tip has a width of 2.0 mm and a
thickness of 0.64 mm. The probe has been calibrated in 0.5 deg
steps over a range of610 deg of flow misalignment in the yaw
direction. The uncertainty in the measured yaw angles is estimated
to be60.5 deg and the uncertainty in the measured dynamic and
total pressures is estimated to be60.6% and60.3% of the ref-
erence dynamic pressure. Two seven-hole probes were used for
the detailed downstream measurements, and like the three-hole
probe, they were used in the non-nulling mode. Both seven-hole
probes have a diameter of 2.4 mm and a conical tip with an apex

angle of 60 deg. The probe used for the LS3 measurements was
calibrated in 5 deg steps for all combinations of pitch and yaw up
to 50 deg of flow misalignment relative to the probe axis. For the
range of flow misalignment angles encountered during the testing
~approximately 25 deg), the estimated uncertainty for measured
flow angles is60.6 deg, and for measured dynamic pressure and
total pressure is61.4% and60.7% of the reference dynamic
pressure, respectively. The probe used for the LS2 measurements
was calibrated in 2 deg steps over a range of 40 deg of flow
misalignment in both pitch and yaw. The estimated uncertainties
are slightly smaller than those reported above:60.5 deg; for
measured dynamic pressure and total pressure is61.2% and
60.3% of the reference dynamic pressure, respectively. The inlet
boundary layer was traversed using a pitot-tube with inner and
outer diameters of 0.33 and 0.64 mm, respectively. The uncer-
tainty in the mass-averaged inlet total-pressure deficit, as obtained
from the pitot-tube traverses, is estimated to be60.5% of the
reference dynamic pressure.

The measurements with the seven-hole pressure probes were
made on a plane that extends 1.287 blade spacings in the pitch-
wise direction~142.5 mm! and 0.700 blade heights in the span-
wise direction~142.5 mm!. For the traverses performed at 0.4
axial chord lengths downstream of the trailing edge, the spacing
between measurement points was 7.5 mm in both the pitchwise
and spanwise directions, for a total of 400 grid points. At the
traverse plane located 0.1 axial chord lengths downstream of the
trailing edge, the spacing was 3.75 mm in both directions, for a

Fig. 1 Schematic of variable-incidence cascade test section

Fig. 2 Cascade geometry and measurement locations
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total of 1521 grid points. The total-pressure loss coefficients (Y)
obtained by mass-averaging the grid data are estimated to be ac-
curate to60.0035.

To measure aerofoil surface static pressures, one of the aero-
foils is instrumented over half of its span with 12 chordwise rows
of 43 static taps. Each row consists of 25 suction surface taps, 17
pressure surface taps and one base pressure tap.

Two pressure acquisition systems were used during the course
of this experimental work. For the earlier LS3 measurements, the
pressures were measured with capacitive-type differential trans-
ducers. A new, faster pressure-scanning module, which uses pi-
ezoresistive differential transducers, was employed for the LS2
measurements. In both systems, the analog pressure signals were
converted to digital form with 12-bit resolution. All quoted uncer-
tainty intervals apply to both data acquisition systems.

Data Reduction. The loss data presented here is expressed
mainly in terms of the total-pressure loss coefficient,Y. This co-
efficient is obtained using the mass-averaged total-pressure coef-
ficient, Cp09 , where the reference total and dynamic pressures are
the values on the centerline upstream of the cascade.

The mass-averaged values ofCp0 are calculated from

Cp095
E E Cp0~y8,z!rudy8dz

mref
(1)

wheremref is the reference mass flow rate over one blade pitch
and 50% of the span at the inlet to the cascade. As a means of
verifying the data quality, the outlet mass flow measured over an
equal area downstream of the cascade was compared to the refer-
ence mass flow. For the cases presented in this paper, the inlet and
outlet mass flow rates differed by no more than 2.5%.

The total-pressure loss coefficient is defined as

Y5~Cp0,19 2Cp0,29 !S qCL

q2
D 9

(2)

whereCp0 is obtained from Eq.~1!.
A knowledge of the streamwise vorticity and secondary kinetic

energy distributions is useful for studying the three-dimensional
structures downstream of the aerofoil row.

The axial and tangential components of vorticity were calcu-
lated from the grid data at the downstream traverse plane using

vx5
]w

]y
2

]v
]z

(3)

and

vy5
1

u S vvx1
1

r

]P0

]z D . (4)

Equation~4! is derived from the incompressible Euler equations
~Gregory-Smith et al.,@17#! and a discussion of its validity in
viscous flows is given by Yaras and Sjolander@18#. The stream-
wise component of vorticity is then calculated from

vs5vx cosa291vy sina29 . (5)

Secondary kinetic energy is defined as the kinetic energy asso-
ciated with the velocity components in a plane perpendicular to
the mass-averaged exit flow angle,a29 . Mathematically, this may
be expressed as

SKE5
1

2
r~vsec

2 1wsec
2 ! (6)

where

vsec52u sina291v cosa29 and wsec5w. (7)

Experimental Results

Operating Conditions. All measurements were made at a
Reynolds number of 3.060.033105 based on inlet velocity and
aerofoil chord. The inlet velocity was approximately 30 m/s so
that the conditions were essentially incompressible. The turbu-
lence intensity at the cascade inlet was about 0.3%. It is notewor-
thy that Gregory-Smith and Cleak@19# examined the influence of
inlet turbulence intensity on the secondary flows and found it had
very little effect on the flow field and loss behavior.

The inlet endwall boundary layer parameters are given inTable
1, and as can be seen, the thickness of the layer for LS2 is slightly
larger than for LS3. This arises from a small difference in the
endwall boundary layer bleed flows upstream of the two cascades.
The location of the bleed slots is shown inFig. 1.

Blade Static Pressure Distributions. The strength of second-
ary flows downstream of a turbine have been shown to depend
strongly on the overall aerofoil loading~e.g., @20–23#! and the
loading distribution~e.g., @2,23#!. To provide background for the
subsequent discussions, the blade pressure distributions are pre-
sented first.

Figure 3 shows the measured variations in the midspan blade
pressure for LS2 and LS3. The aerofoil loading data for LS2 were
obtained from a study of the effects of axial velocity ratio~AVR!
on the midspan aerodynamic behavior of a turbine cascade,@14#.
In their study, an arrangement of endplates was used for control-
ling the flow convergence or divergence. With the use of end-
plates, the effective aspect ratio of the cascade was reduced to
approximately 1.0~from 1.25!, and the thickness of the inlet end-
wall boundary layer was substantially decreased. The loading
measurements for LS3 were obtained in the present study and
therefore correspond to somewhat higher values of endwall
boundary layer thickness.

Figure 3 shows that LS2 is also slightly more forward loaded
than LS3. This is consistent with the fact that LS2 has a higher

Table 1 Summary of experimental results

LOCATION FLOW QUANTITY

CASCADE

LS2 LS3z

INLET d* ~mm! 2.6 2.2

u ~mm! 1.9 1.5
H 1.39 1.41

Cp0 inlet9 20.033 20.027

OUTLET
~Traverse plane:
40%Cx downstream
of trailing edge!

Cp0 total9 20.090 20.083

Cp0 profile8 20.047 20.052

Cp0 secondary9 20.043 20.031

Ytotal 0.043 0.041
Yprofile 0.021 0.025

Ysecondary 0.022 0.016
CG1 0.196 0.159
CG2 20.110 20.086
CSKE9 0.013 0.008

a29 ~deg! 253.6 252.6
q2 /qCL9 2.09 2.02

amidspan8 ~deg! 254.1 252.9
q2 /qCL midspan8 2.18 2.09

AVR 0.98 0.99
Quality factor,Q 5.06 4.50

MIXED-OUT Cp0 total9 20.108 20.096

Cp0 profile8 20.048 20.054
Cp0 secondary9 20.060 20.042

Ytotal 0.053 0.048
Yprofile 0.022 0.026

Ysecondary 0.031 0.023
q2 /qCL9 2.04 1.98

q2 /qCL midspan8 2.18 2.08
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stagger angle than LS3 (23.1 deg versus 21.6 deg, as shown in
Fig. 2!. As seen from the figure, LS2 experiences significantly
higher acceleration in the first 10%Cx. Also, the magnitude of
the suction peak has increased and the peak has moved forward
from about 55%Cx for LS3 to 45%Cx for LS2. On the aft
portion of the suction surface, the deceleration is quite uniform for
LS2. In contrast, a change in the slope of the pressure distribution
at about 80%Cx is observed for LS3 and appears to correspond to
the reattachment point of a small laminar separation bubble which
starts at about 60%Cx, @2#.

Physics of the Endwall Flow at the Design Incidence

Introduction. Extensive work has been performed since the
1940s on secondary flows and has provided a basis for a number
of detailed descriptions of the endwall flow within the blade pas-
sage at the design incidence~e.g., @3,21,24#!. Amongst these de-
scriptions, there is fairly broad agreement about the details of the
flow field. However, some questions still remain. To further ad-
vance the understanding of the endwall flow, Benner et al.@2# and
Wang et al.@25# provided additional data in the form of oil and
smoke flow visualization. Both groups of authors gave detailed
interpretations of the flow physics inside the blade passage; a brief
summary of the present authors’ interpretation is presented below
as background for the subsequent discussions of the effect of
leading-edge geometry. As well, the interpretation of the flow
structures has evolved slightly from that given in Benner et al.@2#.
It is now believed to be more consistent with both the present
downstream measurements and the smoke flow visualization of
Wang et al.@25# and Sonoda@26#. Some of the downstream flow
field measurements are included in this section to help explain the
difference between the current and previous interpretation~i.e.,
@2#!.

Interpretation of the Flow Field. Figures 4„a… and4„b… sum-
marize the interpretation of the flow near the endwall and suction
surfaces, respectively. This interpretation is based mainly on the
surface oil flow visualization presented in Benner et al.@2#.
Downstream flow field measurements made in this work were also
used to interpret the inside-passage flow physics. These figures
will be discussed below.

Figure 4„a… shows the near-endwall flow behavior. In the
leading-edge region, there were two major separation lines, des-
ignated as S1 and S2 . S1 is commonly associated with the sepa-
ration of the inlet endwall boundary layer, whereas S2 is regarded
as the lift-off line of the horseshoe vortex. Also shown is the

reattachment point R1 and the separation saddle point A1 ~the
intersection point between the stagnation streamline and the pri-
mary separation line!. The portion of the inlet boundary layer fluid
that takes part in the horseshoe vortex is divided along the stag-
nation streamline into the pressure and suction side branches, sub-
scriptedp ands in Fig. 4. The other major separation line is that
of the endwall boundary layer in the suction corner, S3 : it seems
to originate at the point of intersection of the suction-side leg of
S1 /S2 with the suction surface. The only reattachment line that
was visible was near the corner at the blade pressure surface and
is denoted as R2 .

As observed by a number of investigators~e.g.,@2,21,24–27#!
some of the inlet endwall boundary layer fluid can end up at the
suction surface, at separation line S3 , without having taken part in
the separations, S1 or S2 . This region is indicated onFig. 4„a…
with double-lined arrows. As will be discussed below, this fluid
seems to be associated with one of the dominant high-loss regions
in the downstream flow field.

The interpretation of the flow structures near the suction surface
is given in Fig. 4~b…. There appear to be two major separation
lines on the suction surface in the endwall region: S5 , an apparent
extension of S2s, and S4 . S4 is the most commonly observed
separation line and it is associated with the passage vortex
whereas S2s is the separation line for the suction-side leg of the
horseshoe vortex. The flow visualization clearly showed a finite
distance between the starting points for the S2s and S4 separation
lines. This supports the earlier interpretation that some of the inlet
endwall boundary layer fluid was not involved in the inlet endwall
boundary layer separation. Based on similar observations, Hodson
and Dominy@21# and Denton@28# described this fluid as being
‘‘funnelled’’ between the passage vortex and suction-side leg of

Fig. 3 Measured midspan surface pressure distributions for
LS2 and LS3 at design incidence

Fig. 4 Interpretation of the „a… endwall, and „b… suction surface
flow visualization at the design incidence „modified from †2‡…
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the horseshoe vortex. In the present flow, the suction-side leg of
the horseshoe vortex does not appear to remain close to the suc-
tion surface with downstream distance, as the S2s separation line
seemed to fade fairly quickly. The only plausible explanation for
this seems to be that the passage vortex interacts with the suction
side leg of the horseshoe vortex, thus forcing it off the suction
surface. Presumably, the suction-side leg of the horseshoe vortex
wraps itself around the passage vortex, as has been observed by
many investigators~e.g., @24–26,29,30#!. The separation line S5
occurs where the suction-surface boundary layer meets the fun-
nelled fluid. Finally, there are also two regions of attaching flow.
Line R3 represents the reattachment of the endwall fluid that sepa-
rated along S3 . As in many experiments, it was possible to iden-
tify the resulting corner vortex in the present downstream mea-
surements. The R4 reattachment line is discussed further below.

The interpretation of the flow behavior within the region
bounded by the S4 and S5 lines has evolved slightly from the one
originally given in Benner et al.@2#. Because the region between
S4 and S5 is so small, the details of the surface flow behavior are
difficult to discern, particularly using surface oil flow visualiza-
tion alone. Therefore, pressure probe measurements were made
near the trailing edge.

Figure 5 gives the resulting, tentative interpretation. The region
between separation lines S4 and S5 is believed to be occupied, in
part, by the funnelled endwall boundary layer fluid. The present
authors also believe that some of the suction-surface fluid from
beneath the passage vortex is convected into this region. There-
fore, R4 is the reattachment line that divides the funnelled
boundary-layer flow from the suction-surface fluid that has been
convected from beneath the passage vortex. In the region bounded
by R4 and S5 , the surface flow visualization showed very little
evidence of either flow convergence on the S5 separation line or
flow divergence from the R4 reattachment line. For this reason, it
appears that the vortical structure, referred to as SS2, is quite
weak. The vortex in the region bounded by S4 and R4 , which is
denoted as SS1, appears to be considerably smaller than SS2 but
quite intense. This interpretation is based on measurements that
are presented below and the smoke flow visualization results of
Wang et al.@25#.

Figures 6 and 7 show contour plots of total-pressure deficit
overlaid with color floods of positive and negative streamwise
vorticity, respectively.

The measurements presented in these figures were taken for
LS3 at 0.1 axial-chord lengths downstream of the trailing edge.

These contour plots were found to be useful for identifying the
location and characteristics~e.g., size, strength, and direction of
rotation! of the vortical structures. Vorticity can be used to visu-
alize the motion of the flow since it is convected with the fluid
particles. It should be noted that for the selected coordinate sys-
tem, the passage vortex contains positive streamwise vorticity.

From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the endwall region is occupied
predominantly by fluid with positive streamwise vorticity. Within
this region, there are two cores of high vorticity. The one closest
to midspan is coincident with a region of high loss and is quite
intense: it is typically identified as the passage vortex. The other
vorticity core, which is closer to the endwall, is weaker and asso-
ciated with relatively low-loss fluid. To the authors’ knowledge,
this flow feature has not been observed previously.

The negative vorticity region shows a number of distinctive
features, including a small region of intense vorticity beneath the
passage vortex, and partially overlapping this, a region of high-

Fig. 5 Interpretation of the flow structures in the endwall
region

Fig. 6 Line contours of total-pressure coefficient superim-
posed on flood contours of positive streamwise vorticity for
LS3 „x ÕCxÄ1.10…

Fig. 7 Line contours of total-pressure coefficient superim-
posed on flood contours of negative streamwise vorticity for
LS3 „x ÕCxÄ1.10…
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loss fluid. The present authors believe that this loss core is asso-
ciated with the funnelled boundary layer fluid. We also believe
that, as mentioned earlier, the SS1 vortex is composed mainly of
suction surface fluid. This fluid originates in the endwall suction
surface corner~at R3) and is driven towards the S4 separation line
by the cross flows induced by the passage vortex. The interaction
appears to be quite strong from the surface flow visualization.
Evidently, the boundary layer that originates at R3 , is being
strongly accelerated as it makes its way towards S4 , and as a
result, the vorticity production is high~the resultant vorticity is
negative in sign!. The region of high negative vorticity beneath
the passage vortex, which is observed inFig. 7, is likely the
roll-up of this vorticity sheet. It is worth noting that the present
authors have considered the possibility that the vorticity core was
composed of trailing-shed vorticity, as has been suggested by a
number of investigators. However, the surface static pressure mea-
surements presented in Benner et al.@2# indicated very little span-
wise variation in the loading in this region. Also, pressure probe
measurements made slightly upstream of the trailing edge showed
evidence of a core of high negative vorticity being present already
in the vicinity of the S4 /S5 separation lines.

The final feature in the negative vorticity field is the vortex
located at the endwall suction surface corner. As expected, this
region is characterized by high losses and elevated levels of nega-
tive vorticity.

Mass-Averaged and Mixed-Out Results. The mass-
averaged and mixed-out results for LS2 and LS3 are presented in
Table 1.

As seen from the table, the overall total-pressure losses for LS2
and LS3 are very similar. The profile losses are taken as the losses
measured at midspan where the influence of the secondary flow is
small. The secondary loss coefficient is then taken as the differ-
ence between the overall loss coefficient and the profile loss co-
efficient. Thus, it is implicitly assumed that the profile losses gen-
erated near the endwall are the same as those at midspan. This is
the conventional loss breakdown and it seems to give reasonable
results at design incidence. However, it has been shown by Benner
et al. @2# that the conventional loss breakdown can result in mis-
leadingly low values of the secondary loss coefficient at off-
design incidence.

From Table 1 it can be seen that the measured profile loss for
LS3 is approximately 20% larger than that for LS2. Although the
absolute difference between the two loss coefficients is quite
small, the measured values are consistent, within60.002, with
those measured by previous investigators~e.g., for LS2,@12–14#;
for LS3, @31,32#!. Therefore, the difference in the midspan losses
appears to be genuine. Denton@28# argued that the loss production
in a boundary layer varies as the cube of the edge velocity.Figure
3 shows that LS3 has a larger leading-edge overspeed than LS2
and this may account for the higher profile losses for LS3.

The mass-averaged results presented inTable 1 show that the
measured and mixed-out secondary losses are higher for LS2.
Also shown in the table are the values of the ‘‘quality factor,’’Q.
This parameter was proposed by Marchal@33#, as referred to in
Sieverding@3#, to allow designers to qualitatively assess the ef-
fects of aerofoil loading and loading distribution on secondary
losses. Marchal argued that an increase in the cross-passage pres-
sure gradient or a shift in the loading distribution toward the lead-
ing edge would produce higher secondary losses. The higher value
of Q for LS2 is mainly due to the aerofoil being more forward-
loaded, as can be seen inFig. 3. The increase in secondary loss for
LS2 is thus consistent with the higher value ofQ. Weiss and
Fottner@23# investigated the effect of loading distribution on sec-
ondary losses and also found that a more forward-loaded aerofoil
~higherQ) produced higher losses and overall stronger secondary
flows. In their investigation, the two cascades had identical
leading-edge geometries; the main geometric difference was the
stagger angle—the front-loaded cascade having a larger stagger
angle.

In addition to the higher losses, the overall strength of the sec-
ondary flow field was also larger for LS2. Three parameters indi-
cate this: the mass-averaged secondary kinetic energy (CSKE9 ) and
the absolute values of the positive and negative secondary circu-
lation (CG1 and CG2), all of which were larger for LS2. The
secondary kinetic energy is significant since one of the dominant
mechanisms for loss generation is mixing~Denton@28#!. Through
this process, secondary kinetic energy is eventually lost if it is not
used in a downstream rotor for work extraction. Therefore, sec-
ondary kinetic energy may be regarded as a potential loss source
and a cascade with stronger secondary flows will ultimately gen-
erate more loss, as is the case for LS2.

Table 2 summarizes the results of an ‘‘energy audit’’ from the
measurement plane to the mixed-out plane. All loss values are
normalized on the inlet dynamic pressure. The mixing losses are
divided into two components. The first is described as the ‘‘diffu-
sion’’ loss and is the portion of the primary kinetic energy that is
lost between the measurement and mixed-out planes. The remain-
ing portion of the primary kinetic energy is recovered as static
pressure. The second term is the dissipation of secondary kinetic
energy. Two observations are worth making: first, the diffusion
losses are nearly identical for the two cascades and second, the
difference in the mixing losses can be mostly attributed to the
difference in the measured secondary kinetic energies.

The remainder of the paper examines the downstream traverses
in more detail and presents a comparison of the measured second-
ary losses with empirical predictions.

Total Pressure Distributions. Figures 8„a… and „b… show
contour plots of the total-pressure deficits at the downstream mea-
surement plane for LS2 and LS3, respectively. Darker shading
indicates higher losses.

In broad terms, the total-pressure deficit distributions for LS2
and LS3 are very similar. However, there are some differences.
Starting near the endwall with the corner vortex, both the pitch-
wise extent of the high loss region and the peak loss magnitude
are larger for LS2. Moreover, for LS2, the size of the loss cores
associated with the SS1 and passage vortices are larger and have
penetrated further toward midspan. The size of the loss cores
must, to some extent, be related to the strength of the vortices.
Data presented below support this assertion.

Positive Vorticity Field. Figures 9 and10 show the contour
lines from Figs. 8„a… and 8„b… superimposed with color floods
illustrating the regions of positive streamwise vorticity for LS2
and LS3, respectively. As mentioned, the passage vortex has posi-
tive vorticity.

As can be seen, both flows are largely dominated by regions of
positive streamwise vorticity with nearly equal area. However, the
vorticity levels in this region are comparatively higher for LS2;
thus, the circulation, or overall strength of the positive vorticity
field is greater.

We believe that most of the fluid of positive streamwise vortic-

Table 2 Energy audit from the measurement plane to the
mixed-out plane

Description LS2 LS3 LS3-LS2

‘‘Diffusion’’ loss ** 20.006 20.005 0.000
1DSecondary KE 20.013 20.008 0.005

5Mixing loss 20.018 20.013 0.005

Mixing loss 20.018 20.013 0.005
1Measured loss 20.090 20.083 0.007

5Mixed-out loss 20.108 20.096 0.012

** Diffusion loss5DPrimary KE1Static Pressure Recovery
NOTE: All quantities are nondimensionalized by the inlet centreline dynamic pres-
sure
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ity originates from the inlet endwall boundary layer. The other
sources of vorticity mostly produce vorticity of the opposite sense.
These sources include: the endwall region aft of separation line
S1P; the region of the suction surface between the endwall and the
S4 separation line; and the portion of the inlet endwall boundary
layer that becomes the suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex.
The negative vorticity produced by these sources will reduce,
through mixing, the overall circulation associated with the fluid of
positive vorticity. Thus, it is conceivable that the positive vorticity
levels for LS3 are lower than those of LS2 because of stronger
mixing with the endwall and suction surface boundary layer fluid.
However, this does not seem likely since such mixing would also
generate losses and the losses for LS3 are lower than those of
LS2. A more plausible explanation is simply that LS2 produces a
stronger positive streamwise vorticity field. Since the positive vor-
ticity is believed to result from the separation of the inlet endwall

boundary, any factor that influences the extent of this separation
should also affect the generation of positive vorticity. Another
recent experiment, by Sauer et al.@34#, also highlights the impor-
tance of the inlet endwall boundary layer separation. The authors
found that the secondary loss in a cascade of high-turning turbine
aerofoils could be significantly reduced by modifying the aerofoil
shape over the first 20%Cx in the aerofoil-endwall junction.

The process of horseshoe vortex formation in turbine cascades
is not fully understood owing to the scarcity of detailed measure-
ments in the leading-edge region. This contrasts with the flow at
the junction of a cylindrical body and flat plate, which has been
investigated extensively. A number of the studies have looked at
the influence of leading-edge shape and size on the strength of the
horseshoe vortex. For example, Mehta@35# and Kubendran et al.
@36# showed experimentally that for the flow around the junction
of a nonlifting body and a flat plate, simulating a wing/fuselage

Fig. 8 Line contours of total-pressure coefficient for „a… LS2
and „b… LS3 at design incidence „x ÕCxÄ1.40…

Fig. 9 Line contours of total-pressure coefficient superim-
posed on flood contours of positive streamwise vorticity for
LS2 „x ÕCxÄ1.40…

Fig. 10 Line contours of total-pressure coefficient superim-
posed on flood contours of positive streamwise vorticity for
LS3 „x ÕCxÄ1.40…
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junction, the circulation associated with the horseshoe vortex was
related to the shape of the leading edge. In both experiments, the
strength increased significantly with nose~or leading-edge! blunt-
ness. It appears that the strength of the vortex is closely related to
the pressure disturbance produced by the obstacle: a larger pres-
sure disturbance generates a stronger vortex.

For the simple junction flows, the pressure disturbance is solely
a function of the leading-shape and size. However, the pressure
disturbance produced by a lifting body, such as a turbine aerofoil,
is more complex. The present authors believe that the pressure
field on the endwall upstream of the leading edge is substantially
influenced by the loading in the leading-edge region. This hypoth-
esis is based on data from both Benner et al.@2# and Langston
et al. @37# which show that the saddle point of separation moves
towards midpitch as the blade loading distribution shifts forward.
In both experiments, the loading in the leading-edge region was
varied through changes in incidence. The important point is that
the effective obstacle size seen by the oncoming endwall bound-
ary layer seems to be strongly related to the loading on the for-
ward part of the aerofoil, and only secondarily on the thickness of
the leading edge. This argument provides a plausible explanation
for why the more forward-loaded LS2 cascade generates a stron-
ger positive vorticity field than LS3, despite the fact that LS2 has
the smaller leading-edge diameter.

Negative Vorticity Field. Figures 11and12 show the corre-
sponding contours of negative streamwise vorticity for LS2 and
LS3.

The most prominent feature is the core of negative vorticity
associated with the SS1 vortex. This vortex and its neighboring
passage vortex appear to be nearly identical in size and peak vor-
ticity magnitude for the respective aerofoils. Therefore, like the
passage vortices, the strength of the SS1 vortex for LS2 is signifi-
cantly stronger than for LS3. The vortex is approximately the
same size for both cases, but the peak vorticity level for LS2 is
approximately 40% higher than for LS3.

As mentioned earlier, the SS1 vortex seems to be composed of
fluid from the thin boundary layer on the suction surface between
the corner vortex reattachment line, R3 , and the passage vortex
separation line, S4 . The strong cross flows induced on the suction
surface by the nearby passage vortex, together with the apparent
thinness of the boundary layer, leads to high surface shear stress.
Consequently, the production of negative streamwise vorticity on

the surface will also be high. This vortical fluid is convected to-
wards the S4 separation line where it rolls up into the SS1 vortex.
Since the vorticity in the SS1 vortex is largely generated by the
action of the passage vortex, one would expect the strength of the
two vortex structures to be related. In other words, a stronger
passage vortex will lead to a stronger SS1 vortex, as is the case for
LS2 as compared to LS3.

Downstream Secondary Kinetic Energy Field. Figures 13
and 14 show contour lines of total-pressure deficit along with
color floods of secondary kinetic energy for LS2 and LS3, respec-
tively. As can be seen, there are two regions of fluid with rela-
tively high secondary kinetic energy: one located immediately ad-
jacent to the endwall, extending over approximately 30% of the
pitch, and another located between the passage and the SS1 vor-
tex. In both cases, there is comparatively little secondary kinetic
energy associated with the vortex cores themselves.

Fig. 11 Line contours of total-pressure coefficient superim-
posed on flood contours of negative streamwise vorticity for
LS2 „x ÕCxÄ1.40…

Fig. 12 Line contours of total-pressure coefficient superim-
posed on flood contours of negative streamwise vorticity for
LS3 „x ÕCxÄ1.40…

Fig. 13 Line contours of total-pressure coefficient superim-
posed on flood contours of secondary kinetic energy for LS2
„x ÕCxÄ1.40…
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The main difference between the two cases is that the peak
levels of secondary kinetic energy are comparatively higher for
LS2. Near the endwall, the peak level for LS2 is approximately
30% greater than for LS3, and for the region between the passage
vortex and the SS1 vortex, the difference is even greater at ap-
proximately 60%. The most likely explanation for the latter dif-
ference lies with the strength of the vortical structures. The results
presented earlier clearly showed that the two vortices for LS2 are
much stronger than those for LS3, while there was no significant
difference in their proximity. Therefore, the induced secondary
velocities and corresponding secondary kinetic energies would be
expected to be higher for LS2, as observed.

The stronger secondary kinetic energy near the endwall for LS2
is somewhat surprising since it was noted earlier that the cross-
passage pressure difference is lower for LS2 on the rearward part
of the aerofoil. The most probable explanation lies with the pas-
sage vortex. As shown inFigs. 9 and 10, the passage vortex for
LS2 is comparatively stronger than the one for LS3. Because the
downstream endwall region lies partly beneath the passage vortex,
the higher secondary kinetic energy is likely induced by the stron-
ger passage vortex. Therefore, in this part of the blade passage it
is the passage vortex rather than the cross-passage pressure differ-
ence that seems to play the dominant role in determining the near-
endwall secondary kinetic energy. The higher velocities near the
endwall should also increase the entropy generation in the endwall
boundary layer.

As noted earlier, the secondary kinetic energy is itself a poten-
tial source of losses, with the losses being generated through mix-
ing as the flow proceeds downstream. As pointed out in connec-
tion with Tables 1 and 2, the increase in losses from the
measurement plane to fully mixed-out conditions correlated well
with the mass-averaged secondary kinetic energies obtained at the
measurement plane and LS2 did indeed give the higher mixing
losses.

Comparison of Measured Secondary Losses With Em-
pirical Predictions

Since empirical loss correlations continue to play an important
role in the design process, there is an ongoing need to review and
improve these correlations. This section compares the present re-
sults to a few of the most widely used correlations for secondary
losses: Kacker and Okapuu@38#, which is based on Ainley and

Mathieson@39# and Dunham and Came@40#; Craig and Cox@41#;
and Traupel@42#. The comparisons are given inTable 3.

The correlations are seen to predict significantly higher losses
than those measured: In all cases the predicted losses are at least
twice as large as the measured. Similar discrepancies between
cascade results and the correlations have been noted before. As
discussed by Sieverding@43#, the loss correlations derived from
cascade data are scaled or ‘‘calibrated’’ to reproduce stage effi-
ciencies derived from rig or engine data. It appears that most of
the differences between the correlation predictions and the present
cascade results are due to this calibration process, since our mea-
sured secondary losses are comparable with those observed in
similar turbine cascades. Given that these loss systems have been
shown to predict turbine efficiency reasonably well, there are evi-
dently additional and significant loss generating mechanisms in
the engine environment that are not captured in cascade testing.
Thus, cascade results such as the present ones should be used
mainly to gain physical insights and to establish trends due to
variations in particular aerodynamic or geometric parameters.

As shown inTable 3, the correlations predict no significant
differences in the losses for LS2 and LS3. This is to be expected
since the correlations do not account for differences in loading
distributions, which are thought to be the main source of the dif-
ferences in the measured losses.

Conclusions
Detailed measurements have been made of the secondary flows

for two turbine cascades with aerofoils that differ mainly in their
leading-edge geometries. The baseline aerofoil represents the mid-
span section of a power turbine blade of fairly recent design. The
modified aerofoil was designed with a larger leading-edge diam-
eter to investigate the effect of leading-edge geometry on the pro-
file and secondary losses. The modified aerofoil also has a slightly
smaller stagger angle; therefore, it was more aft loaded than the
baseline aerofoil.

The measured and mixed-out secondary losses were found to be
higher for the baseline aerofoil. The detailed flow field measure-
ments showed that the streamwise vorticity and secondary kinetic
energy fields were also stronger for this aerofoil. It is argued that
the higher loss generation for the baseline aerofoil is mainly the
result of a stronger passage vortex. The increased strength of this
vortex combined with its close proximity to the suction surface
and endwall would be expected to produce thinner boundary lay-
ers and larger boundary-layer edge velocities, which in turn
should increase the loss production near the walls. In addition, the
stronger passage vortex seemed to induce a stronger separation
vortex on the suction side of the aerofoil. The higher secondary
velocities in the region where these two vortices interacted
resulted in higher downstream mixing losses for the baseline
aerofoil.

The greater size and strength of the passage vortex for the base-
line aerofoil is attributed to this aerofoil’s front-loaded pressure
distribution and the resulting stronger upstream pressure field seen

Fig. 14 Line contours of total-pressure coefficient superim-
posed on flood contours of secondary kinetic energy for LS3
„x ÕCxÄ1.40…

Table 3 Comparison of measured and predicted secondary
losses

SOURCE

Secondary loss coefficient,Ysecondary

LS2 LS3

Measured~mixed-out! 0.031 0.023
Kacker and Okapuu@38# 0.093 0.091

Craig and Cox@41# 0.071 0.072
Measured

(40%Cx downstream of
trailing edge!

0.022 0.016

Traupel@42#* 0.062 0.063

*Loss coefficient is a function of downstream distance, and it has been assumed that
the value of endwall skin friction coefficient isCf50.003.
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by the endwall boundary layer approaching the leading edge. This
effect seemed to dominate over any influence of the leading-edge
diameter, which was smaller for the baseline aerofoil. It is tenta-
tively concluded that in turbine blade rows the leading-edge ge-
ometry has at best a minor influence on the secondary flow field,
and the corresponding secondary losses, at least for the design
incidence and for conventional leading-edge geometries. On the
other hand, the loading on the forward part of the aerofoil appears
to be of primary importance.
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Nomenclature

AVR 5 *0
s (u2)MSdy8/(u1)MSdy85axial velocity ratio

C 5 aerofoil chord length
Cx 5 aerofoil axial chord length
Cp 5 P2PCL/1/2rVCL

2 5static-pressure coefficient
Cp0 5 P02P0,CL/1/2rVCL

2 5total-pressure coefficient
Cp0 (total) 5 P0,22P0,19 /1/2rVCL

2 5total-pressure loss coefficient
CSKE 5 SKE/1/2rVCL

2 5nondimensional secondary kinetic
energy

CG 5 G/VCLC5nondimensional secondary circulation
Cvs 5 vsC/VCL5nondimensional streamwise vorticity

h 5 span
H 5 d* /u5shape factor
i 5 a12b15 incidence, in degrees

mref 5 reference mass flow rate
P 5 static pressure

P0 5 total pressure
q 5 1/2rV25dynamic pressure
Q 5

(DCpmaxqCL /qmeanCx/s* )1.25(12 xmin /Cx)
5quality factor

Re 5 rVCLC/m5Reynolds number
s 5 blade pitch or spacing

s* 5 cross-passage distance~measured in tangential
direction! at axial location ofDCpmax

S 5 suction-surface coordinate
SKE 5 1/2r(vsec

2 1wsec
2 )5secondary kinetic energy

SSL 5 suction-surface length
u,v,w 5 velocity components in axial, pitchwise and span-

wise directions, respectively
vsec,wsec 5 components of secondary velocity vector

V 5 velocity
We 5 leading-edge wedge angle, in degrees

x 5 axial coordinate measured from the leading-edge
plane

xmin 5 axial distance from leading-edge plane to mini-
mum suction-side pressure

y8,z 5 local pitchwise and spanwise coordinates
Y 5 P0,12P0,2/1/2rV2

25mass-averaged total-pressure
loss coefficient

a 5 flow angle measured from the axial direction, in
degrees

b 5 aerofoil metal angle measured from the axial di-
rection, in degrees

d* 5 *0
d(12 V/Ve)dz5boundary layer displacement

thickness
DCpmax 5 maximum nondimensional cross-passage pressure

difference
g 5 stagger angle measured from the axial direction,

in degrees
G 5 *0

h/2*0
svs cosa29dy8dz5secondary circulation

m 5 dynamic viscosity
u 5 *0

d(12 V/Ve) V/Vedz5boundary layer momentum
thickness

r 5 density
v 5 vorticity

Subscripts

CL 5 centerline value at the inlet boundary layer traverse
plane

e 5 boundary layer edge value
mean 5 based on vector mean velocity

MS 5 midspan
x,y,z,s 5 components in axial, pitchwise, spanwise, and

streamwise directions
1, 2 5 cascade inlet and outlet

1, 2 5 associated with positive and negative streamwise vor-
ticity, respectively

Superscripts

8 5 pitchwise mass-averaged value
9 5 mass-averaged value
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Influence of Loading Distribution
on the Performance of Transonic
High Pressure Turbine Blades
Midspan measurements were made in a transonic wind tunnel for three high pressure
turbine blade cascades at design incidence. The baseline profile is the midspan section of
a high pressure turbine blade of fairly recent design. It is considered mid-loaded. To gain
a better understanding of blade loading limits and the influence of loading distributions,
the profile of the baseline airfoil was modified to create two new airfoils having aft-loaded
and front-loaded pressure distributions. Tests were performed for exit Mach numbers
between 0.6 and 1.2. In addition, measurements were made for an extended range of
Reynolds numbers for constant Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.85, 0.95, and 1.05. At the design
exit Mach number of 1.05, the aft-loaded airfoil showed a reduction of almost 20% in the
total pressure losses compared with the baseline airfoil. However, it was also found that
for Mach numbers higher than the design value the performance of the aft-loaded blade
deteriorated rapidly. The front-loaded airfoil showed generally inferior performance com-
pared with the baseline airfoil.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1645534#

Introduction
Stiff competition in the gas turbine industry for market share

combined with the ever more stringent requirements for clean,
efficient engines as required by governments around the world has
pushed gas turbine manufacturers to optimize every component of
the engine. Gains can still be made in terms of reduction in losses
as well as in weight of the engine in the high pressure~HP!
turbine.

This can be achieved by carefully designing blade profiles such
that minimum losses are generated within the passage while at the
same time maximum loading is developed in order to reduce the
number of airfoils required per stage. To succeed in designing
such optimized blades, it is necessary to determine the maximum
allowable amount of diffusion on the blade surface. The location
of the diffusion region together with its extent must be considered.
The diffusion limit is imposed by the need to avoid separation of
the boundary layer on the blade surface which is associated with
high losses, especially if the separated flow does not reattach. To
create a successful blade design, one would like to delay
the laminar-turbulent transition as far downstream of the leading
edge as possible without incurring a complete boundary layer
separation.

Designing highly loaded blades within the diffusion limits re-
quires a knowledge of the effect of pressure gradient on boundary
layer separation and transition under turbomachinery conditions.
The importance of the pressure gradient on the boundary layer
transition has been recognized for a long time. A good review of
the field can be found in Mayle@1#. Abu-Ghannam and Shaw@2#
presented a comprehensive set of measurements for natural tran-
sition on a flat plate for different pressure gradients and turbulence
levels. Sharma et al.@3# investigated the influence of a simulated
turbine blade pressure distribution on a transitional boundary
layer. Gostelow@4#, Gostelow and Blunden@5#, and Gostelow
et al. @6# have also developed a significant body of knowledge on
boundary layer transition in adverse pressure gradient flows.

Some attempts have been made to apply the understanding of
transition to the design of turbine blades. For example, Hourmou-

ziadis @7# developed the concept of the CBL controlled boundary
layer ~CBL! for the design of low pressure~LP! turbine airfoils.
Design guidelines were developed to ensure the presence of an
attached boundary layer at the trailing edge.

A few experimental studies exist on the effect of loading distri-
bution on the performance of actual turbine blades. However, the
conclusions of these studies are often contradictory. Patterson and
Hoeger@8# studied the effect of both the velocity distribution and
Reynolds number on the performance of three LP turbine vanes.
Their results were obtained mainly at low transonic Mach num-
bers. They concluded that the aft-loaded profile yielded the worst
performance for the conditions investigated. The performance of
the first and second stage stator vane of a LP turbine was tested
for both front and aft-loaded profile by Hashimoto and Kimura
@9#. It was found that the front-loaded designs yielded lower
losses and a wider range of usable incidence for high subsonic
Mach numbers. Hoheisel et al.@10# looked at the effect of
freestream turbulence and blade pressure gradient on the losses
for three turbine cascades. They studied a front-loaded profile to-
gether with two aft-loaded ones. The three designs had the same
overall aerodynamic loading. Tests performed at low Mach num-
bers showed that lower losses can be obtained with an aft-loaded
pressure distribution, provided that the rearward diffusion is care-
fully controlled. More recently, Howell et al.@11#, presented re-
sults for high-lift and aft-loaded LP turbine profiles with unsteady
incoming wakes. They showed that aft-loaded LP blades tend to
have lower losses due to a reduction in the extent of turbulent
boundary layer on the suction surface. It was concluded that the
aft-loaded profile offered this advantage mainly in unsteady flow.

The present study examines experimentally the effect of load-
ing distribution for HP turbine airfoils. Three profiles having dif-
ferent loading distributions were considered. The baseline airfoil
is the midspan section of the HP rotor of a small gas turbine
engine of recent design. Results for this cascade have been pre-
sented previously by Jouini et al.@12,13#. The three airfoils were
designed for the same inlet and outlet velocity triangles and have
the same Zweifel loading coefficients. The performance of the
cascades was assessed based on loss, exit flow angle, and base
pressure measurements. Loading measurements were also used to
assist in the interpretation of the results. Measurements were made
for a wide range of Reynolds numbers and transonic Mach
numbers.

1Presently at Defense R&D Canada, Quebec City, PQ, Canada.
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Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

High-Speed Wind Tunnel. The measurements were obtained
in the high-speed wind tunnel at Carleton University. A schematic
of the wind tunnel is shown inFig. 1. The wind tunnel is of the
blow-down type. Prior to each run, the storage tanks are filled
with air at a pressure of about 8 atmospheres. When the tanks are
full, the control valve is opened and the air is discharged through
the test section at constant blowing pressure. For typical transonic
cascade testing, blowing pressures of the order of 2 to 3 bars are
required. Run times of 30 to 60 seconds are achieved, depending
on the blowing pressure and cascade outlet Mach number. The
turbulence intensity in the test section is about 4%. The outlet of
the cascade test section is fitted with an ejector-diffuser system.
This system allows the static pressure downstream of the cascade
to be controlled and thus permits the cascade outlet Mach number
to be varied independently of the Reynolds number. The diffuser
outlet exhausts to the laboratory at atmospheric conditions. A
more detailed description of the wind tunnel is given by Jeffries
@14#.

Cascade Test Section and Test Cascade.The linear cascade
test section used to make the measurements is shown inFig. 2.
The cascade is mounted on a turntable. By rotating the turntable,
incidences between—10 deg and115 deg can be obtained. Mea-
surements are presented here for design incidence only. The pro-
cedure used to obtain good inlet flow uniformity and outlet flow
periodicity is described in Corriveau and Sjolander@15#. The air-

foil and cascades geometries are summarized inFig. 3. Figure 4
shows the three profiles superimposed and the corresponding
loading distributions. The cascades were manufactured with a
common axial chord of 37.3 mm.

The baseline blade~HS1A! is the midspan section of a high
pressure turbine from a Pratt & Whitney Canada~PWC! engine
and is considered to be a mid-loaded profile. Starting from the
baseline profile, two other blades were designed by the authors
using PWC design tools. The objective was to obtain front-loaded
and aft-loaded profiles with the same Zweifel coefficients as the
baseline. In addition, the metal areas were kept constant so that
the new profiles would be structurally compatible with the exist-
ing engine airfoils.

The aft-loaded airfoil~HS1C! was obtained from HS1A by
modifying several geometric parameters. The stagger angle was
reduced from 25.1 deg to 22.5 deg and the uncovered turning
angle was increased by 3.0 deg to 14.5 deg. The leading edge
ellipse ratio and wedge angle were also modified to reduce the
velocity overspeeds on both the pressure and suction surfaces in
the vicinity of the leading edge. Finally, the suction-side curvature
was modified to adjust the pressure distribution. The front-loaded
airfoil ~HS1D! was obtained mainly by increasing the stagger
angle to 30.5 deg. Some minor modifications were also made to
the suction-side curvature.

The three cascades consist of seven full blades and eight blade
passages. Two of the blades at the center of the cascades were
instrumented with static taps for loading measurements. One of
the instrumented airfoils included a static tap at the center of the
trailing edge to allow the base pressure to be measured. The base-
pressure tap had a diameter of 20% of the trailing-edge thickness.

Experiments were performed for exit Mach numbers of 0.5 to
1.3. For these runs, the corresponding Reynolds numbers varied
from about 500,000 to 1,000,000. For this range of Reynolds
numbers the losses are essentially independent of Reynolds num-
ber. Additional measurements were made for Mach numbers of
0.6, 0.85, 0.95, and 1.05 to extend the Reynolds number to both
higher and lower values. The Reynolds number was lowered by
reducing the static pressure at the cascade exit using the ejector-
diffuser assembly. The ejectors are driven using air from the main
tanks and this has the effect of reducing the run times. The cas-
cade outlet static pressure was raised by partially blocking the
diffuser discharge. The AVDR was essentially equal to 1.0 for the
conditions investigated.

Instrumentation and Experimental Procedure. The down-
stream flow field measurements were obtained with a three-hole
pressure probe used in the non-nulling mode. The probe tip has a

Fig. 1 Pratt & Whitney Canada high-speed wind tunnel

Fig. 2 Plan view of the cascade test section „Jouini et al. †12‡…
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width of 1.37 mm, which corresponds to 4.7% of the blade pitch,
and a thickness of 0.46 mm. The probe was calibrated in 1-deg
steps over a range of1/210 deg of flow misalignment in yaw.
Static-pressure probe measurements were also made downstream
of the cascade. The cylindrical probe has a tip cone angle of
15 deg and a diameter of 1.02 mm. For the analysis of the results,
the static-pressure measurements obtained with the static-pressure
probe were combined with the flow angle and total pressure mea-
surements from the three-hole probe. Fully mixed-out loss coeffi-
cients and other relevant quantities were calculated from the data
using the procedures of Amecke and Safarik@16#.

The pressure measurements were obtained using a 48-port
Scanivalve system. A miniature fast-response Kulite transducer,
model number XCQ-062-25A, was mounted in the Scanivalve.
The full-scale range of the transducer is 0 to 25 psi absolute.
The output from the transducer was recorded using a Hewlett-
Packard high-speed data-acquisition system controlled by a
microcomputer.

The locations of the upstream and downstream pressure mea-
surement planes are shown inFig. 5. For the downstream static
and three-hole probe traverses, four runs are typically required to
cover one blade pitch. For each run, ten measurements are made
for a total of 40 measurements for one blade pitch. For cases
where the ejector-diffuser system was used, a total of eight runs
were required to traverse one blade pitch.

The measurement uncertainty for outlet angle flow angles is
estimated to be1/21.0 deg. The uncertainty for the static pres-
sure measurements is1/22% of the local dynamic pressure. The
uncertainty in the cascade inlet Mach numbers is1/20.015. The
cascade exit Mach number uncertainty is about1/20.005 for
Mach numbers greater than 0.8. For lower Mach numbers the
uncertainties in the Mach number increases due to drift in the
blowing pressure. The uncertainty for the mixed-out total-pressure
loss coefficients is estimated as1/20.006 for Mach numbers
between 0.85 and 1.1. For higher transonic Mach numbers the
uncertainties are higher due to the formation of complex shock
structures. The uncertainty values were estimated using the
method of Moffat@17# for single-sample uncertainty analysis.

Results and Discussion

Profile Losses. Figure 6shows the variation of the profile
total-pressure-loss coefficient with outlet Mach number for the
three cascades. All the results were obtained at Reynolds numbers
of 500,000 or higher, for which results were found to be indepen-
dent of Reynolds number.

For subsonic outlet Mach numbers (M2,1.0), losses are essen-
tially the same for the three blades. Losses start to increase for
outlet Mach numbers above about 0.85. In the range of Mach
numbers from 1.0 to approximately 1.15, which includes the de-
sign value of 1.05, the losses level off for both the mid-loaded and
aft-loaded airfoils, HS1A and HS1C. However, the losses are no-
ticeably lower, by roughly 20%, for the aft-loaded airfoil~HS1C!
compared with the baseline. The reasons for this will be discussed
in connection with the loading distributions and base pressures.
Above a M2 of about 1.15, the losses for HS1C begin to rise
rapidly and its performance becomes significantly poorer than that

Fig. 3 Summary of blade geometry and nomenclature

Fig. 4 Cascade blade profiles and the corresponding loading
distribution
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of the baseline airfoil. The loss performance of the forward-loaded
airfoil, HS1D, is inferior to, or at best equal to, that of at least one
of the two other airfoils at all operating conditions.

The effect of Reynolds number on the losses is shown inFig. 7
for the three airfoils. Measurements were made at Mach numbers
of 0.60, 0.85, 0.95, and 1.05. As mentioned previously, the Rey-
nolds number was lowered at the cascade exit by using the
ejector-diffuser assembly and raised by partially blocking the dif-
fuser outlet.

As seen fromFig. 7, the losses increase significantly at low
Reynolds numbers for an exit Mach number of 0.60. For Mach
numbers of 0.85 and 0.95 the losses are seen to increase slightly
for the lowest Reynolds numbers achieved. For an outlet Mach
number of 1.05, the Reynolds number could not be lowered
enough to detect its effect on the losses. Interestingly, the aft-
loaded airfoil ~HS1C! showed the lowest sensitivity to reduced

Reynolds numbers, in addition to its superior performance at high
Reynolds numbers near the design Mach number.

Outlet Flow Angle. Outlet flow angle measurements were
obtained from the three-hole probe.Figure 8 shows the variation
of exit flow angle with Mach number for high Reynolds number
values. The exit metal angle is indicated for reference. The trend
in outlet flow angle with Mach number is very similar for the
three cascades. That is, the outlet flow angle reaches a maximum
at an exit Mach number close to 1.0. As expected, as the outlet
flow becomes supersonic the flow direction must rotate towards
the axial direction in order to increase the flow area and the flow
turning is reduced. The forward-loaded airfoil, HS1D, is seen to
give the lowest flow turning, particularly at supersonic outlet
Mach numbers. This suggests the presence of a thicker suction-
side boundary layer for this airfoil and perhaps even mild flow
separation near the trailing edge, which would be consistent with
the higher profile losses measured for HS1D.

Figure 9 shows the variation of the outlet flow angle with the
Reynolds number for the three cascades. As for the losses shown
in Fig. 7, the Reynolds number effects are strongest at the lowest
Mach number, namely 0.60. Both the lower flow turning and
higher losses are presumably associated with the presence of a
boundary layer separation on suction surface at lower Reynolds
numbers.

Blade Loading. Blade loading measurements were made for
several test cases. The results are presented as surface isentropic
Mach numbers, as calculated from the blade-surface static pres-
sures and the inlet total pressure. Repetitions of the loading mea-
surements have shown that the uncertainty in the isentropic Mach
numbers is about1/20.01.

The loading measurements are shown inFig. 10. At low Mach
numbers, all three airfoils exhibit a region of near-constant pres-
sure on the rear part of the suction surface. This might normally
be seen as evidence of boundary layer separation at this location.
However, the losses shown inFig. 6 and the outlet flow angle
results shown inFig. 8 do not support this conclusion. As ob-

Fig. 5 Cascade blade row measurement locations

Fig. 6 Effect of Mach number on losses „High Re …
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served, the losses at low Mach number are relatively low and the
exit flow angles do not decrease significantly at lower exit Mach
numbers. In fact, the unusual loading distributions are simply
those resulting at low exit Mach numbers for airfoils designed for
use at much higher Mach numbers.

For exit Mach numbers greater than about 1.0, the suction-side
loading distributions remain constant from the leading edge up to
an axial distance of aboutx/Cx50.75 as the outlet exit Mach
number increases~Fig. 10!. This is due to the choking of the flow
in the blade passage. At the highest outlet Mach numbers an ob-
lique shock originating at the trailing edge of the adjacent airfoil

impinges on the rear of the suction surface of all three airfoils.
However, there are notable variations in the apparent strength of
this shock, and the corresponding drop in Mach number, for the
three cases. For HS1A at M251.07 the pressure rise begins at
about 0.75Cx and the decrease in Mach number is about 0.20.
However, for HS1C the decrease in Mach number is only about
0.12 at a similar exit Mach number of 1.05. This indicates that
near the design M251.05 the impinging shock is weaker for the
aft-loaded airfoil. This in turn will favorably affect the losses in
two ways: through the lower direct total pressure losses through
the shock wave and through its milder effect on the suction sur-
face boundary layer. This is consistent with the 20% lower losses
observed for HS1C compared with HS1A near design. However,
these beneficial effects for HS1C seem to be confined to Mach
numbers close to the design value. At M2 of about 1.18, the rise in
Mach number at the shock impingement is noticeably higher for
HS1C than for HS1A. This probably explains the poorer loss per-
formance of HS1C at higher Mach numbers.

Figure 10„c… shows that the strength of the impinging shock
wave for the forward-loaded airfoil, HS1D, is similar to that for
HS1C at most conditions. However, HS1D airfoil experiences the
onset of mild deceleration on the suction surface at about 0.3Cx
whereas it is delayed until about 0.6Cx for the other two airfoils.
As a result the suction-side boundary layers will tend to be thicker
for HS1D at all conditions and at the supersonic outlet conditions
the layer will be more sensitive to the rise in pressure due the
impinging shock wave. This is consistent with HS1D having loss
performance inferior to that of at least one of the two other airfoils
at all operating conditions.

Base Pressure. The base pressure is a measure of the static
pressure at the center of the blade’s trailing edge. The base pres-
sure is known to have a strong influence on the profile losses. For
example, Denton@18# has shown using a simplified control-
volume analysis that the profile losses for incompressible flow can
be related to the boundary layer parameters and base pressure
coefficient as follows:

z52
Cbt

o
1

2u

o
1S d* 1t

o D 2

(1)

whereCb is the base pressure coefficient~see Nomenclature!. The
relative effect ofCb is increased in compressible flow. The base
pressure is known to be sensitive to both the thickness of the blade
surface boundary layers at the trailing edge and the presence of
trailing edge separation. Thus, base pressure measurements can be
very helpful in understanding the sources of losses in cascade
flows. As noted, all three cascades included one airfoil instru-
mented with a static tap at the trailing edge for measuring the base
pressure.

Fig. 7 Reynolds number effect on losses for several Mach
numbers. Subcaption: „a… HS1A „b… HS1C „c… HS1D.

Fig. 8 Effect of Mach number on exit flow angle „High Re …
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The variations of the base pressure coefficient with Mach num-
ber for the three cascades are shown inFig. 11. The trends are
significantly different for the three profiles.

Blade HS1A exhibits a sharp drop in the base pressure just
before M51.0 which corresponds to a significant rise in losses. A
minimum Cp is then reached at an exit Mach number close to
1.02. This trend in the variation of the base pressure is character-
istic of blades having mild or no rear suction surface curvature.
However, comparison of the base pressure measurements for
blade HS1A with the Sieverding et al.@19# correlation shows that
HS1A experiences slightly lower base pressures close to the de-
sign Mach number than what was observed for geometrically

similar blades. The presence of a low base pressure at the trailing
edge contributes to the creation of strong trailing edge shocks.
This can be seen by comparing the loading distributions of blades
HS1A and HS1D at M51.07 and blade HS1C at M51.05 inFig.
10. For these conditions the shock impinging on the rear suction
surface of blade HS1A is stronger, as evidenced by the greater
amount of diffusion. The presence of a low base pressure also
increases the losses. Both the shocks and the increased trailing
edge loss contribute to increase the overall losses. This might

Fig. 9 Reynolds number effect on exit flow angle for several
Mach numbers. Subcaption: „a… HS1A „b… HS1C „c… HS1D.

Fig. 10 Effects of Mach number on blade loading for the three
blade profiles. Subcaption: „a… HS1A „b… HS1C „c… HS1D.
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explain why the mid-loaded cascade~HS1A! exhibits higher
losses close to design Mach number compared to the aft-loaded
cascade~HS1C!.

Unlike for the other two airfoils, the base pressure coefficient
for the aft-loaded blade~HS1C! was positive or near zero over
most of the Mach number range investigated. Such variation of
the base pressure coefficient with Mach number is typical of
blades having significant rear suction side curvature. Sieverding
et al. @19# suggested that higher values of unguided or uncovered
turning result in higher base pressures. The uncovered turning
angle for HS1C is 3.0 deg higher than that of blades HS1A and
HS1D. A priori, higher base pressure coefficients may appear to
be favorable for losses, as indicated by Eq.~1! and observed from
Fig. 6 where the losses for HS1C are lower than those of HS1A at
the design Mach number. However, blades with strong rear suc-
tion side curvature sometimes experience a recompression around
the trailing edge when the base pressure is higher than the suction
side pressure before the separation point. Such diffusion close to
the trailing can be seen from the Mach number distribution of
HS1C. FromFig. 10„b…, it can be seen that for exit Mach numbers
of 1.14 and 1.18, HS1C, unlike HS1A, is experiencing increas-
ingly strong diffusion just before the trailing edge. The presence
of the suction surface adverse pressure gradient thickens the
boundary layer which probably contributes to the higher base
pressure. This would help to explain why the base pressure coef-
ficient at high Mach number for HS1C does not diminish signifi-
cantly. Furthermore, the presence of a thick or separated boundary
layer on the suction surface contributes directly to the increase in
the losses at higher Mach numbers seen inFig. 6.

For HS1D the base pressure coefficient was negative for all
values of exit Mach number. The base pressure coefficient re-
mains constant from a Mach number of 0.5 to about 1.0. At this
point, theCp diminishes rapidly. The variation of the base pres-
sure coefficient with Mach number for HS1D is similar to what is
usually observed for blades with similar unguided turning angle
and trailing edge wedge angle.

Although the base pressure in turbines has been investigated by
a number of researchers~e.g.,@19,20#!, the factors determining the
base pressure are still not fully understood. It is generally thought
that higher values of boundary layer thickness result in higher
values of base pressure. The results for the aft-loaded airfoil
~HS1C! support this conclusion since it is expected to have a thick
trailing-edge boundary layers at high Mach numbers and it dem-
onstrated higher than expected values of base pressure coefficient
for the highest Mach numbers investigated.

Diffusion Levels and Losses
The previous discussion has suggested that the level of losses at

the higher Mach numbers correlates qualitatively with the amount
of diffusion experienced on the aft end of the suction surface. A
simple measure of the diffusion that has sometimes been used in
design is a diffusion factor defined as

DFAC5
MMAX 2MMIN

MMAX
. (2)

MMAX is the maximum Mach number on the suction surface just
before the impingement of the trailing-edge shock from the adja-
cent blade. MMIN is either the minimum Mach number reached
immediately following the shock impingement, or if no significant
flow re-acceleration is present after the shock impingement, MMIN
is taken to be the cascade outlet Mach number, M2 . Table 1
shows the values of DFAC obtained for the three cascades at three
different operating points. The corresponding values of the mid-
span losses have been normalized by the value obtained for the
baseline cascade~HS1A! at the design exit Mach number of 1.05.

For outlet Mach numbers close to 1.05~first series in Table 1!,
both DFAC and the losses are lowest for the aft-loaded cascade,

Fig. 11 Variation of base pressure coefficient with Mach
number

Table 1 Variation of base pressure coefficient with mach
number

Cascade M2s MMAX MMIN DFAC Yt /Yref

HS1A 1.06 1.156 0.995 0.1393 1.0000
HS1C 1.10 1.249 1.139 0.0881 0.8706
HS1D 1.08 1.256 1.132 0.0987 1.0021

Cascade M2s MMAX MMIN DFAC Yt /Yref

HS1A 1.17 1.221 1.038 0.1499 1.0385
HS1C 1.20 1.447 1.252 0.1707 1.4684
HS1D 1.18 1.524 1.328 0.2257 1.1711

Cascade M2s MMAX MMIN DFAC Yt /Yref

HS1A 1.28 1.409 1.256 0.1086 1.3059
HS1C 1.29 1.651 1.457 0.2187 1.9422
HS1D 1.25 1.604 1.433 0.2207 1.5754

Table 2 Cascade performance data „high Re …

HS1A Cascade,i 2 i des50.0 deg

M2s Re Cb Yt a2

0.59 514000 0.080 0.057 56.3
0.76 670000 20.002 0.057 56.9
0.85 773000 20.017 0.051 57.2
0.99 876000 0.008 0.074 57.6
1.06 955000 20.312 0.094 57.0
1.17 1019000 20.292 0.097 57.0
1.28 1069000 20.127 0.122 55.0

HS1C Cascade,i 2 i des50.0 deg

0.57 505000 0.115 0.053 55.5
0.75 663000 0.042 0.055 56.3
0.89 780000 0.026 0.056 57.0
1.01 871000 0.031 0.078 57.2
1.10 953000 20.011 0.081 56.7
1.20 995000 20.002 0.137 55.8
1.29 1038000 20.049 0.182 54.1

HS1D Cascade,i 2 i des50.0 deg

0.52 502000 20.045 0.063 55.6
0.71 685000 20.038 0.060 56.0
0.86 819000 20.031 0.050 56.6
0.98 923000 20.037 0.074 56.7
1.08 996000 20.146 0.094 55.9
1.18 1066000 20.128 0.110 56.0
1.25 1124000 20.182 0.147 54.7
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HS1C. The losses are nearly equal for HS1A and HS1D. How-
ever, HS1D has a much lower diffusion factor. The apparent
greater sensitivity to the shock-induced diffusion for HS1D is
thought to be due to the long length of mild diffusion on the
forward part of the airfoil and the resulting thickening of the
boundary layer. This should make the boundary layer more prone
to separation when it encounters an adverse pressure gradient.
This effect is not captured by the simple diffusion factor. For
Mach numbers near 1.17 and 1.28, HS1A has the lowest DFAC
together with the lowest losses. Both DFAC and losses are much
higher for HS1C and HS1D. However, there is again no simple,
direct correlation between the losses and DFAC for the three air-
foils. The need to account for the effects of boundary layer thick-
ness, which is related to the airfoil loading distribution, has al-
ready been mentioned. In addition, there may be an influence of
the axial extent over which the diffusion occurs. However, there
are clearly too few data available here to investigate more suitable
diffusion parameters. The present study is being extended to off-
design incidence and these measurements may provide the larger
database that will allow such investigations.

The mixed-out loss data as well as several other parameters of
interest are listed inTables 2, 3 to facilitate the use of these
experimental data by other researchers.

Conclusions
The paper describes an experimental study on the influence of

loading distribution on the performance of HP turbine blades.
Measurements have been presented for the midspan aerodynamic
performance of three blades at design incidence. The airfoils
tested consist of a mid-loaded blade~baseline!, a front-loaded
blade and an aft-loaded blade.

The aft-loaded airfoil blade yielded significantly lower losses
than the baseline airfoil near the design Mach number. However,
the performance of the aft-loaded airfoil deteriorated more rapidly

at Mach number above design. The performance of the front-
loaded airfoil was inferior to that of at least one of the two other
airfoils at all operating conditions.

An attempt was made to relate the losses to the observed dif-
fusion on the suction side of the airfoils. However, too few cases
are available to establish a quantitative correlation. The study is
currently being extended to off-design incidence, and it is hoped
that the additional data will help to clarify the relationship be-
tween the losses and the diffusion pressure rise, its spatial extent,
and the thickness of the incoming boundary layer, as determined
by the airfoil loading distribution.
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Nomenclature

AVDR 5 axial velocity density ratio,
(5 *0

1(r2C(ax)2
)MSd(y/s)/*0

1(r1C(ax)1
)MSd(y/s))

a 5 leading edge ellipse major axis
b 5 leading edge ellipse minor axis
C 5 blade chord length

Cb 5 base pressure coefficient, (5 (Pb2P2)/q2)
Cx 5 axial chord length

DFAC 5 diffusion factor
d 5 leading edge diameter
H 5 blade span
i 5 incidence

M 5 Mach number
O 5 throat opening

Pb 5 base pressure
Po 5 total pressure
Ps 5 static pressure
q 5 dynamic pressure, (1/2rV2)

Re 5 Reynolds number, (rV2C/m)
s 5 blade pitch or spacing
t 5 trailing edge thickness

V 5 flow velocity
We 5 wedge angle

X 5 axial distance
Yt 5 midspan total pressure loss coefficient,

(5 (Po12Po2)/q2)
a 5 flow angle measured from the axial direction
b 5 metal angle measured from the axial direction

d* 5 boundary layer displacement thickness
m 5 air dynamic viscosity
r 5 air density
u 5 boundary layer momentum thickness

uu 5 uncovered turning angle
z 5 stagger angle measured from the axial direction

Subscripts

1 5 cascade inlet
2 5 cascade outlet

ax 5 axial
des 5 design

le 5 leading edge
MAX 5 maximum
MIN 5 minimum
MS 5 midspan

s 5 isentropic
te 5 trailing edge
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Investigation of Stator-Rotor
Interaction in a Transonic Turbine
Stage Using Laser Doppler
Velocimetry and Pneumatic
Probes
The current paper presents steady and unsteady flow data of a transonic test turbine stage
operating under flow conditions similar to modern highly loaded gas turbines. Measure-
ments were performed between stator and rotor as well as downstream of the rotor in
planes perpendicular to the rotor axis. Time-resolved axial and tangential velocities were
measured by a two-component laser doppler velocimeter (LDV) to investigate unsteady
phenomena, while time-averaged flow properties were measured by means of a pneumatic
seven-hole probe for all three spatial directions. The time-resolved investigation done by
LDV allows to present velocity fields, flow angles and turbulence data at different stator-
rotor positions during one blade passing period. Averaging these results enabled com-
parison with the pneumatic multihole probe measurement. LDV data and stage geometry
can be obtained per email request and used for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code
verification. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1649745#

Introduction
A sound understanding of the flow field through modern, high-

pressure turbine stages is essential in order to increase the effi-
ciency and to improve the performance of turbines.

Advanced computational fluid dynamics~CFD! techniques can
help, but development of transonic turbine stages still requires
intensive experimental testing to validate these CFD results,
mainly because of instationary and complex three-dimensional
flow effects in these machines of novel design. Moreover, un-
steady three-dimensional CFD analysis of compressible turbulent
flow is time consuming and needs modern computer technology
of high cost.

A steady-state simulation requires less computational power but
implies averaging of the flow properties at the stator-rotor-
interface in circumferential direction. This means that the influ-
ence of circumferential variations on proceeding blade rows is not
visible in the results of a steady-state calculation. The LDV mea-
surement applied here delivers time-resolved and the pneumatic
probe measurement time-averaged results, both containing the in-
formation on the circumferential variations of the flow. The LDV
results can serve as data basis for unsteady three-dimensional
CFD.

Several experimental investigations of low speed test turbines
have been published, e.g.,@1–3# but less literature is available for
transonic stages, where the flow field of the rotor is strongly in-
fluenced by the trailing edge shocks of the stator vane, e.g.,@4,5#.
The direct interaction between rotating and non-rotating blade
rows is dominant but in a multi stage turbine wakes are trans-
ported through the rotor blades. These wakes cause the circumfer-
ential variations mentioned above and interact with a following
stator,@6#.

The Institute for Thermal Turbomachinery and Machine Dy-
namics operates a continuously running cold flow transonic test
turbine ~mass flow rate up to 22 kg/s! to carry out performance

tests of novel turbine stages on the one hand and to collect flow
field data of more for basic research on the other hand. The facil-
ity allows testing of stages up to a diameter of approximately 800
mm. The transonic turbine stage used in this work was designed
for conventional pneumatic probe measurements and is also opti-
cally accessible through large windows already used for laser
Doppler velocimetry ~LDV ! and particle image velocimetry
~PIV!, @7,8#.

The LDV is a nonintrusive optical method used to record in-
stantaneous velocities at a single position in space. Therefore, the
flow field has to be seeded by tiny tracer particles following the
flow lag-free. These particles pass the measurement volume
formed by the laser beams and provide the information on veloc-
ity needed~LDV ‘‘burst’’ !.

The multihole probe is an economical and robust method for
determining the three-dimensional flow vector in a flow field.
Measurements were conducted with a seven-hole probe and a
static needle probe.

Experimental Facility and Instrumentation

Experimental Facility. The transonic test turbine of the In-
stitute for Thermal Turbomachinery and Machine Dynamics is a
continuously operating cold-flow open-circuit facility which al-
lows the testing of turbine stages with a diameter up to 800 mm in
full flow similarity ~corrected speed and pressure ratio! due to its
modular design. Pressurized air is delivered by a separate 3 MW
compressor station. The shaft power of the test stage drives a
three-stage radial brake compressor. This brake compressor deliv-
ers additional air mixed to the flow from the compressor station
and increases the overall mass flow. The air temperature in the
mixing chamber~turbine stage inlet! can be adjusted by coolers
between 40°C to 185°C. The maximum shaft speed of the test rig
is limited to 11550 rpm. Depending on the stage characteristic a
maximum coupling power of 2.8 MW at a total mass flow of 22
kg/s can be reached. Detailed information on the design and con-
struction of the facility can be found in@9#, on the operation in
@10#.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the Inter-
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA, June
16–19, 2003. Manuscript received by the IGTI December 2002; final revision March
2003. Paper No. 2003-GT-38266. Review Chair: H. R. Simmons.
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Test Turbine Stage. The meridional section of the applied
test stage is given inFig. 1. The convergent-divergent meridional
flow path in the stator region is required to accelerate the flow to
supersonic velocity and is obtained by a strong contraction of the
shroud contour while the hub diameter is kept constant. There are
24 nozzle guide vanes and 36 rotor blades, so the guide vane–
rotor blade ratio is 2:3, a ratio which was also used in@4# for the
investigation of the influence of different vane blade spacings in a
transonic turbine.

The optical access for LDV measurements is realized with spe-
cial glass windows. The hub contour is cylindrical while the
shroud contour is conical in the rotor section. The measurement
planes between stator and rotor as well as downstream of the rotor
are also indicated inFig. 1. Some important operating conditions
for this investigation and the geometrical data of the stage are
given in Table 1.

In Fig. 1 the vertical dotted line indicates the axial position of
46 mm from where on a gap of 0.8 mm between the nozzle guide
vane tips and the outer shroud contour exists. This gap is neces-
sary to rotate the stator ring and the guide vane casing during test
run to change the relative position between vane and measurement
system. The gap between rotor blade tip and shroud is 1 mm.

Laser Doppler Velocimeter „LDV … System. The optical ve-
locity measurement of the flow was performed by a two-

dimensional LDV-system~DANTEC Fiber Flow with BSA pro-
cessors! fed by an 6W argon-ion laser from COHERENT. Optical
access was realized through a small plan-parallel glass window of
9 mm thickness and 120323 mm surface dimension. An anti-
reflection coating was applied. As seeding material DEHS oil par-
ticles ~Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacin-Esther, nominal diameter 0.7mm!
were added by PALLAS AGF 5D seeding generator 30 cm up-
stream of the stator blades using a special formed seeding pipe,
@7#. These particles guarantee sufficiently high particle response at
transonic flow conditions.~In the region of the trailing edge shock
a smearing effect of 0.5 mm due to seeding particle inertia has to
be kept in mind!. The main optical parameters of the LDV system
are presented inTable 2.

Four laser beams were emitted by the optical probe head into
the measurement volume. Scattered light from the tracer particles
passing through the probe volume was collected in back-scatter
mode. Velocity data were recorded by point wise detection along
radial lines in plane B1 and C1~seeFig. 1, 0.12 mm probe vol-
ume diameter and 2.6 mm length in radial direction!. The LDV
system was mounted on a lightweight traverse in order to adjust
the radial position of the probe head. The position in circumfer-
ential direction was changed by turning the nozzle guide vane
casing. After the turning to a new position there was an allowance
for the flow to settle.

The nozzle guide vanes, the rotor blades and the endwalls were
covered with a high-temperature flat black paint to reduce surface
reflections. To allow a rotor-phase-resolved analysis of the mea-
sured velocities in the positions traversed, a reference signal pro-
vided by the monitoring system of the turbine was used to trigger
the data sampling.

Pneumatic Probes. The pneumatic probe measurements were
performed by two different probe types: a seven-hole cone probe
and a needle probe~seeFig. 2!.

The seven-hole probe was used to determine total pressure,
pitch and yaw flow angle, the needle probe to measure the undis-
turbed static pressure. The calibration was performed in a free jet
at various Mach numbers and is described in@11,12#. The flow
angle and the total pressure were determined using the calibration

Fig. 1 Meridional flow path and profiles at trigger zero posi-
tion

Table 1 Stage geometrical data and operating conditions

Number of nozzle guide vanes 24
Number of rotor blades 36
Nozzle chord~midspan! @mm# 78.9
Nozzle axial chord~midspan! @mm# 56.1
Geometric turning angle nozzle@deg# 70
Blade chord~midspan! @mm# 55.9
Blade axial chord~midspan! @mm# 46.8
Geometric turning angle blade@deg# 107
Nozzle height at exit@mm# 55.1
Rotor blade height at exit@mm# 69.2
Rotor tip clearance/span@%# 1.4
Vane-blade spacing
@% nozzle axial chord~midspan!#

47

Pressure ratioptot,in /pout 3.50
Rotational speed@rpm# 10500
Inlet total temperatureTtot,in @K# 396
Reynolds number nozzle guide
vane exit

2.57•106

Reynolds number rotor blade exit 1.69•106

Table 2 Optical beam system

Velocity Component u v

Focal length@mm# 400 400
Wavelength@nm# 514.5 488
Beam spacing@mm# 38 38
Beam diameter@mm# 2.2 2.2
Focal spot diameter@mm# 119.1 112.9
Number of fringes 21 21
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function. The pneumatic measurement grid consisted of 50 points
in radial330 points in circumferential direction in all planes in-
dicated inFig. 1 and covered one nozzle guide vane pitch.

Measurement Procedure and Data Processing. Figure 3
shows the LDV measurement locations in plane B1 and C1. The
z-axis is equal to the machine axis,x-axis is in tangential andy
axis in radial direction. Zero position forz-axis is the stator lead-
ing edge, fory axis the rotor axis center, forx-axis the trigger zero
position.

LDV measurements were performed between approximately
25% and 88% relative span in B1 and 25% to 80% relative span in
C1 since laser reflections from the hub and the window prevented
valid burst detection closer to the endwalls. The grid behind the
rotor is more wide meshed since time for measurement was lim-
ited due to the contamination of the window by seeding oil in this
position.

The LDV system acquired a velocity sample each time a seed-
ing particle crossed the LDV probe volume. A reference signal of
the monitoring system of the turbine was used to sort the recorded
velocity samples by the actual rotor position. Since a two-
dimensional LDV was applied only the velocities in two different
directions~i.e., axial and circumferential direction for plane C1!
were detected. In plane B1 the LDV head was turned by 24 deg to
keep the velocity components below the maximum detectable ve-
locity of the applied optical beam system.

In each measurement position approximately 80,000 velocity
bursts were collected. They were sorted with the help of the trig-
ger signal provided by the shaft monitoring system to the proper
rotor position. Thus all data recorded were reduced to one 10-deg
section, i.e., one blade passing period. Thus the data presented
represent the average value over 36 blades.

Velocity samples are indicated as black dots inFig. 4. The
blade passing period was divided into 40 evaluation windows,

which means that the velocity samples were assigned to 40 differ-
ent stator-rotor positions per rotor blade pitch~510 deg, due to 36
blades!.

Figure 4 shows for example the velocity decomposition of the
velocity samples in circumferential direction in a point down-
stream the rotor at midspan~plane C1!. The velocity was en-
semble averaged at each evaluation window by means of the lin-
ear regression method according to@13#.

The level of turbulence in each evaluation window was deter-
mined by the variance. A higher variance means a higher level of
turbulence. The instantaneous velocity vectorVk,i was decom-
posed as follows:

Vk,i5Vk1Vk85 Vk
%1Ṽk1Vk8 (1)

Where V̄k is the ensemble-averaged velocity,Vk
% is the time-

averaged velocity,Ṽk is the periodic velocity component andVk8
is the unresolved velocity component~see alsoFig. 4!.

With 40 evaluation windows the number of velocity samples
per window was still high enough to allow mean value and level
of turbulence to be calculated with the following uncertainty. For
a confidence level of 95% an uncertainty of 3.5 m/s in and 0.9 m/s
outside the rotor wake for the ensemble averaged velocity as well
as 11 m/s in and 2.5 m/s outside the rotor wake for the unresolved
velocity was calculated.

Experimental Results and Discussion

Nozzle Guide Vane Exit Flow. The time-averaged velocity
field measured by the LDV system is given inFig. 5„a… ~velocity
magnitudeu VB

% u obtained from the two velocity components re-
corded!. The stator wake and the trailing edge shock can be seen
very clearly. A sharp velocity decrease up to 90 m/s can be de-
tected across these shocks located on the suction side. This shock
starts approximately 8 mm upstream of the trailing edge at the hub
~seeFig. 5„b…!. A boundary layer separation occurs in this region
to the trailing edge. Also the joint between two nozzle guide vanes
is marked there. InFig. 5„a… the region of low velocity on the left
side of the wake near the outer endwall indicating the loss core
caused by the accumulation of boundary layer fluid by the passage
vortex can be seen. Most of the inner lost core is not visible due to
the distance of the measurement grid from the hub. Time-resolved
velocity magnitude fieldsuV̄Bu are depicted inFig. 6. Eight frames
(t/t50, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875! out of 40
were used to show the influence of the passing rotor blades on the
stator exit flow. The view is from the low pressure side upstream
onto plane B1 located at the nozzle guide vanes exit. The black

Fig. 2 Seven-hole probe and static needle probe

Fig. 3 LDV measurement locations

Fig. 4 Velocity decomposition for phase averaged data
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lines in the field plots indicate the locations of the rotor leading
edges moving from the left to the right. From one to the next
picture the rotor blades moved 1.25 deg which corresponds to 1/8
of the rotor blade passing period. The arrows inFig. 7 indicate the
direction of frame order. After one cycle the rotor blade has
passed one rotor pitch~turned 10 deg).

Figure 7 shows time-resolved flow angle distributions of the
same 8 stator-rotor positions presented inFig. 6. This flow angle
is measured to the axial direction and represents the yaw angle
~velocities were recorded in a tangential plane!.

In each frame ofFigs. 6 and7, the flow field is presented for
two nozzle pitches (30 deg). Due to the ratio number of nozzle
guide vanes to the number of rotor blades of 24:3652:3 these
plots can be periodically continued all around the nozzle ring.

Although the vane-blade spacing is 47% of nozzle axial chord
~at midspan! the interaction of the passing rotor blades with the
stator exit flow is still clearly visible inFig. 6. The shock itself
remains very stable at the same position on the suction side.

In Fig. 7, observation of the blades duringt/t50.125 to 0.375
shows a continuous increase of the flow angle in the region be-
tween the two nozzle wakes from about 68 deg to 73 deg~see
Fig. 7! due to the interaction with the suction side of the rotor
blade. The nozzle exit flow is pressed back into the tangential
direction. Fromt/t50.5 on the flow switches from the SS of the
rotor to its PS, this means the flow along the PS increases and the
flow angle decreases continuously to 68 deg.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the time-averaged flow angle
measured by the LDV system and the flow angle gained by pneu-
matic measurement. InFig. 8 the 0-deg position corresponds to
the radial line of the grid atx50 in Fig. 3, the dashed lines give
the position of the nozzle wakes. The differences between the two
types of measurement are depicted in the bottom picture. The
maximum differences occur in the wake region and can be ex-
plained by the larger variation of angle in the pneumatic measure-
ment due to the sensitivity of the applied probes to local pressure
gradients~the probe head diameter is in the same order of magni-
tude as the thickness of the wake flow!. The differences in the
upper region are not fully understood and are explained by probe
blockage.

The velocity defect in the nozzle wakes causes a smaller flow
angle in these regions and the wake flow is more axial. The mini-
mum angles appeared in a small area at the left side of the nozzle
wake ~SS of nozzle guide vane!. A discontinuity created by the
shock was not clearly detected.

Fig. 5 „a… Time-averaged velocity field in B1 measured by LDV,
„b… oil film visualization of surface flow

Fig. 6 Time-resolved velocity fields in B1 measured by LDV „contour steps 12.5 m Õs…
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In order to indicate zones of high losses a nondimensional co-
efficient v which was used in@1# representing the ratio of total
pressure loss in the stator and the averaged dynamic pressure in
the measurement plane.

v5
ptot A,av2ptot B

ptot B,av2pB,av
(2)

pav5
1

A
•E p•dA (3)

Figure 9 shows the pressure loss coefficientv in measurement
planes B1 and B2. The location of these planes is indicated in the
stage meridional section inFig. 1. Again in Fig. 9 the 0 deg
position corresponds to the radial line of the grid atx50 in Fig. 3,
the dashed lines give the position of the nozzle wakes.

Regions of high pressure loss result from the stator wakes
which are indicated by dashed lines. The two spots of very high
loss on the suction side result from the accumulation of low en-

Fig. 7 Time-resolved flow angle „yaw angle … distributions in B1 measured by LDV „contour
steps 1.25 deg …

Fig. 8 Time-averaged flow angle in B1 measured by LDV
„above …, flow angle by pneumatic probes „middle … and differ-
ence between two types of measurement „below …

Fig. 9 Pressure loss coefficient v in B1 „above … and B2 „be-
low … 0 deg correspond to xÄ0 in Fig. 3, the dashed lines give
the position of the wakes „contour steps 0.025 …
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ergy fluid at the endwalls by the passage vortices. The region of
low total pressure at the upper endwall are larger than at the hub
since the boundary layer may be thicker there. A comparison of
the pictures of plane B1 and B2 shows that the wake appears
circumferentially shifted and that due to mixing the total pressure
distribution is smoother in plane B2. Maximums of pressure loss
are higher in plane B1 than in plane B2. The total pressure loss
over the nozzle vane trailing edge shock is small so that the shock
cannot be detected. Regions of very high losses at the upper end-
wall seem to be caused by a 0.8 mm clearance between the stator
vane in the trailing edge region and the casing.

Rotor Exit Flow. The rotor exit flow is heavily influenced by
the wakes of the rotor blades passing by. In a time-averaged ve-
locity plot variations of the velocity magnitudeu VC

% u were found
downstream of the rotor. These variations were evoked by the
non-uniform nozzle guide vane exit flow field. At midspan, a cir-
cumferential variation of velocity of approximately 30 m/s was
found. For a better view onto plane B1 the plot showing the re-
sults of plane C1 is shifted in circumferential direction by two
nozzle pitches.

The time-resolved measurement utilizing the LDV system al-
lowed the investigation of flow phenomena at different stator-
rotor positions. Time-resolved magnitude fieldsuV̄Cu in plane C1
are presented inFig. 10. Again eight frames (t/t50, 0.125, 0.25,
0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875! are used to show the flow down-
stream of the rotor blades. The view is from the stage exit up-
stream onto plane C1. The black lines indicate the locations of the
rotor trailing edges moving from the left to the right. The rotor
blades move 1.25 deg from frame to frame, one whole cycle cor-
responds to a movement of one rotor pitch~a turning of 10 deg).
As in Figs. 6and7, Figs. 10and11 present the flow field for two
nozzle pitches (30 deg).

Figures 10 and 11 show the wake of the rotor blades on the
left-hand side of the rotor trailing edges~black lines! moving from
the left to the right. The velocity defect and the increase in flow
angle can be seen very clearly. All areas in these plots, where a
correct evaluation due to a lack of seeding particles was not en-
sured, were left white~especially at the inner radius!.

On the right side of the rotor wakes a region of lower velocity
and larger flow angle can be seen moving together with the rotor
blades. A little more radially inward a region of higher velocity is
detected. These areas of lower and higher velocity moving to-
gether with the wakes indicate secondary flow phenomena caused
by the rotor blades.

When examining the encircled area ‘‘A’’ (t/t50, Fig. 10! on
the suction side of the rotor blade, it can be seen that the velocity
increases in time from 205 to 230 m/s att/t50.875~area ‘‘B’’ !.
During further rotation tot/t51.5 ~equal t/t50.5) the velocity
decreases back to the original value~indicated with ‘‘C’’!. This
movement in circumferential direction corresponds to a rotation of
15 deg~one nozzle pitch!. This phenomenon is effected by the
stator. Similar structures can be observed in the flow angle distri-
butions ofFig. 11.

Averaging over the whole blade passing periodt lead to a ve-
locity field in Fig. 12. Due to the same color bar the picture can be
compared to the time-resolved results ofFig. 10.

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the time-averaged flow
angle measured by the LDV system and the flow angle obtained
by pneumatic measurement in plane C1 showing a good agree-
ment.

The bottom picture shows the differences between both mea-
surements. Although there are deviations between23 deg and
13.5 deg the mean deviation is close to zero. The local differ-
ences are explained by incorrect time averaging of the probe
which is not able to follow high frequent flow oscillations. The
mean flow angle in plane C1 is about215 deg, this means that
the flow direction is in opposite direction to the rotor rotation. The
extended area covered by the pneumatic probe measurement also
shows the influence of the tip leakage flow to the flow angle. The
difference to the mean value is up to 16 deg. The larger counter
swirl at hub is evoked by secondary flow effects.

Nozzle Wake Propagation. Another important flow feature is
the transport of the highly turbulent nozzle wakes through the
rotor. When a nozzle wake enters a rotor passage, it is chopped by
the rotor leading edges into individual segments and they subse-
quently propagate through the rotor passages independent from

Fig. 10 Time-resolved velocity fields in C1 measured by LDV „contour steps 6 m Õs…
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each other. There is a strong mixing and a deformation of these
wake fragments by the surrounding flow. The turbulent kinetic
energy was used to show the turbulent segments in plane C1. The
turbulent kinetic energyk was calculated from the axial and cir-
cumferential velocity componentsu8 andv8 both measured by the
LDV system by

k50.75•~u821v82! (4)

and is shown inFig. 14.
This equation is based on the assumption, that the radial com-

ponent of fluctuating velocity not measured by the LDV system is
in the same order of magnitude as theu8 and v8 components.
Apart from the high turbulent kinetic energy in the wake flow of
the passing turbine blades~up to 2500 m2/s2) an increase from 30
to approximately 500 m2/s2 can be seen in the regions between
them. The appearing of these turbulent nozzle wake fragments is
observed for example in the area between the first and second
rotor wake marked with ‘‘A’’ inFig. 14: The flow in this encircled
region gets more and more turbulent tillt/t50.5 ~indicated with
‘‘B’’ !. Then the value of turbulent kinetic energy decreases indi-

Fig. 11 Time-resolved flow angle „yaw angle … distributions in C1 measured by LDV „contour
steps 4 deg …

Fig. 12 Time-averaged velocity fields measured by LDV

Fig. 13 Time-averaged flow angle in C1 measured by LDV
„above …, flow angle by pneumatic probes „middle … and differ-
ence between two types of measurement „below …
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cating the absence of nozzle wake fragments. The same flow situ-
ation occurs at a distance of one nozzle pitch but with a shift in
time of t/t50.5 ~marked with ‘‘C’’!.

Concluding Remarks
The flow in transonic turbomachines is heavily influenced by

three-dimensional secondary flow phenomena which have a
strong impact on their efficiency. These effects are still difficult to
predict by modern CFD calculations.

Therefore the objective of this work was to provide accurate
unsteady flow data in a transonic turbine stage for CFD code
verification. These data were obtained by two-component laser
Doppler velocimeter measurements between stator and rotor as
well as downstream of the rotor in planes perpendicular to the
rotor axis. The unsteady data are referred to the rotor blade pass-
ing period.

Comparisons were also performed with pneumatic probe mea-
surements which showed an overall agreement. Differences in
flow angle were observed which are contributed to the deficien-
cies of the probe measurement in transonic flows.

The experimental data and the stage geometry are offered to the
scientific community in order to support the understanding of un-
steady three-dimensional transonic flow through cooperative CFD
simulation. The data can be obtained per email request.
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Nomenclature

t 5 time ~s!
PS 5 pressure surface
SS 5 suction surface
A 5 area of measurement planes (m2)
p 5 absolute pressure~bar!
r 5 radial position~m!
T 5 absolute temperature~K!

x,y,z 5 Cartesian coordinates~m!
u 5 velocity in axial direction~m/s!
v 5 velocity in circumferential direction~m/s!
V 5 velocity vector~m/s!
K 5 turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s2)
H 5 percentage spanwise distance~%!

Greek

t 5 rotor blade passing period~s!
v 5 pressure loss coefficient

Subscripts

i 5 instantaneous
k 5 burst spectrum analyzer~BSA! number

tot 5 total
in 5 at inlet
av 5 averaged value
A 5 plane A~upstream of nozzle!
B 5 plane B~downstream of nozzle!
C 5 plane C~downstream of rotor!

Superscripts

2 5 ensemble-averaged properties
5 5 time-averaged properties
; 5 periodic quantity
8 5 unresolved fluctuating quantity
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Flutter of Low Pressure Turbine
Blades With Cyclic Symmetric
Modes: A Preliminary Design
Method
A current preliminary design method for flutter of low pressure turbine blades and vanes
only requires knowledge of the reduced frequency and mode shape (real). However, many
low pressure turbine (LPT) blade designs include a tip shroud that mechanically connects
the blades together in a structure exhibiting cyclic symmetry. A proper vibration analysis
produces a frequency and complex mode shape that represents two real modes phase
shifted by 90 deg. This paper describes an extension to the current design method to
consider these complex mode shapes. As in the current method, baseline unsteady aero-
dynamic analyses must be performed for the three fundamental motions, two translations
and a rotation. Unlike the current method work matrices must be saved for a range of
reduced frequencies and interblade phase angles. These work matrices are used to gen-
erate the total work for the complex mode shape. Since it still only requires knowledge of
the reduced frequency and mode shape (complex), this new method is still very quick and
easy to use. Theory and an example application are presented.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1650380#

Introduction
Panovsky and Kielb@1# presented a new method to conduct

preliminary flutter design analysis for LPT blades. The study iden-
tified the blade mode shape as the most important contributor
determining blade stability. Each mode shape is represented by
three rigid-body motions~two translations and one rotation! at the
spanwise location of maximum displacement. These three motions
can be described by a ‘‘pitching axis.’’ The critical value of re-
duced frequency,kc , is determined by placing this pitching axis
location on the plot shown inFig. 1 and reading off the critical
reduced frequency. The horizontal solid lines represent the loca-
tion of the blade leading and trailing edges. The diagonal solid
line is normal to the engine rotational axis. Blue represents akc
less than 0.1 and pink represents akc greater than 0.5. By com-
paring thiskc with the actual reduced frequency, the stability is
determined.

Further investigation using the same approach~Tchernycheva
et al. @2#! has shown that the overall stability behavior, as well as
identification of the most stable and the most unstable regions as a
function of blade mode shape remain remarkably similar for a
rather wide range of physical and aerodynamic parameters of LPT
blades with pure subsonic flow. Therefore, for preliminary design
purposes CFD analyses only need to be preformed for a reference
airfoil. The results are then applied to all preliminary designs.
This method has been shown to be valuable in screening prelimi-
nary designs~requiring only the results of a finite element analy-
sis! and identifying a minimal set of unsteady CFD analysis for
final designs.

Flutter is typically encountered on the blades and vanes of aft
LPT stages. Typical aft LPT blades~Fig. 2! are long and slender
and contain tip shrouds that structurally couple the blades. Since
this arrangement is cyclically symmetric, each eigenvalue has a
complex mode shape that can be represented by two real mode
shapes that are commonly called the cosine and sine modes. These
two modes are phase shifted by 90 deg. As a result, direct appli-

cation of the Panovsky-Kielb~P-K! method ~never intended to
handle cyclic symmetry modes! results in two pitching axis loca-
tions for each eigenvalue. The use ofFig. 1 then results in two
values forkc . Although this can easily be done, it is theoretically
incorrect, and experience has shown that it is ultra-conservative.
That is, virtually all designs are judged to be unstable.

Another approach is to take advantage of the fact that the co-
sine and sine modes are not unique and can be ‘‘clocked’’ circum-
ferentially to maximize the amplitude ratio between these two
modes. This approach is commonly referred to as the ‘‘antinode’’
method. The higher amplitude mode shape is used to determine
the pitching axis location to use withFig. 1 for determining sta-
bility. The lower amplitude mode is ignored. The example given
later in this paper shows that this method is also overly conserva-
tive. In addition, design experience has shown that this approach
is typically overly conservative with respect to actual engine ex-
perience. This paper presents an extension to the Panovsky-Kielb
method that eliminates these conservatisms, and is useful for pre-
liminary flutter design of shrouded LPT blades.

Panovsky-Kielb Method
In the Panovsky-Kielb method, two dimensional computational

fluid dynamics~CFD! ~usually inviscid! analyses must be per-
formed for a reference airfoil for a range of reduced frequencies
and interblade phase angles. The interblade phase angle is

b l5
2p l

Nb
(1)

wherel is the number of nodal diameters andNb is the number of
blades. For each interblade phase angle the unsteady pressures on
the blade surface are calculated for three rigid body mode shapes;
translation inj, translation inh, and rotation about the leading
edge~j andh50, seeFigs. 1and3!. The blade surface unsteady
pressures are combined with the mode shapes to calculate the
work per cycle matrix.

bl5F wjj wjh wja

whj whh wha

waj wah waa

G .
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The diagonal terms represent work done by the unsteady pres-
sures acting on the mode shapes producing these unsteady pres-
sures. The off-diagonal terms represent the work done by the un-
steady pressures acting on the other mode shapes.

The work for any two-dimensional rigid-body mode shape can
then be determined from

wl5$a%T@bl #$a%

where

$a%5H hj

hh

a
J

hj is the rigid-body displacement in thej-direction
hh is the rigid-body displacement in theh-direction
a is the rotation about the leading edge.

Thus, for any given mode shape~or location of pitching axis!
the stability can be determined by considering all interblade phase
angles. The tie-dye plot~Fig. 1! is created by determiningkc for a
fine grid of j, h pitching axis locations. An efficient method of
obtaining thekcs is presented in Panosky and Kielb@1#.

Cyclic Symmetry Method
As in the Panovsky-Kielb method the same work matricesbl

are generated for a range of reduced frequencies and interblade
phase angles. A finite element method is usually used to determine
the frequencies and complex mode shapes as a function of nodal

diameter. Also, as in the P-K method, the spanwise location of
maximum displacement is used for the stability evaluation. For
each mode the real cosine and sine mode shapes can be converted
into two-dimensional rigid-body mode shapes represented by

$alc%5H hj lc

hh lc

a lc

J and $als%5H hj ls

hh ls

a ls

J
Although the amplitude of the mode shapes is arbitrary, it is

important to retain the amplitude ratios of the cosine and sine
modes. The work for the cosine and sine modes can then be indi-
vidually calculated and summed to obtain the combined work

wlc5$alc%
T@bl #$alc%

wls5$als%
T@bl #$als%

wl ,comb5wlc1wls .

Note that this approach does include the ‘‘off-diagonal’’ work
terms. That is, the unsteady pressures due to the cosine mode
applied to the sine mode and vice versa. Although some very
limited data has shown these terms to be small. There is no theo-
retical reason to expect that they should be insignificant. There-
fore, this effect needs to be studied.

The equations above represent the work in the forward travel-
ing wave with l nodal diameters. For example, thel nodal diam-
eter modes of a rotor withNb blades results in a forward traveling
mode with an interblade phase angle given by Eq.~1!. However,
the mode shapesalc andalc are also valid for the backward trav-
eling wave that can be represented by2 l nodal diameters. For
this mode the interblade phase angle is

b2 l522p l /Nb .

Therefore, the same cosine and sine mode shapes can be used to
calculate the work for the backward traveling wave by

w2 lc5$alc%
T@b2 l #$alc

w2 ls5$als%
T@b2 l #$als

w2 l ,comb5w2 lc1w2 ls .

Fig. 1 Critical reduced frequency ‘‘tiedye’’ plot

Fig. 2 Typical aft LPT shrouded blades „pie section …

Fig. 3 Blade coordinate system
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Given the frequencies and mode shapes for a range of nodal
diameters, the work for both the forward and backward traveling
waves can be easily determined. It is usually more meaningful to
put the results in terms of damping.

z5
2W

4pEmax
~critical damping ratio!

whereEmax is the maximum kinetic energy.

Example Problem
The frequencies and mode shapes of an LPT blade (Nb5176)

were determined for nine different nodal diameters. Directly ap-
plying the traditional P-K method separately for the cosine and
sine modes to determine the stability gives the results shown in
Fig. 4. When the critical value is greater than the actual value the
mode is unstable. Therefore, for this case all cosine modes are
unstable and two of the sine modes are judged to be unstable.

The cyclic method was applied to the same problem. For the 35
nodal diameter case the finite element cyclic symmetry analysis
resulted in the following frequencies and rigid-body mode shapes:

k50.246

a35c5H 20.00304
20.00399
0.01285

J
a35s5H 20.19467

0.44450
0.03671

J .

The pitching axis locations~j,h-coordinates! are ~0.31,20.24!
and~212.1,25.3! for the cosine and sine modes, respectively. By
plotting the cosine pitching axis location onFig. 1 results in akc
of approximately 0.39. Notice that this pitching axis location is in
a high gradient region. To evaluate thekc of the sine mode re-
quires a zoomed out tie-dye plot showing pitching axis locations
farther from the blade leading edge. The resultingkc is approxi-
mately 0.18. These critical reduced frequency values are shown in
Fig. 4, where it can be seen that the cosine mode is unstable and
the sine mode is stable. However, as can be seen from the rigid-
body mode shapes, the sine mode has significantly larger ampli-
tude. The cyclic symmetry method results in the following values
of work per cycle:

Forward Traveling Wave,b571.6

w35c50.87

w35s524.55

w35,comb523.68

Backward Traveling Wave,b5271.6

w235c523.25

w235s5217.99

w235,comb5221.24

Indeed the forward traveling cosine mode is unstable, but it is
overwhelmed by the larger amplitude sine mode that is stable.

Cyclic symmetry method results for all nodal diameters studied
are shown inFig. 5 andFig. 6. For the 2, 3, and 4 nodal diameter
modes the amplitude of the sine components is significantly larger
than that of the cosine mode. As a result the work for the 2, 3, and
4 nodal diameter cosine modes is insignificant. For the forward
traveling wave the cosine modes are unstable for the higher nodal

Fig. 4 Evaluation using traditional P-K method
Fig. 5 Forward traveling wave—cosine, sine, and total work

Fig. 6 Backward traveling wave—cosine, sine, and total work
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diameters. However, the sine modes are stable for all nodal diam-
eters and result in the total work to be stable for all nodal diam-
eters. This is an excellent example of the problem of applying the
P-K method to cyclic symmetry cases. For the backward traveling
wave the work is stable for all cosine and sine modes. Therefore,
the forward and backward traveling waves for all nodal diameters
are judged to be stable.

In Fig. 7 the work results have been converted to critical damp-
ing ratios, and again are predicted to be stable for all nodal diam-
eters considered. This is in subjective agreement with the actual
engine test that showed the blade to be stable. Damping values
were not measured. A future publication will compare these
damping values with those of full three-dimensional CFD flutter
analysis.

The results inFigs. 4 through7 also display the error of the
anti-node method. In this case the 2, 3, 4, 35, and 40 nodal diam-
eter mode shapes are heavily dominated by the sine mode. In
other words, the sine mode is essentially the anti-node mode.
From Fig. 4 the antinode method predicts that the actual reduced
frequency is lower than the critical value~unstable! for the 2 and
3 nodal diameter modes. WhereasFigs. 5 through 7 show that
these modes are stable for both forward and backward traveling
waves. The primary reason for this error is the assumption in the
tie-dye plot that all nodal diameters are possible. Also, note that
for these nodal diameters we know that the off-diagonal terms are
small because the cosine mode has low relative amplitude.

In this particular example the blade design is judged to be
stable. However, the aerodynamic damping of the 35 and 40 nodal

diameter forward traveling wave is very small~0.05%!. Therefore,
a detailed flutter analysis is recommended for at least one of these
cases.

Summary and Conclusions
Application of the traditional Panovsky-Kielb preliminary de-

sign analysis method for LPT blades with tip shrouds has been
found to be overly conservative. This paper presents an extension
to this method that considers the cyclic symmetry mode shapes.
As demonstrated in the example problem this new cyclic symme-
try method eliminates this conservatism, but does not require any
additional input information or CFD analysis. Future work will
include the off-diagonal terms in the work matrix and compare the
predicted damping with that of full three-dimensional CFD flutter
analysis.
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Nomenclature

Emax 5 maximum kinetic energy
Nb 5 number of blades
V 5 exit relative velocity
W 5 work per cycle
a 5 rigid-body displacement vector

bl 5 baseline work matrix forl nodal diameters
c 5 blade chord

hj 5 rigid-body displacement inj-direction
hh 5 rigid-body displacement inh-direction

k5vc/(2V) 5 reduced velocity
kc 5 critical reduced velocity

l 5 number of nodal diameters
wjj, . . . 5 baseline work terms

wlc 5 cosine mode work forl nodal diameters
wls 5 sine mode work forl nodal diameters

wl ,comb 5 combined mode work forl nodal diameters
a 5 angle of pitching about leading edge

b l 5 interblade phase angle
j 5 distance along blade chord
h 5 distance normal to blade chord
z 5 critical damping ratio
v 5 vibration frequency
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A Numerical Method for
Turbomachinery Aeroelasticity
This work provides an accurate and efficient numerical method for turbomachinery flutter.
The unsteady Euler or Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved in integral
form, the blade passages being discretised using a background fixed C-grid and a body-
fitted C-grid moving with the blade. In the overlapping region data are exchanged be-
tween the two grids at every time step, using bilinear interpolation. The method employs
Roe’s second-order-accurate flux difference splitting scheme for the inviscid fluxes, a
standard second-order discretisation of the viscous terms, and a three-level backward
difference formula for the time derivatives. The dual-time-stepping technique is used to
evaluate the nonlinear residual at each time step. The state-of-the-art second-order ac-
curacy of unsteady transonic flow solvers is thus carried over to flutter computations. The
code is proven to be accurate and efficient by computing the 4th Aeroelastic Standard
Configuration, namely, the subsonic flow through a turbine cascade with flutter instability
in the first bending mode, where viscous effect are found practically negligible. Then, for
the very severe 11th Aeroelastic Standard Configuration, namely, transonic flow through a
turbine cascade at off-design conditions, benchmark solutions are provided for various
values of the inter-blade phase angle.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1738122#

Introduction
In modern turbomachinery design and development, it is crucial

to predict the blade vibratory stresses arising from self-excitation
or inlet flow distortion. This is particularly true for aircraft com-
pressor and fan blade rows, that may work at highly loaded off-
design conditions, but also for the last stages of steam and gas
turbines. The prediction of the unsteady pressure loads on the
blading may involve the computation of shock waves, shock/
boundary layer interaction and boundary layer separation, which
could not be accounted for in early approaches based on potential
methods, see e.g.,@1#. Therefore, time-linearized methods have
become very popular for turbomachinery aeroelastic computa-
tions, since they take into account such strongly nonlinear phe-
nomena, at least for the steady flow field, see, e.g.,@2,3#. How-
ever, these methods, which are very reliable when the blade
vibrations add only a small disturbance to the steady flow, are
clearly inadequate when studying the fluid/structure interaction
and the blade displacements are not known a priori. In order to
remove this limitation, a time-accurate solver of the Euler, thin
layer, or complete Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes~RANS!
equations is to be used, depending on the nature of the phenomena
of interest. Recently, several researchers have developed and ap-
plied numerical methods for solving such equations, using differ-
ent spacial and time discretisations, see, e.g.,@4–8#. However,
none of them employs all state-of-the-art features of current un-
steady compressible flow solvers. In this paper, a second-order-
accurate state-of-the-art RANS solver is extended to flutter com-
putations to provide a significant accuracy improvement over
existing codes when strongly nonlinear phenomena are present in
the flow field. Moreover, the proposed approach, using a dual-
time-stepping technique, is very apt to ultimately solve the full
system of aeroelastic equations for both fluid and solid. It is note-
worthy that the code can solve the Euler and the thin-layer RANS
equations, by simply switching off the appropriate terms. How-
ever, only the full RANS equations are considered for the present

viscous computations, insofar as they provide a more complete
description of the flow, with a minimal additional cost.

The proposed method is applied to compute two aeroelastic test
cases, for which detailed experimental data are provided by Bo¨lcs
and Fransson@4# and Fransson et al.@9#, respectively~details
about the experimental setup together with the electronic files
containing the experimental data are available at: http://
www.egi.kth.se!. The first test case is the 4th Aeroelastic Standard
Configuration, i.e., the subsonic flow through a turbine cascade
with flutter instability in the first bending mode, where no sepa-
ration occurs and the pressure loads are well predicted by the
Euler equations. The second test case is the very severe 11th
Aeroelastic Standard Configuration, i.e., a transonic off-design
flow through a turbine cascade, where both leading-edge separa-
tion and shock/boundary layer interaction are present. For both
test cases, the experimental data and the numerical solutions avail-
able to date are not in good agreement, so that the present thor-
ough numerical investigation is warranted to validate the experi-
mental data and to provide benchmark numerical solutions.

Governing Equations
The two-dimensional unsteady RANS equations for compress-

ible flow are written for a moving control volumeV(t) with
boundaryG(t), as

d

dt EV~ t !
wdV1 R

G~ t !
~ f e2f v2ws!•ndG50. (1)

In Eq. ~1!, w is the conservative variable vector based on the
components of the absolute velocity vector in the fixed reference
frame,s is the speed of the surfaceG(t), n is the outer normal to
G(t), and f e and f v are the inviscid and viscous fluxes, given in
Cartesian coordinates as

f x
e5S ru

p1ru2

ruv
ruH

D , f y
e5S rv

ruv
p1rv2

rvH
D , (2)

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
TURBOMACHINERY. Paper presented at the International Gas Turbine and
Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 3–6, 2002;
Paper No. 2002-GT-30321. Manuscript received by IGTI, December 2001, final re-
vision, March 2002. Associate Editor: E. Benvenuti.
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f x
v5S 0

txx

txy

bx

D , f y
v5S 0

tyx

tyy

by

D , (3)

where

txx5m@2]u/]x2~2/3!~]u/]x1]v/]y!#,

txy5tyx5m@]u/]y1]v/]x#,

tyy5m@2]v/]y2~2/3!~]u/]x1]v/]y!#,

bx5utxx1vtxy1k]T/]x,

by5utyx1vtyy1k]T/]y.

The above formulation can treat both fixed and moving grid
blocks covering the computational domain. The viscous flux also
contains the contribution of turbulent stresses, evaluated using
either the Baldwin-Lomax@10# algebraic model or the Spalart-
Allmaras @11# one-equation model:

]ñ

]t
52u•¹ñ1cb1Sñ1

1

s Re
@¹•~~n1 ñ !¹ñ !1cb2~¹ñ!2#

2
1

ReFcw1f w2
cb1

k2 f t2GF ñ

dG2

, (4)

whereñ is the modified kinematic eddy viscosity coefficient and
the right-hand-side terms represent convection, production, diffu-
sion, and destruction, respectively, see@11#, for details.

Numerical Method
The system of conservation laws~1! and~4! is discretised using

a cell-centered finite volume method for structured multiblock
grids. Equations~1! and ~4! are written for each cell of the com-
putational mesh, which can move with respect to a fixed reference
frame. The convective fluxes at the cell interfaces are evaluated
using Roe’s approximate Riemann solver,@12#, with a fully up-
wind unlimited second-order-accurate MUSCL extrapolation. The
eigenvalues of Roe’s matrix are corrected as in@13# to allow

Fig. 1 Moving grid strategy and boundary conditions

Fig. 2 4th Standard Configuration, steady solution. Pressure
coefficient contours „DCpÄ0.05….

Fig. 3 4th Standard Configuration, steady solution. Isentropic
Mach number distributions at the wall

Fig. 4 4th Standard Configuration. Amplitude „upper … and
phase „lower … distributions of the pressure first harmonic,
IBPAÄÀ90 deg.
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enough dissipation at the sonic points. A standard centered
second-order-accurate approximation is used for the viscous
fluxes.

For steady flows, the solution is marched in time using the
four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme proposed by Jameson et al.@14#.
Local time stepping, implicit residual smoothing, and multigrid,
@15#, are used to speed up the convergence. The turbulence-
closure equation~4!, when employed, is solved at every local
iteration after Eq.~1!. For unsteady flow computations, the time
derivative is discretised using a three-level second-order-accurate
backward difference scheme and the dual time stepping technique,
@16#, is used to advance the solution in time. Such a strategy
guarantees the nonlinear coupling of Eq.~1! and ~4! at every
physical time level; moreover, within a general procedure for
aeroelastic computations, it would simplify the implicit coupling
of the flow and structural solvers with respect to approximate
factorization schemes,@6,8#.

For turbomachinery flutter calculations, two main difficulties
arise: the blade is moving with respect to the flow net and each
blade may vibrate with a constant phase difference, called inter-
blade phase angle~IBPA!. In this work such difficulties are over-
come as follows. Each blade passage is covered with a back-
ground fixed C-grid, which allows to easily impose the inlet,
outlet, and inter-passage conditions, and a body-fitted moving
C-grid, with an overlapping region, as shown inFig. 1, inter-block
boundary conditions being imposed by bilinear interpolation of
the variables at the overlapping boundaries; a similar procedure
has been employed in@17#. A multipassage computational domain
is employed, using a number of blade passages,np(np.1), given
as

np5
360°z

uIBPAu
, IBPAÞ0,

wherez is the minimum integer which leads to an integer value
for np . Such an approach is more general than thedirect store
method proposed in@18#, used to employ a single passage also for
IBPAÞ0, insofar as it allows to compute mistuned oscillating
cascades.

Results

4th Standard Configuration. The experimental data for the
4th Standard Configuration refer to an annular turbine cascade in
which the blades are sinusoidally oscillated in the first bending
mode. The same oscillation amplitude and frequency are imposed
for all blades, whereas several IBPAs are considered,@4#. The
flow is subsonic, with isentropic exit Mach number equal to 0.9,
and the inlet flow is inclined 45 deg downward with respect to the
axial direction. The Reynolds number, based on the chord length
and the inlet conditions, is equal to 8.23105. C-grids with 256
332 and 384348 cells have been used to compute the inviscid
and viscous steady solutions, respectively. These meshes have
been selected after an appropriate mesh-refinement study, which is
not reported for brevity. For the viscous flow computation the
average value ofh1 for the first cell near the wall equals 5.
Figure 2 provides the pressure coefficient contours for the invis-
cid computation. InFig. 3 the experimental isentropic Mach num-
ber distribution at the wall is compared with the numerical results
obtained by solving the Euler equations and the RANS equations
closed by the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. The agreement
with the experimental data is good, considering that no attempt is

Fig. 5 4th Standard Configuration. Amplitude „upper … and
phase „lower … distributions of the pressure first harmonic,
IBPAÄ180 deg.

Fig. 6 4th Standard Configuration. Amplitude „upper … and
phase „lower … distributions of the pressure first harmonic,
IBPAÄ90 deg.
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made to take into account the varying thickness of the streamtubes
~quasi-three-dimensional approximation!. The results also com-
pare well with those provided in@5–7#. The influence of viscous
effects is quite small. The steady solution is used as the initial
condition for the unsteady computations. For the inviscid compu-
tations, each blade passage has been discretised using an inner
block with 256320 cells and an outer block with 128320 cells.
For turbulent flow computations, the two blocks have 384340
cells and 256314 cells, respectively. The oscillation amplitude,h,
is equal to 0.33% of the chord length and the reduced frequency,
k, based on the half-chord length and the outlet flow conditions, is
equal to 0.107. The bending direction is 60 deg with respect to the
chord. Eighty physical time-steps have been used to compute each
cycle, the correspondingDt providing grid convergence in time.
Figure 4–6 show the normalized amplitude and the phase of the
first harmonic of the pressure time history for three values of the
IBPA. The solutions agree reasonably well with the experimental
data, and indicate that viscous effects have some influence only on
the suction surface amplitude. The numerical results provided in
@5–7#, not reported in the figures, are fairly spread out, so that the
present RANS solutions are considered to date’s benchmark for
the present test case. This is confirmed by the results ofFig. 7,
which provides computed and experimental damping coefficients
versus the inter-blade phase angle. The present results are the
closest to the experimental ones and confirm them, e.g., the insta-
bility at IBPA5290 deg, except for IBPA equal to 90 deg. None-
theless, the good agreement between the present Euler and RANS
results may suggest that the experimental data are the inaccurate
ones for such a case.

Fig. 7 Aerodynamic damping coefficient „J… versus IBPA for
the 4th Standard Configuration

Fig. 8 11th Standard Configuration, steady solution. Pressure
coefficient contours „DCpÄ0.075….

Fig. 9 11th Standard Configuration, steady solution. Stream-
lines at the leading edge.

Fig. 10 11th Standard Configuration, steady solution. Isentro-
pic Mach number distributions at the wall.

Fig. 11 11th Standard Configuration. Amplitude „upper … and
phase „lower … distribution of the pressure first harmonic,
IBPAÄ180 deg.
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11th Standard Configuration. The very severe 11th Stan-
dard Configuration is a transonic flow through a turbine cascade at
off-design conditions. The isentropic exit Mach number is equal
to 0.99 and the inlet flow is inclined 34 deg upward with respect
to the axial direction. The Reynolds number, based on the chord
length and inlet conditions, is equal to 1.23106. For such flow
conditions, the stagnation point is located at about 6% of the
chord on the pressure surface of the blade. The flow strongly
accelerates around the sharp leading edge forming a tiny super-
sonic region. The flow then separates on the suction side of the
blade from the leading edge to 30% of the chord. After reattach-
ment, the flow accelerates again to supersonic speed and a shock
occurs at about 75% of the chord. Steady inviscid and viscous
computations have been performed using grids with 288332 and
288348 cells, respectively. For the viscous flow computation the
average value ofh1 for the first cell near the wall equals 1. For
the unsteady computations, the moving and fixed blocks are al-
ways composed of 288320 and 144320 cells, respectively.Fig-
ure 8 provides the pressure coefficient contours for the steady
viscous computation, whereas the streamlines at the leading-edge
separation region are shown inFig. 9. In Fig. 10, the steady isen-
tropic Mach number distributions obtained by solving the Euler
equations and the RANS equations closed by the Baldwin-Lomax
and the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence models are compared with
the experimental data. The inviscid solution is very far from the
experiments in the front part of the suction side, due to separation.
The viscous solution is in good agreement with the experimental
data, especially when the Spalart-Allmaras model is employed.
For the unsteady case, the blades oscillate in the first bending
mode, with bending angle equal to 90 deg with respect to the

chord direction, oscillation amplitude equal to 0.0035c, and a
reduced frequency, based on the half-chord length and the outlet
conditions, equal to 0.1545. Also for this case, grid convergence
in time is achieved using 80 physical time-steps per period. Ex-
perimental data are available for ten equally spaced values of the
IBPA, from 36 deg to 360 deg@9#, whereas numerical results are
provided by Fransson et al.@9#, Sbardella and Imregun@3#, and
Campobasso and Giles@19# only for IBPA5180 deg. First, for
such a well-documented case, the present calculations of the am-
plitude and the phase distribution of the first harmonic of the
pressure time history are given inFig. 11, together with the ex-
perimental results. It appears that the present Euler and Baldwin-
Lomax RANS computations are clearly inadequate, which is well
known to happen in the presence of a large separation bubble~see
Fig. 9!. On the other hand, the results obtained using the RANS
equations with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model compare
reasonably well with the experimental data, except in the rear part
of the suction side. Furthermore, the experimental results cannot
be considered very reliable, insofar as, for some values of the
IBPA their 95% confidence interval is about half of the mean
value. And in fact, the experimental data for the aerodynamic
damping, given in@9#, show large differences for similar flow
conditions, due to local changes on the blade surface in the shock
region, which result in a large influence on the aerodynamic
damping because of the discrete integration points. For such a
reason, Fransson et al.@9# recommend to consider only the experi-
mental local pressure values for comparing the numerical results.
Therefore, although one cannot be certain that the Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence model is fully adequate for the flow under
consideration, the present code remains a state-of-the-art tool for
validating numerical as well as experimental results. At this pur-
pose the present Navier-Stokes code has been used to provide

Fig. 12 11th Standard Configuration. Amplitude „upper … and
phase „lower … distributions of the pressure first harmonic,
IBPAÄ108 deg.

Fig. 13 11th Standard Configuration. Amplitude „upper … and
phase „lower … distributions of the pressure first harmonic,
IBPAÄ144 deg.
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benchmark solutionsfor the following values of IBPA: 108 deg,
144 deg, 216 deg, and 252 deg, in addition to the 180 deg case, for
which the experimental data are less unreliable. Such results are
given in Fig. 12, 13, 14, and15, together with the experimental
data. Once again, a quite nice agreement with the experimental
data is found, the numerical solution being always located within
the experimental error bars, except for the phase distribution at the
rear part of the suction side. This behavior has been also observed
in the other numerical results available in the literature. The dis-
crepancies could be due to the turbulence model inadequacy to
accurately predict the shock/boundary layer interaction but, just as
likely, to the inaccuracy of the experimental data. For complete-
ness, the results for the aerodynamic damping coefficient are pre-
sented inFig. 16. According to the present Spalart-Allmaras
RANS solutions, the configuration is stable for almost all consid-
ered IBPAs, is marginally stable~aerodynamic damping close to
zero! for IBPA5315 deg, and is unstable for IBPA5324 deg and
IBPA5337.5 deg.

Conclusions
A numerical method has been developed for solving the com-

pressible Euler and Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes~RANS!
equations for flows through two-dimensional oscillating cascades.
The method has been used to solve the well-documented 4th Stan-
dard Aeroelastic Configuration, namely, the subsonic flow through
a turbine cascade with flutter instability in the first bending mode,
where the very good agreement between the present Euler and
RANS solutions and the experimental data demonstrates their
benchmark accuracy. Then, the very severe 11th Aeroelastic Stan-
dard Configuration, i.e., a transonic off-design flow through a tur-
bine cascade, has been considered. For such a problem, only the

RANS equations with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model
compare reasonably well with the experimental data. In particular,
the amplitude and phase of the pressure first harmonic at the blade
surface, computed for several values of the inter-blade phase
angle~IBPA!, lay almost everywhere within the experimental er-
ror bars, except in the rear part of the suction side, where a mov-
ing shock-wave impinges on the boundary layer. In this region,
the use of a linear turbulence model for computing the shock/
boundary layer interaction can be inappropriate; on the other
hand, experimental data are affected by considerable uncertainties.

Fig. 14 11th Standard Configuration. Amplitude „upper … and
phase „lower … distributions of the pressure first harmonic,
IBPAÄ216 deg.

Fig. 15 11th Standard Configuration. Amplitude „upper … and
phase „lower … distributions of the pressure first harmonic,
IBPAÄ252 deg.

Fig. 16 Aerodynamic damping coefficient „J… versus IBPA for
the 11th Standard Configuration
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In order to complete the experimental data set, the damping coef-
ficient was computed for several values of the IBPAs, providing
benchmark data to be used for code validation. The electronic files
with the results of the 11th Aeroelastic Standard Configuration are
available at http://cemec.poliba.it/cfd4.htm.
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Nomenclature

c 5 chord length
Cp 5 p2p1 /pt12p15pressure coefficient
Cp8 5 amplitude of the first harmonic of the pressure coeffi-

cient normalized with respect to the vibration ampli-
tude

f 5 vibration frequency
f e 5 inviscid flux vector
f v 5 viscous flux vector

IBPA 5 inter-blade phase angle
h 5 ratio of the bending amplitude to the chord length
H 5 specific total enthalpy
k 5 2p f c/2v25reduced frequency
k 5 thermal conductivity

M 5 Mach number
n 5 instantaneous outer normal to a cell
p 5 pressure
s 5 control surface velocity

Re 5 Reynolds number
t 5 time

T 5 temperature
u 5 velocity vector

u,v 5 velocity components
x, y 5 Cartesian coordinates

w 5 conservative variable vector
G 5 control surface

h1 5 characteristic wall coordinate
m 5 dynamic viscosity
n 5 kinematic viscosity
J 5 aerodynamic damping
r 5 density

t i j 5 stress tensor component
f 5 phase of the first harmonic of the pressure coefficient
V 5 control volume

Subscripts

1 5 inlet
2 5 outlet
is 5 isentropic
t 5 stagnation condition

x, y 5 Cartesian components
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Study on Crack Propagation
Tendencies of Non-Repaired and
Repaired Nozzles
A system designed to control and predict the length of cracks that generate in the first-
stage nozzles of E and F class gas turbines was developed. This system consists of three
programs for (1) inputting cracks, (2) displaying cracks, and (3) predicting cracks, and a
database consisting of approximately 350,000 cracks generated in first-stage nozzles
taken from past repair records of five power plants operating in Japan. The database also
contains data on operating time and number of starts of gas turbines. The distinctive
features of this system are described below. (1) The crack data can be entered on the
nozzle drawing as a picture by using the mouse. (2) The accumulated data allows the
sections of nozzles in which cracks have generated most frequently to be identified. (3)
The correlation formula of cracks and operating time or number of starts can be obtained
simply. (4) By entering the scheduled operating time or number of start-ups to the time of
the next scheduled inspection in the correlation formula, the length of cracks in optional
sections and propagating in optional directions can be predicted. Using this system, the
statuses of cracks generated in non-repaired and repaired nozzles of E class gas turbines
were compared. The comparison focused on 11 patterns with comparatively long cracks
selected from the cracks propagating together with the increase in operating time or
number of starts. The propagation of cracks covering a period of approximately two
years, which corresponds to the inspection interval of power plants in Japan, was also
compared. The results showed that the extent of crack propagation tends to increase with
the increase in the number of repairs. Furthermore, the propagation of cracks in repair
nozzles is about two times greater than that in non-repair nozzles. It was also found that
the system could identify the sections in which the longest cracks are
generated.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1650378#

Introduction

Because of its high efficiency and outstanding operability, the
gas turbine combined cycle is being introduced into existing fa-
cilities and new plants. Since measures are also being developed
to raise the temperature of the combustion gas, the parts installed
in the hot gas path of gas turbines must be inspected, and repaired
or replaced very frequently.

Since the first-stage nozzles of gas turbines are exposed to hot
gases, many cracks are found during inspection. However, since
the nozzle is a static part, nozzles with cracks found to be within
certain criteria at inspection are kept in use as is. Cracks exceed-
ing the criteria are weld-repaired to allow re-use. For this reason,
accurate control or prediction of crack propagation will permit
effective repairs and reduce maintenance and repair costs. How-
ever, since vanes are integral with the side walls to form a seg-
ment structure and since wall thickness differs by sections, the
temperature and thermal stress distributions in the nozzle are com-
plex. Therefore, in order to accurately grasp and analytically pre-
dict the status of crack propagation, very large facilities and high
costs are necessary. Gas turbine makers and research organiza-
tions are therefore developing models for predicting crack propa-
gation based on empirical models which themselves are based on
actual crack data,@1–4#.

Since 1997, the present authors have conducted studies on tech-
niques to efficiently digitize nozzle crack-related data and highly
accurate crack propagation prediction techniques in order to de-
velop a system for predicting crack propagation in nozzles,@5#.

General Description of the System
The system is used for digitizing the vast amounts of crack data

owned by power plants and operating records of gas turbines in
order to construct databases. Based on such databases, the corre-
lation of operating time or number of starts was analyzed to obtain
a correlation formula. The operating time or the number of starts
scheduled in the future is entered in the formula to predict the
crack propagation. This method assumes that factors which de-
pend on the operating time such as high-temperature creep or the
factors which depend on the number of starts such as low-cycle
fatigue are related to the propagation of cracks,@2,4#. The major
functions of the system are described below.

Function for Inputting Crack Data
Crack data are entered by using figures illustrating the outside

and inside walls of nozzles, and two vanes, respectively, on the
pressure side and suction side and divided into six sections. The
crack input screen of the outside wall of the first-stage nozzles
installed on the F class gas turbine is shown inFig. 1 as an
example. Using this input screen, the positions of crack generation
and end points can be pinpointed with the mouse. By entering
only the length from the keyboard, the coordinates of crack gen-
eration and end point positions, direction of crack propagation,
and length of cracks are automatically digitized. The operating
time or number of starts of the gas turbine resulting from the
propagation of cracks is entered on another screen and consoli-
dated with the stored crack data.

This method has made it possible to construct a crack database
for approximately 350,000 cracks of first-stage nozzles installed
on E and F class gas turbines.
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Function for Displaying Crack Data
As shown inFig. 2, the entered crack data can be displayed in

one-segment units. In order to grasp the tendency of crack propa-
gation in the same gas turbine, the crack data of nozzles installed
in a gas turbine can be superposed and displayed on the same
screen as shown inFig. 3. This method permits the sections in
which cracks are generated, direction of propagation, and fre-
quency of generation to be qualitatively grasped.

Function for Analyzing Crack Data
As shown inFig. 4, as the first step before the targeted cracks

can be selected for analysis, after blocking in the scope of posi-
tions of generated cracks with the mouse, the direction of propa-
gation when viewed from the direction of gas flow must be en-
tered. This method allows the patterns of cracks propagating in the
optional direction in the optional sections to be analyzed. On se-
lecting the crack patterns, two types of analyses can be performed
as described below.

The first type is an analysis of the tendency of crack propaga-
tion based on average crack length. Due to fluctuations in the
manufacture and distribution of combustor outlet gas temperature,
the length of cracks generated in the same section of each nozzle
is not always consistent,@1#. For this reason, the system calculates

the averaged crack length of a gas turbine from the crack patterns.
Correlation analysis is carried out on the average crack length and
operating time or number of starts of the gas turbine to obtain the
correlation formula. The predicted average crack length is gener-
ated upon entering the operating time or number of starts sched-
uled in the future. Furthermore, the average rate of crack propa-
gation can be calculated by calculating the amount of propagation
per unit operating time or unit number of starts.

The second type is an analysis of the crack propagation ten-
dency by maximum crack length. In this respect, the key point is
the maximum length by crack patterns. The maximum crack
length here is defined as the maximum crack length that has
propagated according to a certain crack pattern during a certain
period of time. In other words, if the scheduled inspection interval
is two years, the maximum value of cracks actually measured
every two years is set as the maximum length irrespective of the
operating conditions of the gas turbine and cracks generated in
whichever nozzles during that time. The maximum crack length is
used to control and predict the maximum crack length by inspec-
tion frequency.

As a typical analysis of cracks using the functions just men-
tioned, the analytical results of crack data of a certain power plant
are shown inFig. 5. In the case of this crack pattern, the average

Fig. 1 Example of crack input screen

Fig. 2 Example of crack display screen

Fig. 3 Example of crack display screen of a gas turbine

Fig. 4 Selection method of crack pattern
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crack length indicates a high degree of correlation with the num-
ber of starts of the gas turbine and shows that propagation in-
creases as the number of starts increase. The figure also shows the
maximum crack length of the crack pattern under the operating
conditions used for the analysis. The propagation of cracks gen-
erated in the pattern can be predicted by the correlation formulas
and maximum crack values.

Comparison of Crack Propagation Tendency of Non-
Repaired and Repaired Nozzles

Since the nozzles are used by repairing them frequently, the
system was used to analyze how the repair frequency affects the
propagation of cracks. The first-stage nozzles installed on three E
class gas turbines operating in Japan were analyzed.

The operation history of the three gas turbines selected for
analysis is shown inFig. 6. The vertical and horizontal axes were
normalized with the annual average number of starts and operat-
ing time of all gas turbines selected for analysis. The open sym-
bols indicate the operation history of gas turbines equipped with
non-repaired nozzles, while the solid symbols indicate that of gas
turbines equipped with repaired nozzles. In Japan, new nozzles
installed on gas turbines are normally used up to the second or
third scheduled inspection. Thereafter, the cracks are generally
weld-repaired at each scheduled inspection. In this figure, the op-
erating time and number of starts are accumulated for nozzles
used continuously, but when the nozzles are repaired, that point in
time is established as zero and the operating time and number of
starts are accumulated afresh. In Japan, parts are generally con-
trolled by assuming the nozzle segment of one gas turbine as a
group, and the usage history is also controlled by groups. The
nozzle group of power plant A is continuously used without re-
pairs up to the time of the third inspection. Thereafter, the nozzles
are repaired at each scheduled inspection. On the other hand, the
nozzle groups of power plants B and C were continuously used
without repairs up to the time of the second scheduled inspection.

Thereafter, the nozzles were repaired at each scheduled inspec-
tion. The nozzles of respective power plants were inspected ap-
proximately every two years.

As an example of qualitative analytical results of crack propa-
gation, cracks generated in a total of 18 segments of nozzle group
B2 of power plant B were superposed. The results are shown in
Figs. 7 and 8. The cracks are weld-repaired at each scheduled
repair. Thereafter, the entire segment is heat-treated which pro-
duces a finish that is practically the same as that of a non-repaired
nozzle. As a result, the increase in the number of repairs tends to
increase the density of hair cracks, but it is assumed that the
sections in which cracks are generated are approximately the
same. The authors have already clarified the propagation of
propagation-type cracks with the operating time or number of
starts of E class gas turbines,@5#. The cracks of 11 patterns are
comparatively long as shown inFig. 9. Accordingly, the extent of
the propagation of cracks of 11 patterns was compared.

Analysis by Average Crack Length
The method of calculating crack propagation is shown inFig.

10. Since the cracks of 11 patterns selected for analysis propagate

Fig. 5 Example of crack propagation analysis

Fig. 6 Operating conditions of gas turbines
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together with the operating time or number of starts of gas tur-
bines, two methods of calculating the propagating rate were de-
vised: ~1! using the operating time as the base and~2! using the
number of starts as the base. Accordingly, the average propagation
rates of the cracks of 11 patterns were calculated for each repair
by using the average crack length of several nozzle groups. The
average crack propagating rate was multiplied by the average op-
erating time or the average number of starts between scheduled
inspections of three power plants and compared with the value
normalized by the maintenance criterion repair length of each

crack pattern indicated inFig. 11. This value corresponds to the
crack length measured at the next scheduled inspection when new
nozzles or repaired nozzles are installed on the gas turbine.

As an example, the calculated average crack length using the
number of starts is compared inFig. 12. The value of 1 on the

Fig. 7 Crack propagation of non-repaired nozzle; „a… non-
repaired nozzle „first use …, „b… non-repaired nozzle „second
use …

Fig. 8 Crack propagation of repaired nozzle
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vertical axis corresponds to the maintenance criterion length. The
results indicate that the calculated average crack length is approxi-
mately 20 to 30% of the maintenance criterion length in any of the
crack patterns. When compared with the non-repaired nozzles, the
extent of crack propagation of the repaired nozzles was larger.

When cracks with a maintenance criterion length of 10% or more
were selected for analysis, the maximum extent of crack propaga-
tion was approximately 2.3 times greater. Therefore, it is consid-
ered that the non-repaired and repaired nozzles cannot be handled
in the same manner from the standpoint of controlling the crack
propagating tendency. Furthermore, it was found that the rate of
crack propagation tends to rise as the repair frequency increases.
The causes are considered to be:~1! high rate of crack propaga-
tion in weld sections as compared to the base metal,~2! heat
treatment is carried out at each repair, but the material structure
has failed to completely restore itself to the initial stage, and~3!
since fine cracks cannot be completely repaired by the weld-repair
method, the fine cracks connect together, thus increasing the rate
of propagation as can be observed visually. In order to clarify the
causes, it is necessary to perform in-depth material tests and ana-
lyze the material structure.

Fig. 9 Typical crack pattern

Fig. 10 Calculation method of crack propagation

Fig. 11 Maintenance criterion length

Fig. 12 Comparison of average crack lengths
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Analysis by Maximum Crack Length
The maximum crack length differs from the average crack

length, and is determined without considering the operating time
or number of starts of gas turbines. For this reason, comparisons

were made on the basis of maximum crack length with nozzles
used up to the time of the next scheduled inspection after installed
on the gas turbine without considering the rate of crack propaga-
tion. The comparison of maximum crack length normalized with
maintenance criterion length is shown inFig. 13. The extent of
propagation of repaired nozzles as compared to non-repaired
nozzles is larger. When it is assumed that cracks have a length of
more than 10% of the maintenance criterion length, the extent of
crack propagation is 2.8 at maximum. The extent of crack propa
gation of pattern 6 is the largest. Therefore, the cracks exceed the
maintenance criterion length. Cracks other than those of pattern 6
are approximately 60 to 70% of the maintenance criterion length.
Therefore, propagation of large cracks that exceeded the mainte-
nance criterion length was not observed.

Although the extent of crack propagation is small, a close look
at the maximum value of individual cracks reveals that the cracks
of pattern 6 are the only ones that exceed the maintenance crite-
rion length. Therefore, the repair work can be simplified provided
the cracks of pattern 6 are repaired on a priority basis.

Furthermore, since the extent of crack propagation of non-
repaired nozzles as compared to repaired nozzles is smaller, the
nozzles can be continuously used over a long period of time. It is
also possible to extend the scheduled inspection intervals.

Conclusion
A Crack Propagation Prediction System to control and predict

the length of cracks generated in the first-stage nozzles of E and F
class gas turbines was developed. The system was used to com-
pare the extent of the propagation of cracks generated in non-
repaired and repaired nozzles. The results indicated the following:

~1! As compared to non-repaired nozzles, the extent of the
propagation of average and maximum cracks in repaired nozzles
was the largest. The propagation of cracks with a length of more
than 10% of the maintenance criterion length generated in re-
paired nozzles was 2.3 times greater than that of non-repaired
nozzles for average cracks, while the propagation of maximum
cracks was 2.8 times at maximum.

~2! The extent of propagation of cracks of pattern 6 was the
largest and they were the only ones that exceeded the maintenance
criterion length. Therefore, repairing the cracks of pattern 6 on a
priority basis is expected to simplify the repair work.

A new crack propagation prediction system for analyzing the
stresses of first-stage nozzles will be constructed in the future.
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Design of Industrial Axial
Compressor Blade Sections for
Optimal Range and Performance
Background: The blade sections of industrial axial flow compressors require a wider
range from surge to choke than typical gas turbine compressors in order to meet the high
volume flow range requirements of the plant in which they operate. While in the past
conventional blade profiles (NACA65 or C4 profiles) at moderate Mach number have
mostly been used, recent well-documented experience in axial compressor design for gas
turbines suggests that peak efficiency improvements and considerable enlargement of
volume flow range can be achieved by the use of so-called prescribed velocity distribution
(PVD) or controlled diffusion (CD) airfoils. Method of approach: The method combines a
parametric geometry definition method, a powerful blade-to-blade flow solver and an
optimization technique (breeder genetic algorithm) with an appropriate fitness function.
Particular effort has been devoted to the design of the fitness function for this application
which includes non-dimensional terms related to the required performance at design and
off-design operating points. It has been found that essential aspects of the design (such as
the required flow turning, or mechanical constraints) should not be part of the fitness
function, but need to be treated as so-called ‘‘killer’’ criteria in the genetic algorithm.
Finally, it has been found worthwhile to examine the effect of the weighting factors of the
fitness function to identify how these affect the performance of the sections. Results: The
system has been tested on the design of a repeating stage for the middle stages of an
industrial axial compressor. The resulting profiles show an increased operating range
compared to an earlier design using NACA65 profiles. Conclusions: A design system for
the blade sections of industrial axial compressors has been developed. Three-dimensional
CFD simulations and experimental measurements demonstrate the effectiveness of the
new profiles with respect to the operating range.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1737782#

Introduction

The blade sections of industrial axial flow compressors require
a wider range from surge to choke than typical gas turbine com-
pressors in order to meet the high-volume flow-range require-
ments of the plant in which they operate. For motor-driven units it
is often necessary to have a large number of variable stators to
meet these requirements. In addition, the compressors are usually
assembled from a limited set of standardized stages and casings to
meet the particular customer specifications. These can vary sub-
stantially from machine to machine to cope with completely dif-
ferent requirements in terms of mass flow, pressure ratio and gas
properties—and therefore of rotor size, number of stages, Mach
numbers, and Reynolds numbers.

It is normal practice in such compressors to use so-called re-
peating stages, whereby several successive stages have the same
blades for the rotors and stators but the span of the blade rows are
shortened by cropping the tips. The requirements of axial match-
ing determines the local meridional flow channel and defines the
height of the blades, see Goede and Casey@1#. Normally there are
different styles of repeating stage design for the front, middle, and
end stages, whereby the following design criteria are used for
these:

Front stages

• insensitive to high Mach number
• sensitive to variable IGV setting angles
• low hub/tip ratio

Middle stages

• high efficiency
• high work input per stage
• wide range without variables

End stages

• low flow coefficient giving high span
• low exit swirl

In general these requirements lead to designs of 50 to 60%
reaction stages at the front, 70 to 80% in the middle and zero swirl
~90% reaction! at the end. The stage in consideration in this paper
is in the middle section of the compressor, where more or less
sound repeating conditions are given.

This type of standardization of the design forbids several design
features that are often encountered in axial compressors for gas
turbines. Transonic blades are excluded, as the operating range
would be too small and the axial matching of the sections would
be too sensitive to cropping. The variation of blade height through
cropping also impedes a refinement of the aerodynamics in the
endwall region, although a treatment of the blade roots alone
could be considered. The shift of the rotor and stator blade sec-
tions relative to each other through cropping~the rotor is short-
ened from the casing section and the stator from the hub section!
also precludes any fine optimization of the design through the
axial matching of the blade sections. To alleviate this problem, the
middle stage considered here is designed with a constant exit flow
angle from the stator across the span. Any improvement in perfor-
mance is therefore primarily focused on the reduction of profile
losses and improvement of the operating range of the section to
allow it to cope with the severe aerodynamic maltreatment
through cropping.

For this type of axial compressor, conventional blade profiles
~NACA65 or C4 profiles! at moderate Mach number have mostly
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been used as the availability of well-documented correlations al-
low the influence of changes in design parameters to be assessed
with ease~Casey@2# and Casey and Hugentobler@3#!. However,
recent well-documented experience in axial compressor design for
gas turbines suggests that peak efficiency improvements and con-
siderable enlargement of volume flow range can be achieved by
the use of so-called prescribed velocity distribution~PVD! or con-
trolled diffusion ~CD! airfoils. These types of bade sections are
already widely used in compressors in jet engines and in station-
ary gas turbines and have also been applied in industrial compres-
sors ~Eisenberg@4#!. Hobbs and Weingold@5# describe several
features of the profiles whose advantages over conventional pro-
files have been proven. These features can be summarized as fol-
lows ~see also Cumpsty@6#!:

• a very rapid acceleration near the leading edge to avoid pre-
mature laminar boundary layer separation or transition,

• a deceleration region, beginning very steep, but relaxing so as
to keep the boundary layer form parameterHk approximately
constant, and

• for the pressure side a nearly constant subsonic Mach number
distribution.

The most promising approach for the design of controlled dif-
fusion style of airfoils has been documented in two recent ASME
papers by DLR and Siemens~Köller et al. @7# and Küsters et al.
@8#! and this paper documents the transfer and adaptation of this
technology to industrial compressors.

Description of Design System
The blade shapes of PVD or CD profiles are almost arbitrary

and the number of degrees-of-freedom is high so an efficient de-
sign system without correlations is called for. A design system
consisting of a parameterized geometry description, a fast two-
dimensional flow solver and an optimization tool has proved to be
an efficient way to evaluate the optimal set of parameters for
given boundary conditions. Due to the two-dimensional optimiza-
tion, three-dimensional effects such as secondary flow and tip
leakage flow are neglected. This concession has to be made as the
available three-dimensional Navier-Stokes codes are still too time-
consuming to be coupled with optimization algorithms, although
three-dimensional Euler codes which are adequate for water tur-
bine designs can be incorporated, see Sallaberger et al.@9#. In-
stead, the three-dimensional geometry of the blade is defined by
the radial stacking of three planar sections~hub, root-mean-square
~rms!, and casing!, each of which is optimized separately using
the procedure shown inFig. 1.

The geometry of one section is defined by a set of parameters
given by the genetic algorithm~i.e., breeder genetic algorithm
~BGA!!. Once the geometry has been generated by the geometry
program ~GEOM!, preliminary checks are performed to ensure
that vital mechanical aspects such as cross section area, moment
of inertia or limitations concerning the curvature of the blade
shape are not violated. If any of these checks is not passed suc-
cessfully, the individual is marked as a ‘‘bad’’ individual and no

further evaluation is done—it is effectively killed off without fur-
ther consideration. Similarly, designs which do not achieve the
required outlet flow angle—and therefore violate the specific work
and flow turning required for the axial matching of the sections—
are also eliminated by this ‘‘killer’’ criteria.

Optimizing with respect to the whole characteristic~at design
and off-design operating points! strongly increases the turnaround
time for one optimization. The calculations of the characteristic
are conducted up to an operating point that shows a doubled pro-
file loss compared to the design point. To reduce the effort, the
flow simulation is split into two steps, the simulation of the design
point ~i.e., evaluating of the exit flow angle at the design point!
and—only if the exit flow angle is within the given limits—the
simulation of the characteristic. Nevertheless, the elapsed time for
a complete section is, in the worst case, about 14 days.

In this case, the development of a new blade sections is based
on an already existing design~NACA65! which is to be improved.
A reference profile, which closely represents the current design, is
included in the optimization process in the start population to
ensure that current knowhow and experience are taken into ac-
count. Although this might accelerate the process of optimization,
it is important to note that it does not affect the result of the
optimization itself. Test runs have led to the same result with and
without including the reference profile.

Parameterization of Blade Section Geometry
The challenge for the geometry program is to provide an accu-

rate and flexible parameterization by using a low number of pa-
rameters so as the effort of optimizing is reduced. The imple-
mented solution uses the concept of superposition of a camber line
and a thickness distribution. This was necessary so that the new
sections could be incorporated into the available design system
which uses this technique, following Casey@10#. Both distribu-
tions are described by four patches, two central Bezier patches of
order 4 and two linear patches for the leading and the trailing edge
~seeFig. 2!. In case of the thickness distribution the leading edge
patch is replaced by an ellipse.

Altogether, the geometry model ends up with 20 parameters, 10
for the camber line and 10 for the thickness distribution for each
blade section. Each parameter is directly or indirectly related to
the chord length. By scaling with the chord length, the final design
can therefore easily be obtained.

Some of the parameters are not object of the optimization, such
as the chord length and the trailing edge radius~actually rTE/c!,
others are restricted or used as an initial value, such as the param-
eters p7 to p10, because they are not independent of each other.
With the parameters p3 and p5 position and slope of the first point
of patch 2 are defined. The position of the last point of patch 2 is

Fig. 1 Design system
Fig. 2 Parameterization of „a… camber line and „b… thickness
distribution
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given by p1 and p2 and, as this is the point of maximal camber,
the slope is also known. Parameters p7 and p8 finally specify the
inner polygon points. In the same manner, the second Bezier patch
~i.e., patch 3! is described. Arbitrary combinations of the param-
eters p1 to p10 will result in a discontinuity of the curvature at the
transition of patch 2 to 3. Therefore p7 to p10 are varied in an
internal loop until continuity of the curvature is achieved.

What has so far been described for the camber line, is also true
for the thickness distribution, save that the first polygon point of
patch 2 is defined as the location at which the ellipse with a minor
to major axis ratio of 0.3 shows the same slope as p3d.

Two-Dimensional Flow Solver
The quasi-three-dimensional blade-to-blade solver MISES

V2.4.1 ~Youngren and Drela@11#! has been chosen as the flow
code for the optimization. This fast code describes the inviscid
flow using the steady Euler equations, while the viscous effects
are modeled by the integral boundary layer equations. The
coupled system of nonlinear equations is solved by a Newton-
Raphson technique.

The boundary conditions are defined by those of the existing
NACA stage. Beginning at the design point the inlet angle is
varied while keeping the inlet Mach number constant. For the
stages in consideration the turbulence level is typically 5% and
higher. According to Abu-Ghannam and Shaw@12#, there is no
further influence of turbulence on bypass transition for levels
above 3%, so that the turbulence level is set to 5%.

For all calculations the radius of the section is taken as constant
and the AVDR is set to unity, which means that both, stator and
rotor sections, can be optimized with no rotation. Adjustments for
noncylindrical flow channel and therefore nonconstant radius and
AVDR.1 are made by modification of the desired exit flow angle.

Breeder Genetic Algorithm
The breeder genetic algorithm~BGA!, developed by Mu¨hlen-

bein and Schlierkamp-Voosen@13,14#, is based on the evolution
theories of Darwin and the genetics of Mendel. A population of
individuals changes over a number of generations using the
mechanisms of selection, recombination and mutation, whereby
the best individual is always transferred unchanged to the next
generation~elitism!.

According to the findings of former projects using this optimi-
zation tool~see Sallaberger@9# for details! the parameters for the
optimization process were chosen to be 0.20 for the selection
threshold, @20.20,1.20# for the recombination interval and
@20.25,0.25# for the mutation interval. Starting with a population
size of 500 individuals, each following generation consists of 50
individuals, which compromises the calculation time for one gen-
eration and the number of generations needed until the optimum is
found.

It is worth noting here that the stringent convergence criteria
applied in the optimization process~see below! indicate that a true
optimum is found, and in this sense the results are independent of
the actual optimization algorithm that is used. Other systems of
optimization have been examined~including gradient methods
and neural networks! but none were found to be consistently bet-
ter than the breeder genetic algorithm.

Fitness Function
Experience obtained from former projects has led to the follow-

ing conclusions:

• Every term of the fitness function has to be associated to
suitable reference values so that the contributions to the fit-
ness value are all of the same order of magnitude.

• The distinction has to be made between goals which are es-
sential and goals which are desirable. Only the latter should
be included in the fitness function.

Typically, the terms of the fitness function are of different types,
like loss coefficients or angles. Without relating them to reference
values, the numerical values of flow angles~in units of degrees!
would outweigh any improvement in the loss coefficient~typically
0.03!, as long as it is not compensated by a well-chosen weighting
factor. With reference values each component in the fitness func-
tion has the same order of magnitude and the choice of appropri-
ate weighting factors is much simplified. Suitable reference values
can be obtained from experience or from existing profiles.

By definition, essential criteria have to be fulfilled without ex-
ception. If they were included in the fitness function, their corre-
sponding weighting factors would have to be set at very high
levels, and—as explained above—the criteria would become so
dominant that required criteria would no longer be relevant. This
type of criteria is called ‘‘killer criteria’’ and checked beforehand.

In the present case of an industrial axial compressor four killer
criteria have been identified:

• the exit flow angle,
• the moment of inertia,
• the cross-section area, and
• the number of turning points on suction and pressure side.

The first of these is related to the achievement of the required
specific work and appropriate axial matching of the sections,
and, the second and third take into account the bending and cen-
trifugal stresses, and the fourth is related to manufacturing re-
quirements.

Strictly speaking, the cross-section area concerns only the rotor,
but in order to develop a standardized method for rotor and stator
it is checked for the stator as well. The effect of taking into ac-
count the cross section area and the moment of inertia is demon-
strated inFig. 3. Optimizing without these criteria leads to a pro-
file with little camber, with the maximum thickness close to the
leading edge and a very thin trailing edge. On the other hand, the
resulting profile with respect to the stress criteria shows increased
camber and a more regular thickness distribution. The previous
shape might be superior in terms of loss coefficient and operating
range, but is of no technical interest.

So far the exit flow angle has been described and classified as a
killer criteria. This classification will now be examined in more
detail. A design which meets the exact exit flow angle is only an

Fig. 4 Parameter of the characteristic for the evaluation by the
fitness function

Fig. 3 Influence of moment of inertia on resulting profiles
„dashed line: original; solid line: cross section area and mo-
ment of inertial taken into account …
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academic task, the designer will rather allow a defined tolerance,
especially as the methods for prediction of exit angle are not per-
fect. Thus, we have to distinguish between two cases. If the exit
flow angle is outside of the specified tolerance, it is interpreted as
a killer criteria and therefore the affected individuals excluded.
But, if the exit flow angle is within the tolerance, it is no longer a
killer criteria. On the contrary, the exit flow angle is now an object
of the optimization to meet the requirements as accurate as pos-
sible. For this reason, it is part of the fitness function, but the
fitness value is only analyzed for those individuals whose exit
flow angle is within the tolerance.

The components of the fitness function to describe position and
shape of the characteristic have been chosen according to the pro-
posal of Köller et al.@7# and are sketched inFig. 4. For the design
point b1,D the profile shows a design loss coefficient ofvD .
When decreasing or increasing the inlet flow angle, the losses will
eventually start to rise until a loss coefficient double that of the
design point is reached. This range is defined as the operating
range and the difference between the stall point and the design
point is known as the safety against stall. For the inner 80% of the
operating range the average valuev80 and the standard deviation
s80 are used to assess the flatness and the homogenity of the loss
characteristic.

Altogether, the fitness function consists of 6 components

F5a1S vD

vD,ref
D e1

1a2S Db ref

Db D e2

1a3S Dbstall,ref

Dbstall
D e3

1a4S v80

v80,ref
D e4

1a5S s80

s80,ref
D e5

1a6S 11Ub22b2,ref

b2,ref
U D e6

(1)

whereby ref refers to values of the reference profile used to make
each term nondimensional. It is interesting to note that because
the blade-to-blade code of MISES is able to predict the operating
range and the loss coefficients, there are no elements of the fitness
function which are related to the specification of optimum veloc-
ity distributions or boundary layer distributions.

Each component is associated with a weighting factorai and an
exponentei . The exponent factorsei have not been used and are
all set to unity. It has been found expedient to examine the influ-
ence of each of the weighting factorsai separately. As an ex-
ample, the influence ofa3 ~responsible for the safety against stall!
is shown inFig. 5.

Increasing the weighting factora3 gives a higher margin
against stall through an increased stagger angle and leads to less
incidence for high inlet flow angles. Furthermore, the leading
edge is thickened, so that the profile is less sensitive to incidence.
Both measures improve the safety against stall. On the other side,
due to the higher incidence for small inlet flow angles, the losses
are increased and the operating range towards choke is substan-
tially reduced.

It is interesting to note here that studies of the effect of the
weighting factorsa4 anda5 did not substantially affect the design
of the sections, indicating that the fullness and the width of the
characteristic close to low loss is probably similar for all axial
compressor sections and is related to the global features of the
flow rather than detail of the profile shape.

Time Frame of Optimization Process
The optimization process is regarded as ‘‘converged,’’ if the

best individual has not changed for more than 70 generations or
the 400th generation is reached~seeFig. 6!. There can, of course,
be no proof that with more generations a better individual would
not be found. To test the risk of this, several sections have been
optimized starting from different reference profiles and, with the
convergence criteria given above, no differences in the optimized
profile could be identified even when starting from quite different
starting profiles.

This optimization process for one section typically requires
about two weeks on a single DEC ALPHA ES40 processor,
whereby the characteristic is only calculated if all geometrical
requirements are fulfilled and the exit flow angle is within the
given limits for the design point.

The time frame strongly depends on the section that is to be
optimized. Rotor sections generally take longer than stator sec-
tions. This is due to the boundary conditions~higher Mach num-
bers! which require longer convergence times in MISES~espe-
cially if shocks occur!. The system has not been made parallel to
improve its speed, but on a multiprocessor machine different
blade sections can be optimized in different processors at the same
time.

Results of Optimization of Sections
The features of the optimized sections are in good agreement

with the expected velocity profiles and boundary layer develop-
ment expected for PVD and CD profiles~see introduction!, even
though no specific aspect of the fitness function is related to ve-
locity distributions or boundary layer parameters. Clearly, the
physics of the flow included in MISES is able to identify that the
typical velocity boundary layer distributions automatically mini-
mize the fitness function chosen, which examines only losses and
operating range.

One example of the results for the casing section of the stator is
given in Figs. 7–11. In these comparisons the reference data are
the MISES calculation for the original NACA profile. In many
cases the MISES simulation identifies problems that occur in this
reference section that could probably have been avoided by using
a different NACA65 profile with different camber and stagger.
The original design was carried out without the MISES results
using the procedure outlined by Casey and Hugentobler@3# so that
the improvements given by the optimization process include some
effects due to the poor selection of the original reference profile.

Fig. 5 Influence of weighting factor a3 on Dbstall

Fig. 6 ‘‘Convergence’’ behavior of the optimization process of
the stator casing section
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Geometric Features. On the right side ofFig. 7 the curvature
of the optimized camber line~CL! is compared with that of the
NACA profile whose camber is approximately a circular arc. The
curvature in the front part of the optimized profile is increased,
while it is less over the rear 75% of the section, leading to the
typical shape of CD profiles with a relatively low curvature to-
wards the rear of the blade. Additionally, the location of the maxi-
mum thickness, which is at 40% of the chord length for the
NACA profile, has been moved forwards~Fig. 7 upper left! and is
now very close to its lower limit of 25% chord length, which has
been set to avoid too blunt leading edges. Finally, the new blade
has a lower stagger angle than that of the NACA blade.

In this case all of the geometric ‘‘killer’’ criteria are fulfilled,
i.e. the number of turning points~pressure side: 1; suction side: 0;
Fig. 7 right! and the cross section area and the moment of inertia
~both approx. 3% above their lower limit!.

Flow Features in Design Point. The positive effect of high
camber and thickness close to the leading edge is demonstrated in
Fig. 8. The flow at the suction side of the NACA profile is con-
tinuously accelerated up to a maximum at about 30% chord length
~i.e. m850.05– 0.06 inFig. 8! followed by a deceleration whose
gradient becomes increasingly steeper towards the trailing edge.
When the adverse pressure gradient is too strong for the flow to
overcome, separation occurs~Fig. 9!. Consequently, the deviation
of the exit flow angle lies outside the desired tolerance and the
overall pressure rise is lower.

For the optimized profile the flow on the suction side is highly
accelerated and reaches its peak value shortly after the leading
edge at about 5% chord length. The deceleration which follows
starts with a strong gradient as in this region the boundary layer is
still thin and uncritical. When the conditions start to become criti-
cal, the gradient is weakened in order to stabilize the boundary
layer. This form of pressure distribution, often called ‘‘ski-slope’’
is typical for PVD and CD profiles.

The effect of stabilization can also be seen on the boundary
layer form factor distribution Hk~Fig. 8 right!. After the transi-
tion, which occurs at the suction side right after the leading edge,
the form factor starts to rise slowly. With the reduction of the
deceleration gradient, theHk-curve is flattened again and separa-
tion avoided, even though the stagger angle of the optimized pro-
file is less than that of the NACA blade. The resulting exit flow
angle is within a 0.2-deg tolerance of the desired value.

While the flow at the pressure side of the NACA blade is de-
celerated, the optimized profile shows an almost constant pressure
distribution with a slight acceleration in the front part of the blade,
which delays the transition at the pressure side and reduces the
losses.

Flow Features at Off-Design. With increasing flow angle,
the velocity on the suction side close to the leading edge rises as
well and, in the case of the optimized profile, becomes transonic
~Fig. 10!. The higher velocity of the new profile is due to the
lower stagger angle and the thickened leading edge, but, as a
thicker leading edge results in less sensitivity to incidence, the
velocity peak is not as distinct as for the NACA profile. The
effects of the optimized pressure distribution, which have already
been described for the design point~ski slope!, are even more
emphasized, the pressure gradient at the rear part of the blade is
very small. Still, separation cannot be completely averted, but
compared to the NACA blade the separation is much smaller and
results in lower losses.

Fig. 8 Pressure distribution and form factor Hk of stator cas-
ing section at design point

Fig. 7 Stator casing section. Camber and thickness distribution showing polygon points
„upper left …, geometry without stagger „lower left …, and curvature „right ….

Fig. 9 Mach number distribution of stator casing section at
design point
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The lower stagger angle of the new profile, which has been a
disadvantage at high inlet flow angles, becomes advantageous for
small inlet flow angles~Fig. 11!. Due to the higher stagger angle
and the thin leading edge the flow at the pressure side of the
NACA blade separates immediately after the leading edge and
sets therefore the lower limit of the operating range. At this point,
the new blade is still working perfectly. Thanks to the smaller
stagger angle and the thicker leading edge, the predicted operating
range is increased by more than 50%.

Loss Coefficients. Similar results were obtained for the re-
maining stator and rotor sections. The loss coefficients of all sec-
tions, each compared to the corresponding NACA65 profile, are
given in Fig. 12. For all sections the losses have been reduced
significantly and the operating range increased. For the rotor hub
section, it is clear that the original choice of the NACA65 profile
was not at all good. The loss curve of the optimized profile is now
in the desired range, while a shift to higher inlet flow angles can
be found at the casing section of the rotor.

Blade Stacking
To build up the three-dimensional geometry, the centers of

gravity are typically used as the stacking line for NACA65 pro-
files. This is possible, since all sections are members of the same
profile family and their shape, and therefore the location of the
center of gravity, is similar. The optimized profiles tend to have a
different location of the center of gravity relative to the chord
length for different sections over the span and so they are stacked
over the mean value for all sections instead.

Originally, optimizations were performed for seven sections
across the span of each blade. This required a lot of computing
time, and the resulting shape of the blade turned out to be slightly
irregular across the span. The question arose, how many sections
for a proper definition of the blade were needed. To answer the
question, both the rotor and the stator blades have been built up by
using only the hub, midspan, and casing sections. At the span
values corresponding to the four nonused sections the resulting
profiles have been generated by interpolation and their loss coef-

Fig. 10 Pressure and Mach number distribution of stator casing section at high inlet flow
angle

Fig. 11 Pressure and Mach number distribution of stator casing section at small inlet flow
angle
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ficients compared to those of the optimized profiles. As can be
seen by the example of the stator~Fig. 13!, the difference is only
small which means that three sections per blade are sufficient for
the definition of the blade.

Comparison With Three-Dimensional Navier-Stokes
Simulation

In order to test the performance of the newly developed pro-
files, calculations were carried out using the commercial CFD
package Fine/Turbo from Numeca. The geometrical model takes
into account all 41

2 stages of the axial compressor test rig at
Sulzer Innotec as well as the inlet and exit part of the machine and
the tip clearances.

The mathematical model employs a steady, three-dimensional
viscous turbulent Navier-Stokes solver with the Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence model incorporated. Furthermore, a central discretiza-
tion scheme and first order extrapolation on rotor-stator interfaces
are used. The mesh consists of;2 million nodes with four pos-
sible multigrid levels. This results in averagey1 values of;3,

which is required for the Baldwin-Lomax model. The calculations
were performed for a machine Mach number of Mu50.5 with
total pressure and temperature inlet and a massflow outlet bound-
ary condition, respectively. The calculations were considered to be
converged if the difference between inlet and outlet massflow is
less than 1‰, which took an average calculation time per operat-
ing point of 27 hours on an SGI octane.

The guide vane stagger angle of the existing NACA stage was
chosen to be 60 deg, since this value was found by the measure-
ments to give the highest efficiencies. For the new stage, the op-
timal guide vane stagger angle is not known in advance. There-
fore, as an initial guess it was assumed that the difference between
its design and optimum stagger angle is the same as for the NACA
stage, which leads to a value of 65 deg. This assumption has to be
checked by the measurements.

The overall polytropic efficiency and the total pressure rise
~calculated for the 412 stages! of the existing and the new stage are
presented inFig. 14. The peak efficiency of the new stage is
higher with a flattened characteristic and as a result an increased
operating range.

Comparison With Measurements
Experimental validation of the optimised blading has been car-

ried out in the large high-speed 4 1/2 stage axial compressor
‘‘Palue’’ in Sulzer Innotec, which has a hub diameter of 400 mm.
This compressor was also used for the measurements of the origi-
nal NACA 65 blading and for these new tests the annulus geom-
etry, and all instrumentation remained unchanged, the compressor
was simply fitted with a new set of blades. The instrumentation
included measurement of the volume flow in a calibrated nozzle,
inlet and outlet conditions~static pressures and total temperatures!
upstream and downstream of the blading, and static pressures be-
tween each blade row.

Tests in this compressor follow a standard, and well-established
procedure whose objective is to derive measured stage character-
istics for repeating stage conditions at different stator vane stagger
angle settings. In these measurements the inlet guide vane and
stator vane setting angles of all blade rows are adjusted to provide
a geometry that repeats through the compressor. The annulus is
designed following Goede and Casey@1#, and under these condi-
tions there is one speed of the compressor which leads to repeat-
ing stage conditions through the machine at the best operating
point. The establishment of repeating stage conditions can be con-
firmed from the static pressure measurements on the casing. At the
given speed, the repeating stage conditions are then more or less
retained as stall is approached, but deviate from this as choke is
approached with the last stages operating at a lower relative pres-

Fig. 12 Loss coefficient for „a… hub, „b… midspan, and „c… cas-
ing section of stator and rotor for existing „dotted … and opti-
mized profile

Fig. 13 Influence of number of sections used for the blade
„OPT: optimized profile; INT: profile generated by interpolation …

Fig. 14 Three-dimensional Navier Stokes simulations. Overall
polytropic efficiency hp and total pressure rise p tot for the ex-
isting „filled squares … and the new design „diamonds ….
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sure rise. Note that at higher stagger angles a lower speed is
needed to attain repeating stage conditions as the stage produces a
higher work input.

The measurements on this stage were completed in December
2002, during the submission process for this paper. The results,
which are summarized inFigs. 15and16, are highly satisfactory
with regard to the operating range of the stage, but unfortunately
the optimized blading did not achieve a better efficiency than the
NACA 65 blading. In the short time available since the comple-
tion of the tests it has not been possible to find an explanation for
the poor efficiency of the optimised stage. Work is continuing on
this.

Figure 15 shows a nondimensionalized plot of the efficiency
characteristic at the design stagger angle of the optimised and the
NACA 65 blading. It can be seen that the operating range of the
optimised stage is significantly wider~with more than 30% more
variability in flow! than that of the NACA 65 blading.Figure 16
demonstrates that the optimized stage achieves a similar wider
operating range than the NACA 65 blading at all stagger angles
and speeds that have been tested. In this figure the operating range
is denoted by the flow range defined as the difference between the
flow coefficient at the point where the stage has 90% of its peak
efficiency (n1,90) and the flow coefficient at stall (n1,stab) divided
by the design flow coefficient (n1,design).

Dn85
n1,902n1,stab

n1,design
(2)

Conclusions
A design system for the blade sections of industrial axial com-

pressors has been developed. The method combines a parametric
geometry definition method, a powerful blade-to-blade flow solver
~MISES! and an optimization technique~breeder genetic algo-
rithm! with an appropriate fitness function. Particular effort
has been devoted to the design of the fitness function for this
application:

• All terms in the fitness function are nondimensional with re-
spect to reference values.

• Essential aspects of the design~such as the required flow
turning, or mechanical constraints! should not be part of the
fitness function, but need to be treated as so-called ‘‘killer’’
criteria in the genetic algorithm.

• It has been found worthwhile to examine the effect of the
weighting factors of the fitness function to identify how these
affect the performance of the sections.

• The fitness function only includes terms related to the re-
quired performance at design and off-design operating points.
Nevertheless the optimized sections have the typical velocity
and boundary layer distributions associated with CD and
PVD profiles.

The system has been tested on the design of a repeating stage
for the middle stages of an industrial axial compressor. The result-
ing profiles show an increased operating range compared to an
earlier design using NACA65 profiles. Three-dimensional CFD
simulations and experimental measurements demonstrate the
effectiveness of the new profiles with respect to the operating
range.
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Nomenclature

AVDR 5 axial velocity density ratio5r2Cx2 /r1Cx1
CL 5 camber line
Cp 5 static pressure rise coefficient5(p2p1)/q
Cx 5 axial velocity @m/s#
Hk 5 form factor5d* /u

INT 5 interpolated profile
OPT 5 optimized profile

PS 5 pressure side
SS 5 suction side
Uh 5 blade speed at hub~m/s!
ai 5 weighting factor of fitness function
ei 5 weighting exponent of fitness function
k 5 curvature

m8 5 meridional coordinate5*@A(dr21dz2)/r #
p 5 pressure (N/m2)

p1–p10 5 parameter of camber line
p1d–p10d5 parameter of thickness distribution

q 5 dynamic pressure at inlet (N/m2)
r 5 radius~m!

rTE 5 trailing edge radius~m!
t 5 temperature~K!
x 5 coordinate in chordwise direction~m!
y 5 coordinate perpendicular to chordwise direction

~m!
z 5 coordinate in axial direction~m!
b 5 flow angle with respect to axial direction~deg!
g 5 ratio of specific heat capacities

Db 5 operating range~deg!

Fig. 15 Measured polytropic efficiency hp Õhp ,opt of the exist-
ing „diamonds … and the new stage „filled squares …

Fig. 16 Relative increase of operating range for original
„NACA … and optimized „OPT… design at blade Mach number
MuÄ0.45, 0.50, and 0.54 and different stagger angles Q
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Dbstall 5 safety against stall~deg!

Dn8 5 dimensionless operating
range5(n1,902n1,stab)/n1,design

d* 5 boundary layer displacement thickness~m!
hp 5 polytropic efficiency

(total-total)5g21/g ln(p02/p01)/ln(t02/t01)
Q 5 stagger angle with respect to circumferential

direction ~deg!
u 5 boundary layer momentum thickness~m!
n 5 flow coefficient5Cx /Uh

r 5 density (kg/m3)
p tot 5 stage pressure ratio5p02/p01

s 5 standard deviation
v 5 loss coefficient5(p02,is2p02)/(p012p1)

Subscripts

0 5 stagnation value
1 5 inlet plane
2 5 outlet plane

80 5 inner 80% ofDb
90 5 90% of peak efficiency
D 5 design point
is 5 isentropic

ref 5 reference value
stab 5 at stall

Superscripts
• 5 1st deviation
•• 5 2nd deviation
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